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FOREWORD
The High-Speed Civil Transport study integrated results of technical and economic analysis of various air-
craft to determine their commercial potential and corresponding technology requirements. This extended
beyond previous primarily technology-oriented activities such as the Advanced Supersonic Transport (AST) and
Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR), as well as included consideration of ongoing technology developments of
the National AeroSpace Plane (NASP) program. Appropriate technologies were assessed in terms of the com-
mercial value of high-speed civil transport (HSCT) aircraft.
Work was accomplished by Douglas Aircraft Company in Long Beach, California. This work commenced
in October 1986 at the direction of the NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, and was jointly
funded under Contract NAS1-18378.
The NASA Contracting Officer's Technical Representative was Mr. Robert W. Koenig during the initial
phases and Mr. Charles E. K. Morris, Jr., during the final phases; the Douglas program manager was Mr. Donald
A. Graf. Principal investigators were Mr. H. Robert Welge, aerodynamics, acoustics, and assistant program
manager; Mr. Gordon L. Hamilton, propulsion, fuels, emissions, and thermal; Mr. M. A. "Pete" Price, struc-
tures and materials; Mr. Bruce W. Kimoto, systems and weights; Mr. Richard T. Cathers, configuration integra-
tion; Mr. John W. Stroup, market research; Mr. Marc L. Schoen, airports; and Mr. Maurice Platt, manufacturing
and development costing. McDonnell Aircraft Company technical staff provided consultation relating to NASP
technologies.
Other Douglas HSCT team members are:
Administration
Aerodynamics and Acoustics
Business Operations
Configuration
Economics and Market Research
Human Factors
Laminar Flow
Product Support
Propulsion
Structures and Materials
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E. C. Anderson
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SUMMARY
The l)ouglas Aircraft Company has conducted a study of the potenllal of high-speed commercial
transports. This has encompassed markct studies, cruise Mach assessment, tcchnology needs, cnvironmcnlal
considerations, and the U.S. economy. This study included an initial screening from Mach 2 to Math 25,
followed by focus on the Math 2 to Mach 5 region, and finally, comparison of Mach 3.2 and Mach 5.0.
This later effort highlighted different fuels, with Mach 3.2 representing the upper end of kcroscnc-fucl fea-
sibility and Mach 5.0 representing liquid methane potential. An important aspect of this study inw_lvcd
assessment of the technologies of the National AeroSpace Plane (NASP) program. Overall objcctives of this
two-year study were to provide direction for NASA's high-specd transpor! research and technology efforts
in line with the goal of U.S. aeronautical lcadership.
Market
.
,
3.
.
Market projections for the 2000 to 2025 time period indicate sufficicnl passenger traffic fi_r ranges
beyond 2,000 nautical miles to support a flee! of economically viable and environmentally compalible
high-speed commercial transports, l:lcc! needs could total 1,500 or more 300-sea! aircraft by 2025.
The Pacific Rim area will bccomc the major lraffic region aflcr the year 2000, leading to !he estab-
lishment of design range objectives of 6,500 nautical miles.
Ticket prices above competitive subsonic commercial service provide considerable Icvcragc for eco-
nomic viability. Market elasticity is much greater for coach passengers compart'd to first class for
high-speed transports. Market capture of coach passengers erodes sharply with lickcl prices as small
as 10 percent to 20 percent above subsonic fare level.
Economic viability places emphasis on environmenlally acceptable supersonic flight over land. The
constraint of no supersonic flight over land reduces potential aircraft pr_duciivity (i.e., seal miles per
year) by 10 to 20 perccnt for the Mach 3.2 c<mccpl.
Crui_ Speed
I. Aircraft productivity increases wilh cruise speed up to about Math 5 I<_ Math 6 for market applica-
tions ranging from 2,000 to 6,500 nm,tical miles. Above thi_ p¢_inl, lht. rt'l:_tive _ignificance of cruise
speed diminishes and produclivily is virhmlly constan!.
2. Design mission gross weights increase wilh cruise Math nmnlwr an,l. c_wrcspondingly, advanced
technology requirements and costs arc greater.
3. Cruise speeds of Mach 5 and Mach 6 using cryogenic fl_els (I N(;) _1_ nol result in compelilivc
opportunities before the 2010 time frame. I iquid mcd_ane's eTlergy c_v_k'nl I_-_ll_short of Math 5
requirements, and liquid hydrogen aircraft (Math 6) are nol c'ompcliliv_. (lilt, |¢1 IllP high flwl cost.
4. Economic studies of the Mach 3.2 conix'pI suggcs! viabilily c'cmhl lx" :whit'vcd lhr(_ugh modcsl fare
premiums and successfld research in providing significant gr¢_ w_,i_,ht rCdllC.'li(_tl'_ arid propHl_ive
efficiency improvemcnts.
Technology Needs
.
2.
Current technology is not adequate to produce an econmniczllly viablt' high-_Ix'ed transp<wl.
Technology needs can be defined to allow development of an eccmcmdcallv :Hlraclive ]Vlach 3.2,
next-generation-after (?oncorde, high-speed transport.
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Environmenlal Considerations
.
,
.
Advanced engine technology has bccn idcnlificd that offers the potential for rcducti(ms in nitrous
oxides to very low lcvcls. The dclcrmination of specific cnginc emission requirements must awail thc
rcsults of studies involving models of the earth's atmosphere and engine-emission projecli(ms for
worldwide IISCT flccl applications.
FAR 36 Stagc 3 airport noise rcqt, ircmcnts for a design range of 6,500 nautical relics cannot be mcl
with technology projcclions of this study. Oversizing engines to reduce the noise is not economic:ally
attractivc; furlhcr innovative suppressor research is required.
Concepts considered in lhis study arc estimated to bc capable of sig,fificanl performance objectives
- 300 passcngcr/6,5fll3 nautical miles with slightly lower sonic boom characlcrislics than ('oncordc
(If)() passengers/3,200 nautical miles). Sonic boom acccptabilily crilcria plus further rcfincmenl of
IISCT concepts through configt, ration shaping and opcrati(mal constrainl_ is necessary to tlclcrminc
conditions of environmental compliancc.
F.conomy
l, From the standpoint of the [LS. economy, a I,t)00-uni! IIS(7"I" progrmn would crcalc an eslim:|Icd
200,000 jobs over lhc life of the program. Tiffs transiales inlo a projct'lcd $51)tl billion GNP increase
and rcprcscnls improvement in the balance of trade of approximalcly $1(}11 billi(m.
Recommendations
°
2.
3.
Research must focus on resolving environmenlal issues; crile,-ia accepl;,l_ility ,nusl bc achicvcd on a
international basis in conccrt with the research beforc produclio,1 devel(_pmenl Ix'gins.
Rcscarch and technology dcvclopment should focus on c()ncepl_ u,_ing :, kcr(_scnc-type fucl largcling
on initial aircraft deliveries in the 2()f)f) I(_ 2f)l() time frame.
NASP technology and learning will h:,vc measurable yah,c; however, :, c(vnnwrci:dly o|'ienlcd high-
speed technologies dcvclop|nen! program is vital to any (rag(ring cff,_rl,_ by lhc ILS. industry I(7
maintain aviation tcchnology leadership.
xvi
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1. ! Background
Commercial aviation has grown steadily from tile days of multistop/multimodc transportation lo
become a mature, highly competitive service to bolh the business communily ,rod Ihc vacation/pleasure
traveler. Commercial aviation has become a vital clement of the ILS. economy by providing cmployment
on the local level and making significant c(mtributions to the national balance of trade (_n a worldwide basis.
Jets in the 1950s and jumbo-sized aircraft in the 1970s have increased pmduclivity and contribulcd
to holding passenger ticket prices below inflationary trcnds, lifforts to contimlc pmduclivily advancements
through supersonic transports, however, have bccn unsuccessful - Ihe 1!.,_. Sg'l' wa,_ cancelled in 1971 and
the British/French Concordc program saw only 18 aircraft manufactured, resulting in very limited service
between the U.S. and F,uropc. Concordc has been successful in dcmonshaling safe mid reliable schedule
service and is expected to operate through the turn of the ccntt, r3,.
Worldwide passengcr traffic will triple by the year 2000, according lo markc! projections that foresee
particular demand in a growing Pacific region noted for long roulc segmunl,_ and flight times - very
appropriate for high-spccd transport aircraft.
Following cancellation of the II.S. SST, NASA has continued supers<talc Icchllology development
activities with the SCAR program and follow-on work in materials, conal'_ld;dion:_l fluid dynamics, and
propulsion tcchnology. In 1985, the White I louse Office of Science and "]'cchnology policy report on aer-
onautical research resulted in establishment of an Aeronautical Policy Review ('<mlrnillee, which developed
aeronautical research and development goals in subsonics, supersonics, and lrzmsalm¢_sphcrics for conlinucd
U.S. leadership in aeronautics.
In late 1986, NASA commissioned a two-year l ligh-Spccd ('ivil 'l'ran'q_<w! (IIS('T) study to deter-
mine the best opportunities for a viable supersonic Iransp(m. 'lhc l')ougla_ Aircraft Company conduclcd a
two-year study under NASA contract NASI-1037_. This syslcms-lypc sftldv bcgan with a broad scope and
then focused on the crucial issues for the best IIS('T concepts, hfi|i:dly, lhr ,qHdy considered cruise speeds
ranging from Mach 2 to 25 and an associated range of acr(_dynamic ('_nC('l_l_, pmp_ll'_ion systems and fiwls,
materials, and structures. The study was organi>'cd inlo lhree phasc'_, as shm_n in I:igure I-I. Major tie-
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FIGURE 1-1. HIGH-SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT STUDY
ments included (1) evaluations of I IS("T" operating and procluction c'o_t% arid comp:lri_ons of vehicle (,c_st
and worth, (2) vehicle technology assessment based on all the traditic_nal di'_cipline_ and their integration
into vehicle concepts, and (3) definition and assessment of the more promi_in_ concepts in more detail. In
addition, special factors such as airpori infrastructure, flwl technology, and llw ('nvirormlental concerns For
sonic boom, community noise, and emissions were inch_ded.
Engine data were obtained through subconlr:wts lo Aerojel Tt.chSy4lc, m,_, (_'ll('r:_[ l_lech'ic Aircraft
Engines, and Pratt & Whilney. In addition, stlbcotllracl'_ als<_ have pr(_(ht('cql t'xpt'rli_" in s11cll area_ at air
traffic control, cryogenic fuels technology, airport facililit's deveh_pmenf, _.'xtqj2y :lll:dy,:i';, sonic boom lech-
nology, and market-related issues (such as _ch('thd,." syrllhesis and p:_('ng('r v:d_w-_f-fime). Airline vk'w-
points have been incorporaled from both I!.S. and (_verseas nirline_ (m nn :_1 h_w b:l_i_.
1.2 Study Approach
The overaU sludy began with an initial screening !o compare !echnol(_gic_ lhr()ugh definition ()f c(m-
ccpts from Mach 2 to Mach 25. l'hasc I assesslrlenis wcrc based on vehicle ('()n('cpf'_ (k'_igrled to carry 3()()
passengers a distance of 6,5i")0 nautical miles as determined from fhe Phase I c(_mmercial value analysis. An
advanced subsonic transporl of like-year technology and identical payload-r:mge ch:traclcristics was defined
in Phase I for purposes of economic comparison wilh IISCT conccpls. At the conclusi()n of Phase I, con-
cepts utilizing hydrogen fllcl with design Math numbers above 6 wcrc elimin:llt'd From further study because
of their relative low economic performance.
Phase I1 focused on Mach 2.2., Mact'. 3.2, and Math 5.0 with specific lcchnology applications incor-
porating engine performance data tailored to the IIS(71" mission profile characlcristics. Phasc I1' was con-
ducted without environmental rcstriclions for supersonic cruise over land, community noise, or
accountability for engine emissions/atmospheric inlcractions; this cslablishcd baselines for follow-on cv:du-
ations. The methods and data base to address the cnvironmcntal rcslrictions wcre being dcvcloped at !his
stage of the study. Concepts with cruise speeds of Mach 3.2 and M'ach 5.0 were selected for more detailed
study in Phase 1II. The Mach 3.2 concept utilizes thermally stablc jct fl_cl ('l','q.li:) and the Mach 5.0 requires
liquid methane (I,NG).
The focus of Phase 1II was environmental acceptability. Since fiHurc NASA research may bc dircclcd
based on the results of this work, it was considered imperative IN assess Mat:h 3.2 and Mach 5.0. Specific
analysis included sonic boom charactcrisiics reflecting significantly different speeds and cruise altitude; work
was accomplishcd on engine ernissions and rcsuhing atmospheric interaction duc I_ !he broadly differing
fuels and their combustion characteristics. Community noise analysis covered a broad range of engine jet
velocities. Updatcd engine pcrformancc data wcrc utilized in Phasc 111 for baseline engines selected earlier.
Phase !1I included integration of NASP technologies, particularly ira materials and struclurcs, to access
contributions that this ong_fing program might provide to civil aviation.
Commercial value studies provided integratcd technology assessments and thereby a means of focus.
Market research provided both the 3f)f)-passengcr payload objective and lhe 6,SOl')-nautical-milc-range
objective. Passengcr fare levels wcrc cons!slant with current experience, and f;_re premiums wcrc considered
paramctrically. Commercial value analysis included estimates of aircraft operating costs, as wcll as aircraft
worth as would be uscd by lhc airlines in judging acquisition alternatives. Thr(_ughoul fhis study, informal
individual meetings With major U.S. and overseas airlines have provided the needed user response to the
assumptions, findings, an(] conclusions of this effor!. Airporl fuel-reb_!cd facilities for unconventional fi_els
(e.g., beyond the current .lcl A commercial standard) have bccn estimated by qualified experts in airport
planning, design, and development. Fucl-relaled costs for the facilities and Ihe unique operating require-
ments have been estimated.
This approach produced a IISCT worth which, when compared to the eslimalcd selling price based
on manufacturing and dcvclopment costs, provides insight as to economic viability. IISC'T routing itiner-
aries provided engine emissions data for NASA's atmospheric inicracli_m st_tlics.
!.3 Assumptions
The following assumptions ew_lved throughout the course of Pha_e'_ I, 1I, :ltl,I Ill c_l this study.
Mission/l)esign Requirements:
Payload: 300 passcngcrs; 3 classes, 10-pcrccni first/30-pcrccnt b_r_ivw'_,6(I-pcFccwt coach
Range: 6,500 nautical miles with 300 passengers and baggage
Cargo: 5,000 pounds, 500 cubic fcct
Configuration size limitation: maximum takeoff gross weighl t'clu:d to or ]c'_'_Ih:lvl t,()0(),000 pounds;
pavcment loading equal Io or less than Nil)- I I or 747
Fucl reserve: 5 percent block fuel, 200 lmtltic:d mile sul',sotlic" divcr'_it_n I_ :vlh'rtl:ltc airport, and 30
minutes hold at 2,000 fcct altitude
Minimum/maximum balanccd field length: 11,000 feet (maxivmml), st;Nld:lrd d:ly. sea level, 35-foot
obstacle
l,anding performance: II,000 feet (maximtvm) inlchntlcs brakiwg. :fir vim from t_; feet and wet runway
conditions.
Approach: 140 knots or less at end-of-mission weight
l,imiting floor angle al cruise or on ground: cruisc 3 dcgv'ccs; grt_und, 2 degrees (for cargo hold)
Thrust margins: power throttlcd to cabin rate of climb equal to or Ic'_'_ th:m 3()f) feet per mimntc (sea
level), with an g,000-foot cabin pressure at cruise
Accclcration: passcngcrs subjected to no more than 0.2 to 0.3 g's maximum
Cabin environmcnts: consistent with current standards
Vehicle Analyses:
Airframe
Service life: 25 years
Number landing/takeoff cycles: Mach 3.2 - 24,000; Mach 5.0 - 3f),()tl()
Maximum q: Mach 3.2 - 1370 pounds per square foot; Math 55) - 1,420 pcuvntts per square foot
l,oad factors: + 2.5, 1.0 (V-N diagram); 66 feet per sccond gust criteria, l)csign load safely f_lctors:
1.5 with calculated tcmpcratures
Propulsion
Analysis for inlet efficiency: MII,-STI) with method of claaracterisiic,_ :uld I_cmndary layer bleed
analysis including local Mach effects
Analyses for exhaust: engine manufactures' dala with mellmd of characlcvi'q it'_ :m:dysis and addilional
viscous losses
Methane: 99.99-pcrccnt purity, boilc_fl" collected and recycled, I perce111 lt_sl hi boiloff from aircraft
Fuel utility as onboard heat sink: absorb thcrmal loads over flight i-,r_file, :d'_t_ used for Mach 5.0
active cooling
Aerodynamics
Vehicle stability: Mach 3.2 - 10 percent negalivc rigid slatic m,qrgin; M:wh 5.(I - q percent negative
rigid static margin
Technology Status
• Readiness date: Mach 3.2 - 200I)/201{); Math 5.0 -- 21)10/202¢t
Commercial Value Analyses:
Market
Economic scenario for fiJture: regional fiwecasl under three economk" sccn:.io,_. ( 1)cxtrapolation with
current growth rates, (2) maturation of high growth markel_, :rod (3) m:tturafion and growlh paral-
leling ratcs of growlh in general economy
Market definition: ranges greater fhan 2,01)I) miles; top intcrnali(mal city p:fir'_ fiw I0 IATA regions
Slimulation of market due to speed/time-savings: lI) perc,.'Tli o[d_llar v:d,.' _f lime _avings Owl o[fare
premium) is converted into addilional lrips
Market split for llSCT, busincss-to-pcrscmal ratio: 50/50; market _h:.c _lct_'rmincd by values of lime,
fare premiums, and time savings
Value of time: first class, Sq0 per hour; I'_tlshless, $30 per h¢_lil'; hill c(_:.'h, $22._() per hour; arid dis-
count coach $5 per hour
Operations, Schedules, and Routes
Supersonic great circle over land route baseline; supersonic cruise over hind with comparison to sub-
sonic cruise over land for environmental compatibility
Airline representation: global airline with 300 city pairs for economic analysis; specific airline practices
considered for scheduling and utilization
Airport representation: specific airports considered for roulings wilh c,,rrcnt curfew li,nitati<m_; onc
airport per IATA region rcprcscntation for emissions analysis
Turn/through time: 2 hours standard; I hour goal
Finance and Revenue
Cost elements: standard ATA definition of direct and indirect operating costs l')irccl operating cost
- fuel, crew, maintenance, ownership; indirect - passenger sofa, ice and reservations, aircraft handling
and service, landing fees, food, general and administrative
Standard dollars: 1987
"Should cost": aircraft worth based on the airline target rate of return
"Will cost": aircraft flyaway prlcc based on the manufacturer's cost including target rate of relurn
Fuel costs: reference prices, Jet A - $0.60;'E(;.IA dclivcrcd to aircraft, 'I'S.II; (thermally stable jcl fuel)
for Mach 3.2 - $0.75/EG.IA delivered Io airport, 1.N(] fi)r Nh,ch 5.0 $(L33/I:G.IA nah, ral gas
pipeline feedstock delivered to airport plus airport fuel facility costs
Production runs: 1,500-unit target
Fare constraints: zero premium level based on current subsonic published "Y'" class fare
Parameters for ROI definition: direct and indirect operating cosls, passenger revenue, economic life,
and tax law - 10-percent ROI level required
Environment:
Sonic Boom
Initial design/operational constraint in cruise: design, no constraints ex_'cpf fi,r overall length; opera-
tional, cruise speed and flight track diversions
• Initial human response model/criteria: Stevens Mark VII loudness/P= 00Pl till; C-Weighted Sound
Exposure Level/CSEI, = 102dB
Community Noise
• Rules: current FAR 36 Stage 3
Atmospheric Chemistry
• Modeling of fleet, markel, and routes: model based on represent;dive oil\ p:fir fc_r each (_f I(I IATA
reg;_ms with traffic and fleet size c(msislcnl wilh nirline servicing 3()() oily p:lir_
!.4 Concept Screening
Phase I Results. The Phasc I cffor! cons!sled of" a broad screening analysis of" dw Mach 2 1o 25 range.
Figure I-2 prescnts a matrix of specific vehicles c(msidcrcd with their associalcd fiwls. An advanced subsonic
transport incorporating tcchnologics expected in lhc year 2000 and using c(mvcnlional .lct A fl,el (corn-
mercial standard) was defined to provide an economics bascline. Mach 2.2 and Math 4 vehicles used a
kerosene-type fuel with higher thcrmal capability necessary for the projccicd lhcrrnal environment. The
candidate fuels are compared on Figure I-3 in terms of lheir rclaiivc energy per uni! volume and projcctcd
Mach range. F_ndolhermic fuels were elimina!cd very early in Phase I bee:rose of pricc and availabilily.
1 ,!quid methane offcrs a 16-percent higher energy per pound; however, liquid me!hane has an energy dcnsily
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only 60 percent of that of kerosene-type fuels, i,iquid hydrogen (I ,I I2) also offers an increase of energy ( 1R0
percent) at a still ftulher reduced energy densily (25 percent).
Phase I market research studies initially encompassed all international air Iraffic (Ig IATA regions,
Figure !-4). The ten regions considered as best potential were then studied hi more detail. (If these, four
(Figure 1-5) comprise bctween 85 percent to 90 percent of the total international traffic. The North Atlantic
and North and Mid-Pacific are the major traffic regions. In 1996, tile North Atlantic recorded more than
twice tile revenue passenger miles compared to tile North and Mid-Pacific. lly tile year 2000, equal Iraffic
is expected in these two major sectors. Overall, traffic is predicted to tolal 44(,. I billion available seat miles
(ASM), with 53 percent being overseas markets. These projections are based on individual counlry eco-
nomics, trade characteristics, and priorities.
Passenger traffic was projected to tile year 2025 to estimate total llS("i" needs and resulting pro-
duction scaling Three scenarios were considered with a growth to 2,396.6 billion seat-miles considered most
likely (Figure 1-6). This represents five times tile traffic projected for lhe year 2000. II should be emphasized
that these data do not represent exhaustive market research for IISCT _pporlunities, but is a representation
of market application for produclivily and utilization analysis and first order markel assessment. Based on
this market analysis and previous Douglas supersonic aircraft studies, a vehicle size of approximalcly 300
seats is necessary for competitive economics; Iherefore, all vehicles were sized accordingly.
Range requiremenls based on the foregoing will be mandated by the key Pacific markets (l:igure I-7).
Ranges vary from slightly less than 4,000 stalute miles for tile I lonoluh| Io 'I'_!<_,(_ market, Io approximately
5,500 statute miles for the l,os Angeles Io Tokyo market, to nearly 7,()!)() slalule miles for tile New York
to Tokyo market. I,os Angeles to Sydney, with 7,500 statute miles represculs lhe upper nonstop range
requirement. This range capability captures S{0percent of all long-range, nonshq_ Ir:,ltic, and was a&_pled
as a Phase I design requirement.
In addition to the 7,500 statule mile design range (6,50(1 nautical miles). _lher design objeclivcs were
established based on the assumption that for an IISCT to be viable, il mtl_l be operable from current air-
ports. This included a maximum takeoff field lcnglh of 11,0()0 fee! and maximum lakeoff gross weight of
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1,000,000 pounds such that airport capabililies would not I,c exceeded. Appr<_:wh sp('etls of 14() knots would
maintain compatibility with ATC approach and I/1i3 g. acceleration tluring climb would assure passenger
comfort. Environmental acceptability was a rcquircmcnt and will be tile _,bjt.c't (ff filrlhcr study.
In Phase I, engine performance was based Io a significan! exlcn| (111dal;i !2cncr;llt'd ['or nonconamercial
requirements such as the IISPA (high-speed prc_pulsion assesslncnl) pmgr:_m. I:igurc 1-8 compares lhc
resulting llSCT-orientcd propulsion data with a polcntial upper level nvcr:dl cruise prc_pulsivc efficiency.
This was evolved from studics of cnginc componenl performance and rcpr(";enls ;1 v_ricly of engines and
fuel types. In all cases, the potcnlial propulsive efficiency is well _d_cwc lh:d t_[' lhc ('nnt't_rtlc (3R pcrcenl at
Mach 2.0).
From a marketing standpoint the I1SCT is cxpcctcd lo provide bt,llCfil,_ ill .all :lreas of opcnltion --
passengers as well as cargo (Table I-I) - wilh its value mc:lst|rcd lhrn,gh :fircr,ffl pmdlwiivity in |crlng of
seat miles per year for passenger applications. In i'h:lse I, lhe markcl r('_carch highli_hh'd 30q inh'rn:dional
city pairs as candidates for IISCT service. A global c_nccpl ;lirlint" miring _lc, m w:l_ developed h_ ;allow
determination of aircraft usc in terms c_f (I) l lS("l" speed p<HcntiaI, (2) rt':_l-_v_lhl c_nsfr;_inls ilwlut]ing
airport curfews (current regulations), and (3) passenger prcfcrrcd lime'_ _t _l;ix f_r h:_t'l, l:rc_m lhi'q :fircmfl
productivity (seat-miles-per-ycar) was determined as ;_ flmclic_n o[" crui,_c N|m'h v_vm_bcr (l:igurc I-C)) ba_cd
on a two-hour aircraft turnaround. This is consislcnl wilh currenl :firlinc st-lwd_dh_g ['at h_rgc transpc_r! ;_ir-
craft.
Data showed the expcctcd incrcasc in produclivily as cruise speed int'r_':_scd. I, lilt" Math 4 to 5 range,
productivity gains begin to diminish; above Mach 6, vcry litllc addili_m:d I_rnthwlixily is achicwd_lc. This
trend reflects the increased distances i'cquircd for climb and dcscen! with incre:_scd Mach number and
reduced contribution of cruise Mach dislancc to overall productivily. 'l'hu_. M:wh 5 1o Macb 6 rcprcscnls
the commercial upper limit within thc current air transportation syslcln (_f n<_n,_h_p, p<finl-t¢_-poinl service.
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TABLE 1-1
HIGH-SPEED, COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION BENEFITS
FOR PASSENGERS, REDUCED TRAVEL TIME RESULTS IN
• REDUCED JET LAG
• LESS PHYSICAL HARDSHIPS, ENHANCED COMFORT
FOR BUSINESS TRAVELERS
• "SAME DAY" BUSINESS
• REDUCED "EN ROUTE" COSTS
FOR BUSINESS
• EXPRESS WORLDWIDE MAIL/PACKAGE SERVICE
• SHORTENED INVENTORY PIPELINES
FOR AIRLINES
• INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY/REVENUE AND PROFIT
• REDUCEDTIME-RELATED COSTS
• MARKET STIMULATION
FOR THE U.S.
• GNP CONTRIBUTION
• EXPORT/FAVORABLE TRADE
• U.S. LEADERSHIP
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FIGURE 1-9. AIRCRAFT PRODUCTIVITY -- 300 SEATS
Airline economics studies included both direct operating costs (1)O(') and indircct operating costs
(IOC) for each IISCT concept as well as rcvenuc accountability based on the different classes of travel (i.e.,
In'st, business, coach) and current ticket pricing. Combining thc technical iwrformance and economic esti-
mates into a single figure of merit was achieved through detcrminati_n of aircraft worlh. This is an impor-
tant measure to airlines and includes a 10-pcrcent return on investment t_ thc airline opcrator. Aircraft
worth is based on year-2000 traffic for a global system of 309 city pairs of 2,0f)0 statute milcs or greater
distance and aircraft productivity.
10
Phase I results are summarized in l:igurc 1-10, which includes tile estimated aircraft worth for each
concept considered in Phase I together with the estimated flyaway (i.e., manufaclures' cost plus profit) price
for each aircraft. Differences between worlh and price are shown, with only lhc mclhanc-fuelcd Math 4 and
Mach 6 concepts showing positive rcsults. The hydrogen-fueled concepts fcll short in aircraft worth because
of high 1,II 2 fucl cost. Both the kcrosenc-fuelcd Math 2.2 and Mach 4 conccpls fell short duc to estimated
flyaway prices. Based on these comparisons, the hydrogen fucl IISCI's were dropped from further consid-
eration.
AIRCRAFT
WORTH
($ IN
MILLIONS)
FLYAWAY
PRICE
(SIN
MILLIONS)
193
171
112
103
223
247
328
128
265
321
357
110
286
342
ADVANCED
SUBSONIC MACH 2.2 MACH 4 MACH 6
JET A JET A
GOAL-ORIENTED PERFORMANCE
700,000 LB MAXIMUM TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
TSJF LNG LH 2 LNG LH 2
FIGURE 1-10. PHASE I ECONOMIC COMPARISON -- 300 SEATS/1987 DOLLARS
The Phase 1 approach was based on goal oriented takeoff gross weight of 71)0,000 pounds. I'arallel
studies in Phase I quantified the technological improvements necessary to achieve lhis goal wcighl as a
function of cruise Mach number (Figure I-I 1). Thcsc noted improvements were initially assumed evenly
distributed or chargcd to cach discipline: aerodynamics, propulsion, and struclurcs. As expected, require-
ments for technological improvements incrcascd with advancing Math numbers.
Bascd on thc foregoing analysis, thc following Mach numbers were st.lccled fi_r s!udy during Phase
II (Figure 1-12). Tim rationale for thcir selection is given bclow:
* Mach 2.2
- Revelance to previous ASI" studies - I Jghlcsl T()(;W
- Jet A fuel - l,easl aggressive tcchnoh_gy requirements
• Mach 3.2
- Higher productivity - Applicalion of more ag.erc_sive
- Upper limit of kerosene-based fuel technologies
• Mach 5.0
- tlighest productivity - Aggre_iw' Icchm_logy application
- Application of methane fl,cl - Applicalion of NASI' tcchnologics
11
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FIGURE 1-11. TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS
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FIGURE 1-12. REPRESENTATIVE HSCT CONCEPTS
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Phase II Results. Phase II consislcd of technology application and hllcgralion (ff tile lhrec selected
concepts; tailored IlSCT engine data were incorporated, and all evaluali(ms were conducted assuming
supersonic cruise missions over land. This basic assumption represented dw lx'st Hint could bc achieved
from the operations and economics point-of-view and provided a reference poinl for Phase III assessments.
Adequate sonic boom computational techniques for Mach 5 applic:dions were being developed and not
available for Phase I1.
Payload and range requirements established in Phase I were maintained for Ph:ls¢ II; 300 passengers
and 6,500 nautical miles range. Phase 11 engine performance requirements wen. iailored to I I.qCT require-
ments and included climb, cruise at altitude Io achieve good aerodynamic pcr['orlnance, descent according
to commercial standards, ,and allowance for subsonic flight diversion lo alh'rn:dc airlX_tls. Propulsive effi-
ciency levels were improved over Phase I; however, lhcy fell shot! of" lhc prcvioudy defi,cd upper poicnlial
level (Figure 1-13). Technology inlcgration and performance assessment re_llllt't] in bt'llcring the Pha_e I
gross weight goal of 700,000 pounds for the Math 2.2 and Mach 3.2 corlcepl,_. The Math 5.11concept was
sized to nearly a million pounds (Figure 1-14).
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FIGURE 1-13. PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY -- PHASE II
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FIGURE 1-14. PHASE II MACH NUMBER -- GROSS WEIGHT 300 SEATS/6,500 NAUTICAL MILES
13
Sonic boom analysis based on available methods indicated no significa,I varialion between the con-
cepts (Figure 1-15). The projected sound levels mirrored the Concordc sonic boom Icvet but a! a design
weight representing three times the passenger payload and over twice the design range.
All concepts were estimated to be in the $200-million-aircraft-worth range for a two-hour turnaround
standard (Figure 1-I6). These estimates wcrc based on fucl prices derived from a NASA-l,cwis-lcd l r.S.
3.0
2.0
_P
(PSF)
1.0
NONOPTIMIZED
CONCORDE
LB)(350,000 CONFIGURATION
SHAPING
NTARGETPSFORLESS"IPHASE I, PARAMETRIC RESULTS I _1 _P /I/NPHASE If, 6,500-NAUTICAL-MILE DESIGN RANGE I J _N_J
LOW-BOOM
• PHASE '1, 5,500-NAUTICAL-MILE DESIGN RANGE I I
I I OPTIMIZED
l I I j , j
2 3 4 5 6
CRUISE MACH NUMBER
FIGURE 1-15. PHASE II SONIC BOOM GROUND LEVEL OVERPRESSURE
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FIGURE 1-16. PHASE II ECONOMIC COMPARISON -- 300 SEATS/ZERO FARE PREMIUM
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industry-wide fuels workshop. Also included were incremental fuel related costs representing special fuel
facilities investments and related operating costs. Flyaway prices varied from $26_ million for Mach 2.2
concept, to $316 million for Mach 3.2 concept, to $495 million for Mach 5.0 concept.
The Mach 3.2 and Mach 5.0 concepts were selected for continued refinement and evaluation in l'hase
Ill with focus on environmental compatibility since these concepts offered different configurations, cruise
altitudes, and fuel types potentially leading lo relative advantages in terms of environmental characteristics.
The Mach 3.2 concept was selected as the upper-speed limit for kerosene-based filels. In addition, Phase
Ill would provide the opportunity for an integrated assessment of the NASP technologies (particularly in
materials and structures) that was not possible in earlier phases because of lhe manner of lhe technology
integration (e.g., statistical weigh! estimation versus component sizing based on loads and temperalure
predictions).
1B
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2.0 TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
2.1 Concept Development
The development of the lligh-Spced Civil Transport benefitted from prcvious and ongoing rclatcd
work. This includes the supcrsonic transport work of the 1960s; lhc advanccd supersonic work (AST)
activity of the 1970s including follow-on rcscarch by NASA, thc (_oncordc, and the National AcroSpacc
Plane (NASP).
Through Phases I, I1, and II1, an advanccd subsonic transport (which incorporatcs projcctcd Icch-
nology improvemcnts for thc year 20005 has bccn used for cconomic comparisons. 'l'he vchiclc features an
advanced high-aspect-ratio wing, aft empcnnagc, constant cross-scction cabin, advanced systems, and very-
high-bypass ductcd fan engines burning conventional .let A fucl. Thc configuration dcsignation is I)0._5-2,
as shown in Figure 2-1.
Phase 1 and II highlighcd the importancc of technology/commercial valuc, l'hase 1II technical and
market research activity centered on kcy factors regarding environmental acceptability and commercial valuc
assessmcnt of two diffcring IlSCT candidatcs: onc that cruised at Mach 3.2 and thc other that cruised at
Mach 5.0. The fonner used thcrmally stablc jet fucl (TS.II:) duc to elevated lempcralurcs in cruise; lhc latter
used liquid methane (I,NG) filcl.
The tlSCT conccpt dcvelopmcnt proccss was based on the establishment of baseline configurations
through progressive refincments of earlier studies. Thc dcvclopment proccss ivworporalcd departures from
the baseline configurations as requircd for environmcntal acccptance. Tcchnical areas with potential for
baseline improvemcnts have bcen idcntificd for future studics.
IISCT prime design objcctivcs arc: (1) accommodation of 300 passengers and (25 a design rangc of
6,500 nautical miles (7,500 statute milcs). In addition to passenger baggage, 500 cubic fcct of volume is
provided for 5,000 pounds of cargo.
In the definition process of a commercially cfficicnt supcrsonic transport, emphasis has bcen placcd
on the following design areas:
• External vehicle shaping - aerodynamic integration with the propulsion system
• Airframe structure - wide range of external and internal temperalurc_ :rod pve_sures
• Fuel tank distribution - center of gravity
• Passenger cabin - safcty at cruise altitudes, I:AA cmcrgcncy cvacnatitm reqvvirc'ments, and
contemporary comfort-level standards
• l,anding gear system - acceptablc flotation on current international airporls
• Safety, reliability, anti maintainability - commercial passenger tran_porl:_tion rc(1Hirements
• Major components anti systems - production anti assembly
As a U.S. civil aircraft, the IISCT will bc cerlificd and opcratcd per I:AA code of l:cdcral Regulalions
(CFR) q'itlc 14, Chaptcr I. As a transporl calegory airplane, the design and ccvfific:_ticm will conform to
Subchapter C, Part 25, and bc operated undcr Subchaptcr It, Part 01, and Subchaplcr (;, Part 121.
Math 3.2. The Phasc III baseline configuration D3.2-3A (Figure 2-25 fcalure_ a doublc-swcep arrow
planform wing, conical-taper single-lobc fusclagc, aft vertical and horiz<mlal empcnnagc, four Pratt &
Whitney (P&W) duct-burning turbofan engines, TS.II:, and a tricycle landing gear. Thc fllsclagc was
designed to accommodate a nominal scaling arrangcment of Ihrcc classes: 10-, 30-, and 60-pcrccnt for first,
business, and coach classes, rcspcctivcly. Thc concept dcvclopcd was unaffeclcd by constraints for sonic
boom optimization. Supcrsonic drag considcrations neccssitatc use of a varying cabin cross-scction. Thc
fuselage incorporates single-lohc shapcd cross scclicms with the width varying according to longitudinal
location. The maximum scction is dclermined by a twin aisle with scvcn-across coach seats - the minimum
scction is dctcrmincd by a single aisle, five-across scating arrangement. The maximum section will accom-
modate six-across first/busincss-class seats, and the minimum section will hold four-across business-class
seats. All scat sizes are consistent with thosc used on MD-80 and MD-II aircraft (Figurc 2-3).
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The baseline interior arrangement (Figure 2-4) provides contemporary service for 300 passengers
based on a maximum flight duration of five hours. Each class (first, business, and coach) has its own galley,
lavatories, coatrooms, and cabin attendant stations. Four cabin doors per side are evenly distributed for
rapid evacuation. Adjacent attendant seats are provided. Slide packs are located on each door and deployed
over the wing. Cabin windows are incorporated. Five optional interior arrangevnents have been defined
reflecting two- and one-class seating options. Capacities varies from 239 seats in an all-business configura-
tion to 392 seats in an all-coach class configuration (Figure 2-5).
The production breakdown for the baseline configuration (Figure 2-6) was utilized in estimating
development and production cost. Modules are dimensionally sized at a structural splice break.
A major environmental issue lies in the affect on the ground of the sonic boom resulting from
supersonic cruise flight. Two design concepts were developed: one for supersonic cruise over land and the
other for subsonic cruise over land. A derivative of the baseline configuration was developed to increase
performance efficiency during subsonic flight over land. This concept, configuration D3.2-4B, incorporates
a wing planform modified to increase the span and reduce the leading edge sweep of the outer wing panels
(Figure 2-7). In both situations, it is assumed that all overwater flights are supersonic.
The D3.2-3A baseline incorporates a cabin structure with conventional safclifc characteristics. Con-
cern about rapid decompression at high-cruise altiludcs has led to another avemle of study - the fail-safe
concept. The fail-safe airframe is one where the pressure cabin is independent of the primary airframe. Thus,
a primary panel faiture would not affect the pressure cabin integrity (l:igure 2-_).
D- 3.2 -3A
AREA-RULED
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7
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FIGURE 2-3. CABIN SECTIONS
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Maeh 5.0. The DS.0-15A bascline configuration (Figure 2-q) features a highly swept delta planform
with a buried internal passenger cabin. The upper surface is dictated by the inlcrnal cabin section and faired
in straight line elements to tile tip chord. Twin vertical tails are located oulboard of and adjacent to tile
horizontal tip pitch/roll control surfaces. The single propulsion pod contains fcmr GI! vari-cycle hypcr jet
engines (VCI H). The propulsion system is highly intcgralcd with thc forcbody and inlet and with nozzle in
the aft body. The landing gear has twin nose struts with dual wheels, and the main gear has two struts with
12 wheels each. l,iquid methane fuel tanks arc multilobc-typc arranged longiludinally and symmctrically
around the center of gravity and are outboard of the pressurized cabin. The primary slructurc, cabin, and
fuel tanks are structurally independent. The airframe utilizes Ihc failisafe c(mccpl _ith lhe pressure cabin
independently suspendcd fi'om longitudinal trusses.
Thc cabin cross scction is a double-lobe type providing for hvin aisles and eight-across coach seats,
thereby minimizing frontal area and w_lume. The minimum 1R-inch aisle widlh and ,qS-inch aisle height
accommodates passenger space requircmcnt within at Icasl the q5 perccnlile. Seal widths are similar to
MD-80/MD- 11 size (i.e., 42-inch double-scat assembly for coach class). ()vcrlw,ld slowage bins arc capable
of two cubic fcct per passenger, l x_wcr cargo bays arc sized for multi-shelf c_mlairwrs, f'enterline slructllrc
is kept open by using individual stanchions.
The baseline interior arrangement ha_ lhree-class split consisting _f 10-percent first class, 30-percent
business class, and 60-percent coach class. Each class section has its own lavah_rie_, g:dley, coatrt_om, and
cabin attendants. Three type A cabin doors per side lead tc_ vertical enlry/exil chilies. ('abin allcn(lants scats
are adjacent to each door. No cabin windows arc provided. (;alley service i_ prt_vidcd unlng carts for flight
of three hours duration.
To provide rcalistlc wcight and production cost evaluations, a basclint" ccmfiguration production
breakdown was defined, as shown in l'igurc 2-t(I. Each module has been dimensionally sized at a structural
splice E;reak. These elements are useful in cstablishing a basis f<w cost-sharing in the
development/production phase of the program.
A major environmcntal issue is in the cffcct of sonic boom resulting frt,m supersonic flight. Two basic
operational approaches have been investigated: supersonic cruise flight over bolh hind and water, and sub-
sonic cruise flight over land and supersonic cruise flight over water.
2.2 Aerodynamics
The following sections describe the aerodynamic analysis performed on the concepts considered in
Phase III: the Math 0.85 conccpt, thc two Mach 3.2 concepts (I)3.2-3A and D3.2-4B), and the Mach 5.0
concept (D5.0-15A)I Several operational approaclles were considered: the D3.2-3A was evaluated for both
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SAFELIFE
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", ='TL ,, " , j_--INSULATION
ER
SHELL SECTION
FIGURE 2-8. CABIN STRUCTURE PHILOSOPHY
supersonic and subsonic cruise, the D3.2-4B was evaluated for a subsonic cruise over land, and the
DS.0-15A was evaluated for both supersonic and subsonic cruise over land. This section addresses the pri-
mary design features, thrust-drag bookkeeping methods, skin-friction analysis, and the low-speed, transonic,
and high-speed aerodynamics analyses. "Fable 2-1 summarizes the aerodynamic characteristics of all three
IISCT concepts.
Maeh 0.85. The final Mach 0.85 concept (Figurc 2-1) was based on Douglas Aircraft Company's
development work for the MD-I 1. It employs a shortened MD-il fuselage for consistency with a
300-passenger, two-class interior and an all new advanced supercritical high aspect ratio wing. This concept
had a reference trapezoidal wing area of 2,680 square feet, and an adjusted wing area of 3,143 square fcet.
The trapezoidal aspect ratio was 11.41, the adjusted aspect ratio was 9.73, and the trapezoidal tapcr ratio
was 0.242. The quarter-chord sweep was 35.75 degrees and the span was 174.92 fcct. The high-lift system
consisted of single-segment fowler-motion flaps. Riblets were applied to the wing lower surface, the tail, the
fuselage, and nacelles. A hybrid laminar flow control system was included. Suction was applied up to the
wing front spar on the upper wing surface only. The trimmed lift-to-drag ratio for the concept was 21.5,
including a 9-percent benefit for laminar flow control.
Math 3.2. Douglas Aircraft Company's final Phase III, Mach 3.2 concept, I)3.2-3A (Figure 2-2), was
based on the design work conducted for the 1979 AST (Advanced Supersonic Transport), developed undcr
joint NASA/McDonnell Douglas funding. The basic arrow-wing AST planform was modificd with
increased leading- and trailing-edge sweep to improve supersonic performance at Math 3.2 cruise. The final
Phase 1II wing design had a planform referencc area of 9,500 square fect, an aspect ratio of i.547, an inboard
leading edge sweep of 76 dcgrecs, a swccp break at 65-percent span, and an oulcr pancl leading edge swccp
of 62 degrees.
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D3.2-3A D3.2-4B D5.0-15A
TABLE 2-1
AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
CONFIGURATION
REFERENCE AREA
ASPECT RATIO
LEADING EDGE SWEEP
SPAN BREAK(%)
HIGH LIFT DEVICES
D-3.2-3A
9,500
1.547
76°/62 °
0.65
LEADING EDGE FLAPS
TRAILING EDGE
PLAIN FLAPS
D-3.2-4B
9,500
2.206
76°/57 °
0.49
LEADING EDGE FLAPS
TRAILING EDGE
PLAIN FLAPS
D-5.0-15A
17,000
1.0995
80°t60 °
0.65
TRAILING EDGE
PLAIN FLAPS
The wing camber was optimized for a maximum wing-body trimmed lift-to-drag ratio at cruise for
CL = 0.091. The wing thickness distribution was based on previous AST studies.The wing airfoil is a
modified NACA 64 series airfoil inboard or the planform break and a biconvex sccli¢_n outboard of the
planform break. The fuselage area distribution and camber were optimized Io rcsull in a minimum wave
drag due to volume at Mach 3.2 cruise conditions. The resulting Math 3.2 area distribution is shown in
Figure 2-11. The engine nozzles were set 8 degrees down from the zero-lift angle to minimize the trim drag
penalty.
The high-lift system consisted of plain, trailing-edge flaps and fidl-span, simple-drooped leading-edge
flaps, which were developed and tested during the AS'I' studies (l:igurc 2-12). The n:lccllcs were slaggcrcd
for minimizing wave drag. l,aminar flow control was included in the I')._.2-3A basclivw concept and aero-
dynamic analysis. Inboard of the wing planform break, the laminar flow c¢_nlrol suclic_w region was limited
by the fuel tank boundaries. Outboard of the planform break, suction was applied up to the flap hinge line.
Suction regions are illustrated in Figure 2-13.
Control surfaces required for D3.2-3A are illustrated in l:igurc 2-14 (Reference 2-1). l.ongiludinal
control and trim capability were provided by a totally vnovable horizontal suvfacc with a gcarcd clcva'lor.
Four separate elevator panels were used to provide rcdundancy. Ailerons and multiple spoiler panels pro-
vided lateral control. Directional control was provided by a rudder, divided into three segments for redun-
dancy.
Stability and control augmentation was required on all axes. On the longitudinal axis, negative sta-
bility margins as high as 10 percent were allowed. To prevent exceeding these margins, a fuel management
system was required. In addition, pitch-up compensation (Figure 2- ! 5) was rcquired at low speeds and high
angles of attack. This system monitored the angles of attack and supplied the necessary longitudinal control
z
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deflections required to remove ally pitch-up tendency, l,ateral/dircctional aixgmcntati¢_n was required for
dutch roll damping as well as compensation for yawing caused by inlet (_r cnginc malfunction.
The division of the airframe and propulsion system forces for tile Math 3.2 concept was as follows:
The pitching moxncnts caused by inlet ram drag and nozzle gross thrust were included in thc trim drag
analysis; the inlct and nozzlc losses, along with the nacellc skin-frictlon drags, were included with the cngine
performance. To obtain the corrcct evaluation of fucl flows the mission analysis program used lift versus
thrust requircd rathcr than lift versus drag.
Skin friction analysis for D3.2-3A, including the effect of I_FC, is bascd on l_,cynolds number and flat
plate skin-friction drag coefficients across the entire Mach range. Figure 2-16 shows the assumed turbulence
spread angle from thc fuselage as a function of Mach numbcr. Figure 2-17 tl¢lnncs lhe extent of the laminar
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run past the end of the suction region and the start of fully turbulent flow after the transition region, as a
function of Mach number. The laminar-flow transition pattern for D3.2-3A is shown in Figure 2-1 _. Sub-
sonically, the flow on both the upper and lower surfaces was laminar inboard of the wing leading-edge
sweep break. Subsonically, the flow on the outboard panel on the lower surface was maintained laminar,
but the flow on the upper surface was turbulent. Supersonically, tile flow on both thc inboard and oulboard
panels was maintained laminar for both the upper and lower surfaces.
Low-speed aerodynamic data are based on the results of the previous AST wind tunnel tests (Refer-
ence 2-1). The test data were adjusted to account for the change in skin friclion and aspect ratio, l'igurc 2-12
shows the two configurations considered: (I) clean leading edge, and (2) leading-edge flap deflection
schedule R. l,anding gear drag used for D3.2-3A takeoff performance analysis was based on I)C-113 data.
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Transonic aerodynamics characteristics for I)3.2-3A were obtained by scaling the AS'I" data for aspect
ratio and adjusting for skin friction. The untrimmed acrodynamic data were lhen corrcctcd to trimmed
values using a nonplanar trim program that includcs engine thrust effects.
The supersonic lift-dependent drag was calculatcd by the Woodward (linear theory) program (Rcfcr-
ence 2-2). Wave drag due to volume was evaluatcd using Ihe wave drag capability of the llypersonic Arbi-
trary Body Program (IIABP), (Reference 2-3). lligh-spced drag is broken down into: a skin--friction
component, the wave drag due to volume, an induced-drag tcrm including thc wave drag duc to lift, and
trim drag.
The trimmed low-speed lift-to-drag curves for lhe clean leading cdge and leading-edge schcciulc R arc
shown in Figures 2-19 and 2-20, respectively. The maximum trimmed cruise lifl-to-drag ratio of D3.2-3A
is shown in Figure 2-21 for the subsonic and supersonic flight profiles over land. The diiTcrcncc in lhe
subsonic lift-to-drag ratios was due only to the dissimilar skin friction drags. 'rhc lower viscous drag at any
particular subsonic Mach number for the supersonic flight profiles ovcr land was caused by a highcr
Reynolds number (i.e., lower altitude) than the subsonic flight profile over land. Supersonically, the implied
flight trajectories were assumcct to be identical, and lhc climb schedule altitude mismalt'h around Mach 1.0
was neglected. Figure 2-22 shows the drag breakdown at thc cruising Mach number of 3.2, including the
induced and viscous drags, the I,FC benefit, and the wave drag due to voluvne. All other terms (camber,
interference, and trim drags) were included in the mlsccllancous drag term. Thrust c'ffccts altributablc to
vectoring the nozzles 8 degrees were included in the performance analysis inputs.
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Center-of-gravity limits for D3.2-3A are illuslralcd in I:igurcs 2-21 and 2-2+1. N<+wwhccl lifiofl" wilh
trim set for initial climb-out is the crilical forward limit..qeveral afl limil,_ art" ,&mvn. Ihc nmst crilicai was
the nosewheel steering limit when fifll lhrust was applied. The _labilil 3 limil a! llw 10-percent n_'galive
margin is partially illustrated in lqgure 2-23 and shown for the enlire Math r',ngc in l:igure 2-24. Nole lhat
these are all rigid aircraft limits. It was anticipalcd lhal acroelastic cffct-l_ could vauw the shtbilily limits to
become critical at the Mach number extremes.
To evaluate the impact of subsonic flight over land (in the event lhal ,mper_+mic flight over land is
not possible) an alternate aircraft was configt|rcd wilh improved s_d_onic aerod._namic efficiency. The
higher aspect ratio I)3.2-411 evolved fiom the D3.2-3A design. The wing maintaim'd lhc same 9,500 square
feet planform reference area as I)3:2-3A, but had an increased aspect ralio of 2.206 f_r a better low-speed
performance. The leading-edge sweep inboard of the planform break was mah+htined al 76 degrees, but the
planform break was moved inboard to 49-percent semi-span. Outboard of the planform break, the leading
edge sweep was decreased to 57 degrees.
The final D3.2-4B design incorporated the same procedure as D3.2-3A for optimizing wing camber
and thickness distribution. The final D3.2-3A fuselage was adjusted for applicalion to Ihe D3.2-4B concept.
The engine nozzles were vectored 8 degrees down, based on a nonphmar trhn will+ thrust analysis. The
D3.2-4B used the same high-lift system as !)3.2-3A, with full-span, simple drooped leading-edge flaps and
plain trailing-edge flaps. I .aminar flow control also was included in I)3.2-4B. l:igure 2-25 shows the I)3.2-4B
suction regions. Control surfaces and augmentation systems of I)3.2-4B were shnilar to those of D3.2-3A.
The thrust-drag bookkeeping methods used on I)3.2-4B were identical to those of I)3.2-3A. To obtain
the correct evaluation of fuel flows, lift versus thrust-required values were used rather than lift versus drag.
Aerodynamic evaluations of I)3.2-4B included laminar flow control. The assumptions upon which the
laminar flow estimates were made were consistent with those used in the I)3.2-3A evaluation. The turbu-
lence spread angle from the side of body, and the laminar run past the end of suction, is the same as lhat
used in the D3.2-3A analysis (Figures 2-16 and 2-17). Skin fliction analysis for D3.2-4B was based on flat
plate boundary layer analysis as a function of Reynolds number and transition Iocali{m, across the entire
flight Mach number range. The extent of laminar flow for I)3.2-4I_ is shown in l'igure 2-26.
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Ix)w-speed aerodynamic characteristics were obtained by adjusting lhe viscous drag term in the
D3.2-3A low-speed drag polar and scaling the lift curve and drag poker for lhe increased aspect ratio of
D3.2-4B. The high-lift system of the D3.2-4B, like the D3.2-3A, incorp¢_rzlh'd fidl-span drooped leading-
edge flaps and plain trailing-edge flaps (l:igure 2-12). Takeoff performance ti, I)3.2-4B included a landing
gear drag term identical to that of r)3.2-3A.
Transonic aerodynamic parameters were oblained by scaling the aerod} n:_,nic parameters of 1)3.2-3A
for aspect ratio and adjusting thc skin friction drag
Supersonic drag due to lift characterislics of lhc I)3.2-4B wing pl:ulfi_rm were obtained using the
Woodward analysis. The I)3.2-4B wing was analyzed as an isolated wing. :vnd adjusted to represent the
intcgratcd wing-body based on rcsults fiom Ihe D3.2-3A dcvelopmenl. I)mlz e,qhnalt's for integration of the
D3.2-4B ptanform to thc filsclagc were made based on all in-house, alterlmh" wing planfi_rm study dalabasc.
An additional thrce counts of drag which wcrc nol included in the Wc_odward gross-wing analysis wcrc
added to approximate the body lift loss of the wing-hody. The I)3.2- L'_, w:m" dr:l_ v;dlw was increased by
five counts to approximalc the wave drag increnwnl of lhe 1low wing
The analysis performed on I)3.2-3A did not identify nny inili:d pr_d_lem_ _ ilia lhc st:d_ility anti control
,_ystem. As a resull, analysis of Ihc D3.2-4B assumed perfi_rmance chm:wlcri'4ics similar Io I)3.2-3A, and
an additional detailed stability and control analysis was not pcrfornwd. The finzd Irimmcd low-speed lift-
to-drag curves, with lcading-cdge flaps extended ira ,_ecordance with '_chedldc' R. are given in I'igure 2-27.
Inputs for the pcrformancc analysis included the Ihrust effccls caused by vech_ring lhe nozzles cight dcgrccs
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down. The maximum cruise lit't-to-drag ratio oF I)3.2-411 compared with D3.2-3A is shown in Figure 2-28
for the entire Mach range. The drag Breakdown at cruise is shown in l:igure 2-20.
Maeh 5.0. D5.0-15A was derived from the fully blended concepts dcvchq_cd during Phases 1 and II.
The initial Phase I concepts, based on previous NASA and industry sludics (P,t'fcrcne¢'_ 2-4 and 2-5), were
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typical wing-body configurations. During Phases i and II a devclopnwn! stu,h' xv:,_ t'tmduclcd to dclcrminc
the potential performance improvcmcnls for hypcrs(mic conccpls by applic:lli_m (_f ('_mlpulalional I:luid
Dynamics (CFD) and advanccd graphics-based analysis. For Ph:lsc III, :l tit.hilled intt'_r:dion and :malysis
of the CFD-dcrivcd conccpts resultcd in I)5.0-15A.
The fully blendcd wing-body had a rcfcrcnce area of 17,0f)() _¢lu:lre f(,t,l, :Ill a,qx'cl ratio of I.I, and a
taper ratio of 0.02. Inboard of thc ptanform brcak, the lcading-cdgc, sweep w:l_ ,',I0degrees. Thc planform
break was at 65 percent of thc wing scmi-span. Outboard of the pl:mform brt';ik, tht' leading-cdgc sweep
was 60 degrees. The vchicic slcndcrness factor, Tau (r = Vol/Sprojcclcd3/2) is fk(16O.
Initial Mach 4.0 and Mach 6.0 conccpts for l'hasc I wcrc based on dala availaNc from thc 196(Is and
early 1970s. During Phase 1, a detailcd CFI) conccpl rcfincment sludy was c(mdlwlcd. "[his study rcsultcd
in the fully blendcd Mach 4 and Math 6 Phase I concepts and the fully b!cndcd M:tch 5 Phase I1 concept,
which was used as the baseline for the Phase III D5.0-15A configuration. Thc DS.O-15A spatular nose
design was developed during the Phase I CFD study. The spatular nose also provided a blunted lift dis-
tribution, which helped reduce sonic boom (Rcfcrcnce 2-6).
The high-lift system on I)5.0-15A consisted of plain trailing-cdge flaps. Thcrt- wcrc no icading-cdgc
devices. The blended-body, integrated engine/airframe concept was devclopcd to enhancc both aerodynamic
and propulsion pcrformance, l,aminar flow control was not includcd in I)5.0-15A.
Control surfaces required for the Mach 5.0 vehicle are illustrated in l:igurc 2-3(I. l,ongitudinal control
and trim capabilitics wcre achievcd through a combination of elcvons and totally movablc tip controls. A
nozzle flap was used to enhance trim capability. Elcvons and movablc tip controls were also uscd anti-
symmetrically to provide lateral control. Control authority was apportioned between the longitudinal and
lateral axes to prcvcnt ovcrdcflection of the surfaccs. Dircctional conlrol was provided by rudders on thc
twin vertical tails. Each rudder was dividcd into two pancls for redundancy. A fi_¢'l managcmcnt systcm was
used to aid longitudinal trimming. Control surfaces wcrc sizcd according to McDonnell Douglas ccmlrol-
sizing guidelines. These guidclincs are based on scvcral wind tunncl tcsis, hlch_ding the space shuttlc, FDI,-7
lifting body, AMI-X, and NASA wing-body and blended-body concepts, llolh slalic and dynamic criteria
were considered in sizing.
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The division of the airframe and propulsion system forces t_orDS.0-15A was as t_oi[ows: inlet and
nozzle forces were included with the engine, except for nozzle lift and moment, which were included in the
airframe trim analysis; nacelle drag was included with the airframe forces.
Subsonic skin-friction analysis for D5.0-15A was based on Reynolds number and flat-plate skin-
friction drag coefficients. Supersonically, viscous forces were calculated in IIABI' using the Mark 1II skin-
friction option. The vehicle shape was represented by a simplified-geometry model composed of a number
of flat surfaces; shear force for each surface was determined. Calculations used the reference temperature -
method for the laminar flow and the Spalding-Chi method (with temperature ratio) for the turbulent flow.
The radiation equilibrium value (emissivity = 0.8) was used as the surface temperature.
D5.0-15A low-speed data was generated from analysis of the generic Mach 4.0 to Mach 6.0 concepts
developed in Phases I and II. The trimmed lift curve slope was obtained from the data correlation for 75
degrees' leading edge sweep and an aspect ratio of 1. I (Reference 2-7). The fl;tp incremental lift coefficients
for 0 to 30 degrees' flap deflections were obtained from the AST low-speed experimental data base, (Ref-
erence 2-1) clean leading edge configuration. Assessment of low-speed pitching moment characteristics was
based on experimental data k_r the AMI-X blended body configuration. Similes of aircraft handling con-
ducted as part of the Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research (SCAR) program for the McDonnell Douglas
AST concept, with similar pitching moment characteristics, showed that the _gmentcd low-speed charac-
teristics were acceptable (Reference 2-1).
The AMI experimental database was the basis for transonic aemdyu_mfic parameters for I")5.0-15A.
The experimental values were scaled for aspect ratio, adjusled for skin fiiclion, and trimmed using a
nonplanar trim analysis including engine thrust effects.
Traditional aerodynamic analyses (IIABP) as well as ;_dvanced ('I:D methods developed by
McDonnell Douglas have been used in the present study. The results ¢_f thl' two methods were in close
agreement, as shown in Figure 2-31. IIABP is capable of handling more gc'cmlelrically complex concepts
than is currently possible with the CFD methods and therefore I IABI' has Ix'en used to evaluate the high-
speed aerodynamic parameters for D5.0-I5A. l,eading-edge bluntness drag was evaluated from empirical
data. Excrescence drag, an empirical drag term based on space shuttle data, was included in the miscella-
neous drag terms.
The trimmed low-speed lift-to-drag ratios as a function of flap deflection angle are shown in 1;igure
2-32. The maximum trimmed lift-to-drag ratios for both flight profiles are shown in l;igure 2-33 across the
entire flight Mach range. Performance of D5.0-15A included the lift increment attributable to the underex-
panded nozzle. The cruise drag breakdown is given in Figure 2-34.
2.3 Propulsion and Fuels
This section summarizes the results of the Phase III engine selection, engine/airframe integration, and
the results of engine emissions and fuels studies. Engine data have been prepared through subcontracting
arrangements with Aerojet TechSystems, General Electric Aircraft Engines, and Pratt & Whitney. All
studies assumed an aircraft certification date of 2000/2010, with a corresponding technology availability date
(TAD) of 1995-2000.
Engine Screening. During Phases I and II, a large number of candidate engine cycle/cruise Mach
number/fuel combinations were evaluated as summarized in Table 2-2. Both military and commercial
concepts were evaluated, ranging from preliminary designs developed for the high-speed propulsion (I ISPA)
studies for the Air Force, to commercial engines specifically tailored to the Douglas high-speed civil trans-
port configurations. Engine screening was on the basis of takeoff gross weight (TOGW).
One important parameter for preliminary screening was engine cruise overall efficiency. Cruise overall
efficiency is approximately equal to the product of the specific impulse times the flight velocity divided by
the fuel heating value. It is a measure of fuel energy conversion to jet kinetic energy and is the product of
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tile thermal efficiency times tile propulsive efficiency. Specific impulse (lsl,) is used in lieu of specific Fuel
consumption (SFC). The conversion factor is Isl, = 3,600/SFC. l)cpcnding tlpon lhe design mission, filcl
consumption during climb can amount to 25 percent or more of the tolal fuel weighl ;11lakeoff. 11]tile event
that sonic boom rcstrictions prcclude supersonic flight over land, thc aircrafl may h:we to fly up to 40 per-
cent of its dcsign range at subsonic spccds. Thus the cycles with the best supersonic cruise ovcrall cfficicn-
cies, generally turbojets, will not ncccssarily bc the optimum for thc vchicIc.
Anothcr major considcration is FAR Part 36, Stage 3 takcoff noise rcqlfiremcnls, which also influencc
engine cycle selection. During Phase III, both P&W and GE addrcsscd lhc takeoff noise problem. This
section summarizes some of the cnginc company rcsulls. Scction 4.3 discusses community noise in more
detail and assesses the present status of lakcoff noise estimates for both the Math 3.2 and Math 5.0 aircraft.
Independent of the engine screening process, lhe decision w:l_ made h_ ('vahn:de lwo basic aircraft
concepts during Phase III:
• Mach 3.2 using keroscnc-based 'I'S.IF • Mach ._.() Ilqill_2 | N_(; fllC'l
Also, the decision was made to evaluate one b;_seline and one _vlterlvd(" t'v_gin(" ('ycle at each of Ihc two
Mach numbers.
For the Mach 3.2 enginc cycle sclcction, comparisons wcrc made belweell _everal candidate engine
cycles. These studies clcarly showed the "I'O(;W advantage (ff lurbof:m c_cle_ ¢_vt'r either turbojcls and
turbine-bypass engincs when engine ovcrsizing is nst'd as (')lie mcans of rethwiilg jel velocity and, hence, jet
noise at takeoff. Thcrcforc, the choice narrowcd to some variant oF a llJrb(_|_-_n ("vcle. ,Mlh(}ug!] the mixed
flow turbofan had a very slight TO(;W a(Ivalll;tge over lilt variable ,_frc:ml c(_;ih(d ('ngine (VSCI:) (duct
burning turbofan), other l)ouglas and P&W sludics showed the VS('I: wilh :1 slighl ;idvanlagc.
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As for the choice between a P&W Vg('F. nml a (;1:. v:lriable cyclc cvl_i.c (\'('I:), preliminary com-
parison showed little advantage of one over the olhcr. Ilk'cause of lhc limcly :w;dl:llfilit 3 _f addition_d VS('F,
data and the engines' csscntially cqual T()GW v:dues, the P&W V,_('I: w:_ ,_el_,clc, I ;i,_ the baseline Plmse
III engine. Thc GF, VCE was rclaincd as thc alternate Math 3.2 engine'.
For the baseline Math 5.0 engine selection, the results of the l_h:v_t • I t'vzdlmtinn_ were used ahmg with
other quantitative and qualitativc data provided by all thrcc cnginc comp;mit's. These studies wcrc incon-
clusive in identifying a clear choice, with thc Gli turbofan/ramjet (v_wird_lc cy<.'lc hypcrscmic jct) h:wing an
edge; therefore, thc dccision was madc to sclcct the GF turbofan/ramjet (V('II.I) with I,NG fucl as Ihc
baseline Mach 5.0 engine. The Acrojet Tcchgystcms dual-rcgcncr_dor :fir lurl_ramjct (ATR) was selected
as the alternate Mach 5.0 cnginc bccausc preliminary data showed boiler supersonic cruise performance and
lower weight than for the VCIIJ.
Figure 2-35 shows the supersonic cruise overall efficicncies for Ihc baseline Mach 3.2 and M:lch 5.0
engines, including both uninstallcd and installed data. Thcsc cnginc company dala arc compared with a goal
value which represents optimistic assumptions of component performance. This goal value was developed
from the data in References 2-8 through 2-10.
In addition, a P&W Advanced Ducted Prop was selected for the baseline subsonic (Mach 0.85) air-
craft. This selection was based on results of studies of advanced engine cycles for MD-80/MD- 11 derivatives.
Subsonic Baseline Engine - P&W Advanced Dueled Prop. For the subsonic baseline aircraft studies,
the P&W Advanced Ducted Prop (ADP) engine has been selected as a representative advanced subsonic
engine for long-range aircraft based upon studies of advanced MDS0/MD- ! I concepts.
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TABLE 2-2
PHASE I AND PHASE II HSCT STUDY ENGINES
PHASE ONE -- HIGH-SPEED PROPULSION ASSESSMENT (HSPA) ENGINES
ENGINE CYCLES
-- TURBOJETS
-- TURBORAMJETS (TANDEM, TURBOFAN, OVER/UNDER)
-- DUAL REGENERATOR AIR TURBORAMJET (ATR)
• CRUISE MACH NUMBERS -- 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 6.0
• FUELS -- KEROSENE-BASED, ENDOTHERMIC (MCH), LIQUID METHANE (LNG), AND LIQUID HYDROGEN
PHASE TWO -- TAILORED ENGINE CYCLES
• MACH 2.2, JET A FUEL
-- TURBINE BYPASS AND VARIABLE CYCLE ENGINE
• MACH 4.0, KEROSENE-BASED AND METHANE FUELS
-- TURBOFAN RAMJETS
-- AUGMENTED AND DRY TURBOJETS
-- TURBINE BYPASS ENGINE
-- MIXED FLOW TURBOFAN
-- DUCT BURNING (NONMIXED FLOW) TURBOFAN
• MACH 6.0, LIQUID HYDROGEN FUEL
-- TURBOFAN RAMJET
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The ADP (Figure 2-36) is a two-spool, geared high-bypass, high-pressure ratio, ducted prop engine
with separale core (primary) and prop (duct or bypass) exhaust streams. One of its significant features is a
variable pitch ducted prop that provides good operability as well as reverse thrust.
The cycle and component design parameters for this engine are as follows:
* Overall pressure ratio 36
• Fan pressure ratio 1.3
• Bypass Ratio 15
• Maximum combustor exit temperature 2,650°F
FIGURE 2-36. P&W MACH 0.85 ADVANCED DUCTED PROP
The ADP engine is rated at 28,300 pound sea-level static thrust, standard clay + 27°F, with a design-
corrected airflow of !,450 pounds per second. Climb data at maximum rated lhrusl arc shown in Table 2-3,
while cruise specific fuel consumption data are shown in Figure 2-37.
All performance data include inlet and nozzle internal losses, as well as lhe core-cowl external drag for
the P&W-designcd nacelle. The nacelle design does not include intrusion of lhe pylon structurc into the ran
duct. Power extraction is 150 horsepower, and bleed flow is determined by the dcsign-to-blced concept to
preserve the compressor stall margin. For the unsealed (1,450 pounds per sccon¢t) engine, the estimated
propulsion system weight, including prop duct, is 6,670 pounds.
Mach 3.2 Baseline Engine - P&W Variable Stream Control Engine. Thc Math 3.2 bascline engine
is the P&W Variable Stream Control Enginc (VSCF,) duct burning non-mixed flow turbofan using
thermally stable jet fuel (TSJF). The unsealed englnc has a design corrected airflow of 650 pounds pcr
second, and maximum augmented and dry SI,S thrust ratings of 61,q01 and 2q,6q4 pounds, respectively.
The VSCE (Figure 2-38) is an aclvanccd, modcratc-bypass-rali(_, nonvnixed-flow turbofan wilh duct
burner augmentation and a coannular nozzle with invcrlcd velocily profile for jet noise rcduction. A dis-
tinctive operating feature is the indepcndeilt control of bolh core and fan (duel) slrc:_m temperature and exit
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TABLE 2-3
P&W MACH 0.85 ADVANCED DUCTED PROP SUMMARY PERFORMANCE
CLIMB AT 100-PERCENT RATED CLIMB THRUST
ALTITUDE
(FT)
0
10,000
20,000
30,000
36,089
42,000
MACH
NO.
(-)
0.20
0.40
0.50
0.60
O.85
0.85
NET
THRUST
(LB)
18,500
11,900
9,400
6,800
5,200
3,800
SPEC FUEL
CONSUMPTION
(LBIIN.ILB)
0.288
0.378
0.399
0.429
0.521
0.526
NOTE: ALL DATA FOR UN:;CALED ENGINE WITH DESIGN
WCORR = 1,450 LB/SEC
SPECIFIC
IMPULSE
(SEC)
12,495
9,520
9,024
8,384
6,908
6,840
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FIGURE 2-38. P&W MACH 3.2 VSCE DUCT BURNING TURBOFAN
velocity for in-flight cycle matching. Cycle re:tithing is fiJrther enh;,wcd by :, I'&W h'chnique thai offers
the following advantages:
• Satisfies the unique thrust schedule reqt]irements of advanced _t_per_(mi<'.('rlli_t" :drt:rafl
over the entire flighl spectrum
• Provides low-core exhaust velocity :11hlkt'(_ff h_ obfain the n(_i'_¢ Ix, twill _,f :m i,vt.rft'd
velocity profile
• Minimizes specific filcl consumption ;it super,_(mic cruise by "hi_zh II(_vi,t_," flit' c'<ve _'ngine
to control cycle bypass ratio
At takeoff, the main burner is lhr(_llled to an intermediate p(_wcr sc,ffiNg 1¢_rt,tlitc..e tllc core ('('qllrib-
ution to jet noise. The duct burner is ()pcralcd _l a m(_dcralc tctnpcr;tlr_Hc Icvt'l t<_pr(_vide lhc required Ihrust
and an inverted velocity pr_filc. The thrust can bc cut back for n<_i_" :lb:dt'rn('nf :d'lt'r lakeoff whilc still
maintaining thc inverted velocity profilc.
During subsonic cruise, the VS('I! operates as a moderate byp:lss IiHb(ff:m engine. The main burner
operates at a relatively low exit Icmpcralurc, and lhere is no duct augmenlali(m. Variablc geometry com-
ponents are matched to "high flow" the engine, i.e., mainlain maximum C_ll_f:lllt <'(_rrcctcd airflow down
to 10-20 percent of maximum ratcd thrust and well bel(_w the sfc "buckel," Io reduce inlet spillage and
bypass losses.
During supcrsonic cruise, the main burner lcmpcrature is increased (relative to takcofl), and lhc high
spool spccd is increased to maintain high flow condition. This high flow condition rcduccs the cycle bypass
ratio and the amount of duct augmentation required. At lhc specific impulse peak, i.e., the sfc "bucket," the
core and the duct exit temperatures and velocities arc approximate!y equal to m:lximize propulsive cffi-
cicncy.
The cycle and component dcsign parameters for this engine arc:
Overall pressure ratio 14.3
Fan pressure ratio 3.67
Design bypass ratio 1.30
Maximum compressor dischargc tcmpcraturc 1,860°R
Maximum rotor (turbine) inlet Icmperature 3,960°R
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A variable geometry bicone inlet was selected for the Mach 3.2 baseline cngine based on the rcsults
of Douglas supersonic transport studies conducted in the late 1970s. The inlet system is designed for Mach
3.2 cruise at an altitude of 70,000 fcct. The inlet capture area is sizcd to satisfy engine, inlct bleed, and
miscellaneous airflow requirements. The local flow conditions ahead of the inlet were dclcrmlned by
assuming a wing-leading cdgc prccomprcssion resulting from six dcgrccs flow deflection.
All performance data used in Phase 11I arc installed data and account f_r inlet drag and recovery factor
variation with frccstrcam Mach numbers, lnlct drags include bypass, boundary-layer blced, and spillage
drags, as well as miscellaneous drag duc to inlet leakage, cnginc cooling, and the like. Inlet drag also includes
nacelle external skin friction.
The raw P&W data were computed using MII,-E-5007D inlet total pressure recovery, since better
estimates of inlet pressure recovery were not yet available. For Mach numbers above the inlet starling Mach
number of 1.95, inlct recovery is greatcr than the MII,-F,-5007D value and is based on MII,-E-5007D but
using local total pressure and Mach number ahead of the inlet. Below Math 1.qS, the pressure recovery is
lower than the MII,-E-5007D value and is based on leading edge shock losses, inlet shock losses external
to the inlet, viscous losses, and the effect of the normal shock ahead of the inlel.
The nozzle for the Math 3.2 baselinc cnginc is discussed lalcr in this report. All P&W performance
data assumed a velocity coefficient (Cv) of 0.qg5 that also accounts for losses in the nozzle cone. In com-
parison, GE providcd data for an axisymmctric plug nozzle, with a ('lg of I'l.qR6 at Mach 3.2 cruise. In view
of the agreement betwccn the GF, and P&W data, the P&W data was used fi_r baseline l'hasc rl[ analyses.
Installed engine performance data arc summarized in Figures 2-3q and 2-4¢t. l:igurc 2-3q is a plot of
engine jet velocity versus net thrust for sea level static (SI,S) takeoff and clearly shows the magnitude _f the
inverted velocity profile.
During climb, installation losses reduce maximum available climb lhrllsi approximately 5-10%, the
lower figure when the inlet is startcd, while the dccrcase in specific impulse (Isl') at top of climb is
approximatcly 80 scconds. Figure 2-40 compares unirJstallcd and installed specific impulse during supcrs¢_uic
cruise. Installation losses reduce maximum cruise Isl' by approximately If) perccnl.
The engines arc individually mounted in naccllcs located on lhc all seclioll _[ the wing. Wing-
mounted pylons support thc naccllcs. A schematic of the naccl]c, including lhc inlcl, engine, and nozzle
installation, is shown in Figure 2-41. The semi-angle of the biconc inlcl lip cone is fixed at 7.11) degrees.
To maintain an approximate throat Mach number cff 1.3 to 1.5 fear slarlcd inlet operation, the diameter of
the second cone varies so that the inlet throat Circa can bc increased for oil'-design Mach numbers. The
semi-angle of the second conc varies from I 1.4 degrees for cruise dowo lo 7.1 degrees for the completely
retracted configuration that is used for flight Mach numbers bclow the inlet shu-ling Math number of I.q5.
The resulting maximum throat area available for Mach numbers bcl¢_w 1.05 is sufficiellt to accommodate
engine airflow demands.
Table 2-4 shows the estimated weights of the engine and major components. The P&W estimated
weight of thc enginc, not including thc nozzle, is 4,684 pounds. The nozzle weight of 600 pounds does not
include the weight of the nozzle exhaust c<Jnc, thrust reverser, or suppressor, l:or screening studies, a nozzle
weight of 3,340 pounds was assumed based on previous Douglas studies. The scaling exponent for bare
engine weight with corrected airflow is 1.02. All engine scaling is on the basis of engine corrected airflow
from the baseline SLS value. For scaling purposes, it is assumed that thrusl varies dircclly with corrected
airflow.
The nozzle concept (Figure 2-42) is based on enginc and acoustic studies pcrformcd by Douglas and
incorporates a combination of suppression techniques to mcct FAR 36, Stage 3. Inlet blccd air will bc uscd
for nozzle/engine cooling and then injected into the enginc exhaust to aid in noise reduction. The duct-
burning section of the nozzle has been sized for a passive thermal protection systcm.
Ancillary equipment for generating secondary power is clustered below thc engine for easy access and
safety. Conventional access concepts should enhance maintainability. Clam-shcll doors provide unlimited
access to engine and nozzle components. The inlet cowl can bc movcd forward for biconc inlct and cnginc
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FIGURE 2-41. MACH 3.2 NACELLE FEATURES, P&W VSCE DUCT BURNING TURBOFAN
TABLE 2-4
P&W MACH 3.2 VSCE DUCT BURNING TURBOFAN, MAJOR ENGINE COMPONENT WEIGHTS
DESIGN CORRECTED AIR FLOW = 650 LB/SEC
WEIGHT
COMPONENT (LB)
BARE ENGINE 4,114
MOUNTS 70
NOZZLE 600
CONTROL/PLUMBING 500
TOTAL 5,284
access. Maintenance can bc performed using ground acccss stands and conw'nlional cquipmcnt, l:ircwalls,
fire detectors, and fire cxtinguishcrs in each nacclle provide fire protection. Dual firc detection sensors arc
used to signal both overhcat and fire. A fire signal will automatically shut off fiwl t() the affcctcd engine and
discharge the stored extinguishing agent. The system must be designed to prolcct the primary struclure,
Fuel will be supplied in shroudcd lines to the engine by routing it through the pylon. 1)ressurc relief
and drainage is provided. Shut off valves and flow metering devices arc located for easy access.
P&W has provided a prcliminnry assessmenl of takeoff noise rcducli()n which idcnlificd the VS('F,
and the turbine bypass engine as having Ihe grcalcs! polcntial for s:llisfying I:AR Pnrl 36, Stage 3 rcquirc-
meats, with the VSCI:, having the edge. ()no clement favoring the V.',;('I! i_ Ihc inherent inverlcd velocity
profile (IVP).
Use of independenlly variable fan and core jet areas is a key fc:)hlrc _)1' lilt x'ariahlc slrcam col)lrol
engine. This allows optimization of the l:lkcoff part powcr airt]ow nn(l cnnl_le,_ "hi),h Howing" the engine
i.e., maintaining maximum dcsign flow, ovt'r a rm)gc of takeoff powvr ('_ndili_,,_ The. cJ)gim" lht'rt'by
maintains maximum airflow and achicvcs thru'q variation plimnrily lhtongh (h:)nI_c_ in icl '¢clo',:ily'.
The VSCF, with a suppressor nozzlc would normally have a fixed d11,1 ,,Ir_':lnl (_uppt'c>sor) jcl area
when deployed ovcr the sideline and communily noise monih)rs. I:or purp(_,'_ nf lhi_ sideline noise sludy,
however, a variable area suppressor was assumed. 'lhis will allow ()plimi/:ni()n ()f icl noise ;tl the sidclinc
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FIGURE 2-42. MACH 3.2 NOZZLE WITH ACOUSTIC SUPPRESSION FEATURES
condition. Once the amount of engine scalinglovcrsizing for sideline noise has been determined (along with
the associated suppressor jet area), that suppressor jet area would then be held fixed a! that design duct jet
area for future studies such as cutback noise, l:ull two-stream nozzle variabilily is still availablc al all other
flight conditions with the suppressor in the stowed positi0n.
Figure 2-43 shows P&W estimates for sideline EPNdl3 as a fimclion of bulk average jet velocity at
takeoff. These data are for the unsealed (650 pounds per second) engine af :dl je! velocities (i.e., the effect
of decreasing jet velocity on engine and aircraft size was not accounled fi_r). 'lht" data do, however, account
for four engines. These data wcrc developed by correlating engine jet velocity agains! engine thrust. Both
unsuppressed and suppressed data are shown, with and without a lhermal acouslic shield.
All data in Figure 2-43 assume use of an acoustically trealcd ejcclor nozzle with a length/diameter
ratio of 1.5 and a 1.5-inch thick acoustic treatment. The cslimatcd weight of lifts nozzle (without suppressor)
for an engine corrected airflow of 650 pounds per second is 2,300 pounds I_:l_cd upcm previous l)ouglas
supersonic transport studies.
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The suppressed data assume a stowable mechanical suppressor deployed in tile duct stream. This
suppressor features 12 chutes with 24 tubcs at tile outer rim, with a base area to jel area ratio of 2.6. The
estimated weight of tile suppressor for aT] engine corrected airflow of 650 pounds per second is 67fl pounds.
The thermal acoustic shield is a relalivcly low vclocity, high-temperature, parlial-annular (1R0 degrees)
shielding stream. It reduccs the noise on thc shielding sidc (toward the observer) by both reducing thc shear
on that side (reduccd sourcc) and by redirecting the generated noise away from the observcr (shielding). A
noise reduction of approximatcly 4 PNdI3 is projcctcd for this concept. The estimated weight of a thermal
acoustic shield for an engine corrected airfow of 650 pounds pcr second is R 10 pounds.
Figure 2-43 shows that, theoretically, Stage 3 requirements can be satisfied by oversizing thc engine
to permit throttling the engine and still maintain the same thrust whi]e reducing jet velocity to an appro-
priate level, llowever, this may not be the case, since preliminary analyses have indicated that the resulting
growth in aircraft and engine size produces a noise increase that more lhan MTscls lhe noise reductions duc
to lower exhaust vclocitics. Thus, it is imperative tha! the development of low n(_isc nozzles bc a prime area
for further study.
Mach 5.0 Baseline Engine - (;E Turl_ffan/Ramjel Engine. The Math S.0 baseline engine is the (;F,
variable cycle turbofan/ramjct cnginc (also referred to as a variable cycle hypersonic jcl or Veil.I) using
I,NG fuel. The unscaled engine has a design corrected airflow of 74R pound_ per second, and a design
maximum dry SI,S thrust rating of 72, 1£3 pounds. Although the engine is nugmcntcd, it has been sized to
take off partially dry, and the augmcntcd Sl,S rating is not spccificd.
The VCIIJ is a new engine concept dcfincd by GF, in 19£5 From v:_ri:lble cycle concepts originally
studied during the NASA-sponsorcd ASTtSCAR supersonic transport studies during the late 1O70s. Thc
basic engine configuration is shown in Figure 2-44. The engine is an aftcr-b,rning du;d-rotor turbofan lhat
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ENGINE SHOWN WITH AXISYMMETRIC COANNULAR NOZZLE
FIGURE 2-44. GE MACH 5.0 VCHJ
combines double-bypass, variable-cycle engine features with high Math flow enhancenlcnt coucepls. Several
smooth transitioning engine operational modes are made possible by lhcsc I't'atures:
• l,ow specific tim=st takeoff for noise reduclion, with high thrust capat,ility via augmenta-
tion, if required
• Maximum climb and acceleration thrust during subsonic cruise and ir:msonic engine
operation
• Iligh thrust windmilling (ramjet) operational modes plus efficienl hypersonic ('rui_e capa-
bilities
• Very good part-power subsonic cruise and loiter capabilities
The turbofan core enginc of the V('II.I is based on lhc double bypa,_,_, variable cycle engine (V('I';)
developed by GF, during studies of supersonic propulsion technology cnnduclcd as part of lhc
NASA-sponsored Supersonic Cruise Research (SCR) program. The V('I: c¢_rc employs a low-temperature
augmenter for supersonic acceleration. Noise conslraints preclude Ilw u,_c of the augmcntor at hlkcoff;
therefore, the fan has been sized to satisfy t:lkeoff and subsonic cruise rcquircmt'nl'_ _vill,;¢_ui augmentation.
The variable cycle features that give the V('!! core improved flexibility nvcr com*crdiona] mi×t'd flow
turbofans are:
• Split fan (outer) bypass duct between the high Ilow front block :rod llw Tc:lr bhwk with
• ariable inlet guide vanes
• Fan variable area bypass injector (forward VABI)
• Exhaust variable area bypass injeclor (rear VABI)
• Variable area low pressure turbine
• Core driven rear fan block
• Variable area exhaust syslem with im'erlt, d w'Ic_cily profile ¢hnin_ t:qkc_ql
The turboramjct essentially phases out lhe lurlxmlachincry d,Hing vt't._ hi_h-_lWCd operalion. Armn
air bypass duct is k)catcd around lhc basic engine, and a special _lrcam cemfrol _alvc functioning in a
manner similar to a GE patenlcd variable area bypass injector (VA1U) i_ cmph_3ctl h_ altc_w smoolh Iran-
sition from pure turbojet mode to pure ramjcl mode as flighl speed incrca,_c'_ :d_nvt, 'klzwh 3. If compressor
windmilling cannot provide enough shaft power for p¢_wcr generation, :1ram :dr l llrbint' auxiliary power unit
will supply airframe requirements.
The cycle and component dcslgn parameters for this engine are:
• Overall pressure ratio 25
• Turbine rotor inlet temperature 4,000_F maximum
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• Bypass ratio 1.50
• Fan pressure ratio 5.5
For the Mach 5.0 baseline engine, a variable geometry two-dimensional inlet was selected. 'l'he inlet
and nozzle are designed for Mach 5.0 cruise at an altitude of 83,000 feet, which is Ihe midpoint _dlitude
between start of cruise and end of c?uise. The inlet capture area is sized to satisfy t'nginc, inlet bleed, and
miscellaneous airflow requirements. The local flow conditions ahead of Ihc inlcl wcrc determined by
assuming a wing leading edge precomprcssion resulting from six degrees flow deflection.
All performance data used in Phase II1 are installed data, and account for inlet drag and recovery
factor variation with freestream Mach numbers. Inlet drags include bypass, boundary-layer bleed, spillage
drags, as well as miscellaneous drag due to inlet leakage, engine cooling, and the like. Inlet nacelle external
skin friction drag is not included, as it is accounted for in the airframe drag.
The raw GE data were computed using MIL-E-5007D inlet total pressure recovery, since better esti-
mates of inlet pressure recovery were not yet available. For Mach numbcrs above the inlet starting Mach
number of 1.50, inlet recovery is generally greater than the MII,-F,-5007D value and is based on
MIL-E-5007D but using local total pressure and Mach number ahead of the inlet. Below Mach 1.50, the
pressure recovery is lower than the MII,-E-5007D value and is based on leading edge shock losses, inlet
shock losses external to the inlet, and viscous losses, and the effect of the normal shock ahead of the inlet.
Figure 2-45 shows the Single Expansion Ramp Nozzle (SERN) that has been incorporated into the
Mach 5.0 concept. The SERN allows for a high degree of propulsion system integration, since the con-
toured upper nozzle surface is formed by the aircraft lower surface. The nozzle used is minimum Icnglh,
with a point expansion fan in the nozzle throat and iscntropic flow turning along the upper nozzle contour.
The exact nozzle geometry was developed from nozzle throat and ambient conditions for cruise.
In contrast, the raw GE data are based on performance characteristics of a symmetrical two-
dimensional convergent-divergent (2D-CD) nozzle. Research revealed thal the l)ouglas-dcsigned SERN
performance equaled or exceeded the GE estimates. Therefore, no correction f:lctors were applied to the raw
GE data to account for nozzle performance.
As part of their Phase III effort, GE investigated adapting their acouslic conlrol nozzle with Ihc
two-dimensional SF, RN, with the results shown in 1;igure 2-46. The primary change to the basic ,qliRN
was the addition of a centerbody, which is axisymmetric at the engine: face and transitions to two-
dimensional upstream of the nozzle throat. At the throat, the two-dimensional ccnlcrbody pivots to provide
equal area ratios on the upper and lower surfaces of the ccntcrbody Io minimize mixing losses at the
centcrbody trailing edge. Because of the SFP, N installation, the GF, nozzle design does not include an
ejector, and hence it resembles a chute suppressor nozzle but without an ejeclt_r.
GE estimated a sideline noise of 109.7 I:.PNdIL This estimate was based on a four engine operalion
but did not include aircraft scaling effects. The scaling factor for the bascliile Math 5.0 concept is 1._42
based upon a TOGW of 1,213,000 pounds. The scaled noise estimalc would bc approximately 112 dB, or
approximately 10 dB in excess of the Stage 3 limit.
FIGURE 2-45. MACH 5.0 SINGLE EXPANSION RAMP NOZZLE
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FIGURE 2-46. GE MACH 5.0 WEDGE SUPPRESSOR NOZZLE CONCEPT
Installed engine performance data are summarized in l:igures 2-47 and 2-4_. l:igure 2-47 is a plot of
bulk average jet velocity versus SI,_ net thrus! for the unsuppressed and _uppressed modes, with no jet
velocity reduction due to entrainment of ambient air. l:igure 2-48 shows lhal ic'l velocity is not substantially
different for unsuppressed and suppressed mode operation.
During climb, installation losses reduce maximum available climb thrH_f approximately 2-5%. The
decrease in specific impulse (Isl,) at the lop of the climb is approximately 4(_ seconds.
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Figure 2-48 compares uninstalled and installed supersonic crHi_(' _pc¢'ifi_ imp,d_c. In_t'dlali<,n I¢_c_
are seen to reduce the maximum lsl) by nearly If) pcrccnt.
The four engines are mounted in a (,)uad 1)o(l pr(_l, ulsion m(_thdc (m lhc fil_cl:lge lower centerlinc.
Thus the engine installation is acro(lynamically inlcgraled with thc filscl:tgc. l'hc pr(_pul_ion sysk'm (.)[la(I
Pod is compriscd of three differcnt modules with two transilion sccli(m_, l)t'lwnding (_n the final config-
uration of the aircraft, engine remowd will cithcr be from below or, if lhcrc i,_ in_tfi]cicnl ground i']rar,uwe.
on rails from the rcar after removing thc nozzle transilion/v:lriable Ihro:d m_thdc. rhc Qua(t Pod inlet is
dividcd into two modules; lhe inlet with individual movable ramps :rod the Ir:m_ili(m _cclion including b(_lll
bypass air and pressurc surge dumps.
The capture arca for the unscalcd cnginc inlet is I R.q2 square feel. 'l'he inlcl width for the unsealed
engine is 78.00 inches, and thc inlct hcight mcasurcd with rcspect to Ihc initial p(_inl of the forward inlet
ramp is 34.94 inchcs. 1"he inlet width excccds the maximum engine diamclcr by six inches to allow en(mgh
clearance between adjacent cngincs for mounting and ducting hardwarc.
The variable inlct throat arca is incrcascd for off-design Mach nmnbcrs so that a throat Mach number
of approximately 1.3 to 1.5 is maintained. At cruise speed, the inlct ramp deflccls the aircraft forcbody flmv
by a maximum of 12 dcgrccs; at off-dcsign Math numbers, the inlet ramp flow dcflcclion decreases tl()wn
to a value of zero for Mach numbers below the inlet starling Mach numbcr of 1.5.
The inlet incorporatcs localized porous blccd in arcas around the shock impingement poinls in lhc
supersonic diffuser. Flow is blcd in the terminal normal shock area Ihrough lhc slot formed by lhc inlcl
moveable ramp surfaces. Somc sidewall blccd will bc provided, if rcquired.
A segment of the upper nozzle surface is movcablc allowing for variation (_fllozzle Ihroat arc:_. Nozzle
mass flow variations wilh flight altitude and Math number, as well as cngine lhr(mlc sclting, rnand:dc the
need for a variable throat area. The lower nozzle ramp can rotatc about a pivot poinl h)catcd upstream (_f
the throat, allowing control over the exit area of the ductcd portion of lhc n(_zzlc fl(_w. This allcvi:Ues ll_e
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amount of nozzle flow overexpansion occurring for tile higher back-pressure cases, l inlrainmcnt chulcs are
]ocalcd in the lower nozzle ramp to allevialc take-off noisc and exit flow overexpansion.
The thrust reverser, shown in Figure 2-49, employs a simple drop btlckcl, or chule, |o direct the thrust
from the outboard engines forward and slighlly oulboard from the sides of lhc propulsion pod. Turning
vanes will bc provided as rcquircd in lhc bucket to properly dirccl the airflow direrlion. During reverser
opcration, the center engines will bc reduced to idle.
The engine cornparlmcnt will house four scparalcd engines and conl:lirl provisions for fucl lines, sec-
ondary power gcncr:ding equipment, cooling air ducfing, comp;irlnlclll vct)lil:dion, :)))d fire protection. 'l'he
preferred method for mounting lhc engines will be by using trunions o)l Hw cn_2int" confer line and by t)sing
sliding trunions at the forward end of the engine. I_ngines will be so;tied Io Ihc inlt'l and nozzle duels with
flexible metal bellows secured with band cl:mlps.
All enginc scaling is on the basis of cnghac-correctcd airflow, wilh the Is:l_clinc ,ql,S wdue being 748
pounds pcr second. For sealing purposes, il is zssumed lhai Ihrusl v:irie_ dirct'lly xxilh corrected :drflow.
The heat exchanger and vnisccllancous items arc located otllside the cwuhlc" c'nvClOl'_e. The fucl/:fir heat
exchanger used for engine cooling is the only significald ilcm. lhc mm :fir lh:d i_ cooled by lhe heat
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FIGURE 2-49. MACH 5.0 THRUST REVERSER SYSTEM
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exchanger used for engine cooling is the only significant item. The ram air that is cooled by tile heat
exchanger is taken off the engine shell approximately 6f) inchcs aft of the engine f;wc, with the cooled air
injected into the vicinity of the engine-nozzle intcffacc.
GE's weight estimates are based on a materials availability dale (MAD) cff 200() (201() IO('), which
would suggest that tile data rcprescnt today's bcsl estimates of fulurc materials development, l lowcver, the
weight data do include a 5- to 10-pcrccnt margin. The heat exchanger weighf is a fimclion of the cooling
load, and this, in turn, depcnds upon the materials used. Use of lighter malcrials with higher tcmpcmltlrc
capability would reduce the wcight of the engine and the size and weight of lhc heal exchanger.
Alternate HSCT Engines. The allernate Mach 3.2 enginc is the (]1! Variable ('yclc Fnginc (VCIi)
using thermally stable jet filcl (TS.IF). The basic engine configurati_n is sh_xvyl in I:igure 2-50. The unsealed
engine has a design-corrected airflow of 737 pounds per second, and a maximum ttr)' .ql ,R thrusf rating of
65,167 pounds. Thc enginc is not augmcntcd.
The engine is essentially the corc cnginc of the GI:, Mach 511 V('II.I. l'he V('I_ is twin spo(_l, wilh
double bypass variable geometry to optimize fan/compressor/turbine march over lht. t'nlirc fligh! spcclrum
to maximize subsonic and supersonic cruise performance. I !nlikc the Math 5._1 engine', Ihc Math 3.2 V('I!
incorporates a GE-designed axisymmetric nozzle wilh translating nozzle shroud and inner ph, g to vary lhc
nozzle throat area. During takeoff, the bypass flow is diverted throl,gh struls. Ibis forces the flow along lhc
inner plug to achievc an inverlcd velocity profilc for jet noise reduction.
The cycle and component dcsign parameters for this engine arc:
* Overall pressure ratio 22
* Fan prcssure ratio 4.8
* Bypass ratio 0.5
* Maximum rotor inlet temperature 4,000°I r
All engine scaling is on the basis of engine-corrcctcd airflow, with the basclinc SI,S valuc being 737
pounds per second. For scaling purposes, it is assumed that thrust varics directly with corrected airflow.
Engine performance data are presented in Figures 2-51 and 2-52. lnlct installation drag and total
pressure recovery data were dctcrmined using the proccdure summarized earlier in this rcport, but using
GE airflow schedules. GE estimated the nozzle performance data for an axisymmc'tric nozzle with Irans-
lating inner nozzle plug.
The alternate Mach 5.0 engine is the Aerojet TechSystems, two-spool air lurboramjet (ATR) using
I,NG (Figure 2-53). Initially, Aerojet proposed a conventional dual rcgencrator ATR where thc incoming
fuel is heated rcgeneratively in the combustor and nozzle walls to drive the turbine while providing cooling
for these areas. The result was an engine that yicldcd estimated Mach 5.0 cruise performance equal to or
better than that of the GE VCIIJ. llowcvcr, the subsonic performance was significantly less that that of the
VCIIJ (1,872 seconds specific impulse at Mach 0.95 cruise versus 4,352 seconds for thc VCII.I, with corre-
FIGURE 2-50. GE MACH 3.2 VCE
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sponding reduced performance during climb, Especially below Mach 3.1)). When th_'sc data WErC ,sed to
estimale aircraft takeoff gross weight, tile results showed tile V('II.I wilh a _ignific:mt advantage, even for
the all-supersonic cruise mission.
During Phase 11I, Aerojct proposcd a two-spool A'I'R, where a sep:lr:de auxiliary airbrcathing gas
gcncrator provides the motivating force for the turbine at flight speeds below '_|ach 3.11. The rcsull i._ sig-
nificantly improved subsonic pcrformancc (spEcifiC impulse greater lhan 5,31)11 ,_efc'PlltlS ;ti _,'lac}l 0.f.)5 (.'rlliSe),
but at the expense of additional weight.
Although the latest Acrojcl TcehSystcms data show potential for Io_vcl hlkt'ol'l gross weights IIi,m ['or
the Veil.I, no comparativc analyscs wcrc accomplished due to resource lirnil:dicms.
Baseline Engine Perfi_rmznce Improvement. A prime objcclivc o[ the l 1.";("1 program is to idculil3, the
key propulsion-rclatcd technologies lhal limit I ISCT potential and lhc_s¢ tt'chn¢_l¢_gical areas that offer the
greatest potential for achicving IIS(71" economic viability and environmcnlnl :wccplabilily. All three engine
companies (GE, P&W, and Acrojct TcchSyslems) provided inputs and proicclicmx for fulurc improvc-
merits. For the baseline discussions, an FAA certification dale of 21)()5.'201t'1 xv:ls :t_vllnt'd. with proit'cli<ms
beyond that to an FAA certification dale of 21115/2(/20. lhi_ sccliou di_c,_t'_ tho,_c technology ;irc:ts lh-lt
could result in reduccd TOGW.
For this study, the critical technologies are:
• hnproved cycle performance, both at subsonic and supersonic cruise
• Reduced engine weight (incrcased thnlst/wcighl)
The two items are directly related to economic vi;d_ilily, with mlv:mct'd hot '.:.('t'|i(_ll design t71ilical to
both.
The baseline Mach 3.2 engine is lhe P&\V variable sit'cain ('OllltOI t'11_2in_"(\'%('1:)and the ;dlt'|llalc
Mach 3.2 engine is the (;E variable cyclc Engine or (V('I_). lllolh c,llgint.,_ w,t" kt'r,_,_t'nc-based, llwrmally
stable jet fuel, or TSJF. Both these engines were used by the rEsl3_.'clivc c'il_in¢ ¢'Oml_:mies as lht" baseline
Mach 3.2 enginc for tcchnology projections.
Sizing studies have shown that mission tohd fllcl comprises over 611 lx.,c('llt ot' lht' T(')(;W, ;rod lhal
TOGW is sensitive to cruise specific impulse (specific fuel consuml'_liol0. ()f p;irlicttl:tr cotwcrn is s,bsonic
specific fuel consumption in view of the potential for subsonic cruise over I:md io prt'vt'tlt sonic boom :rod
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the correspondingly large fllcl fl'action required fi)r tile subsonic cruise so'green! over land
P&W performed a subsonic performance improvement study for lilt' \"._('1! in which the eft'cots of
changes in major cycle parameters - fan pressure ratio, bypass ratio, overall pressure ratio, and design
combusior exit temperature - were evaluated. The study resulls showed that increa_hlg overall pressure
ratio by 10% (to 15.8) offered the best potential for improvcrnenl in sub,_onic St:('. but the improvement
was only 1.4 percent.
Sensitivity studies for the subsonic cruise over land case show that the corresponding reduction in
TOGW would be approximately 2 percent, not including any allowance for a corresponding engine weight
increase which could negate any TOGW savings. It is concluded, therefore, Ihai these data show little
promise in substantially reducing TOGW.
GE performed a similar study for its Mach 3.2 VCF,. llowevcr, GI:, took a different approach exam-
thing the effects of control schedules. In its study, engine control schedules were optimized for Mach I').95
cruise at 30,000, 35,000, and 40,000 feel, assuming dry thrust. The results of this study indicated a potential
reduction in SFC from 0.5 to 2.0 percent through control schedule |nodificalitm. 'l'he corresponding T()GW
decrease would be approximately 0.7 to 3.0 percent.
From the above data, it is concluded that there is little or no promise in subshmtially reducing sub-
sonic specific fuel consumption using the techniques discussed above. This i_ underscored by the different
approaches investigated at the two engine companies and the small differences between the P&W and GE
results. Other approaches must be taken to reduce aircraft subsonic specific fuel consumption.
Both engine companies were requcsled to provide projections of SI:(" improvements assuming better
technology to determine the potential for performance impmven3ents. Gli provided Ihe following SFC
reduction projections for their Mach 3.2 variable cycle engine:
• Mach 0.9 at 36,089 feet 5.2% A SF(" • Math 3.2 al 65,[)011 fcct 3.0% A SI:("
These improvements would be achieved through component efl'iciency increas<'_;, reductions in cooling
air requirements, improvements in burner efficiency, and reductions in nozzle md_urned air. hwreascd
material temperature capability and better flow modeling to reduce losses and belier heat transfer formed
the bases for these projections. These techniques woukl increase engine lhru_t/_veight, further reducing
TOGW.
To assess the effect of SFC and engine weight reductions on aircraft 'I'()(;W, ,_ensitivity analyses were
performed for two 6,500 nautical mile missions assuming
• All supersonic cruise
• 2,000 nautical mile subsonic cruise segment over land
Using these scnsitivily data, these SFC rcduclions would result in :m appr_ximatc 6-percent Tf)GW
rcduction for the all supersonic cruise mission and I 1-percent TC)(iW rcduclion F_*r the mission with
2,000-nautical-milc subsonic cruise scgmcnt over land.
The GE projections are consistent with the P&W goal of 5-percent rc&,clion in Sl:(', anti il is rea-
sonable to assume that comparable improvements would be achieved wilh the P&W V,";('li.
Another key technology area affecting TOGW is engine lhr||st-to-xw'ighl (I/W) ratio. P&W has
established a goal of a 10- to 15-percent improvement in engine T/W and di_cu_c_ three major improve-
ment areas:
• Materials technology • "l'urbinc technol<ay
• Cooling system technology
This information was based upon results of a series of Air l:orcc fimdcd (c_.. II IP'I'IiT), NASA, and
engine company in-house studies. Figurc 2-54 shmvs projected lhr||_t:wcight trends [br the GI t M:wh 3.2
variable cycle engine (VCF,) and the Math 5.fl variable cycle turbofan ramict (V('I II) ahmg with the current
GE estimates for these engines. The sea level slatic h|keoff iel velocily wa'_ ;_rbilrarily limilcd to approxi-
mately 2,500 feet per second to reduce jet noise.
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Figure 2-54 shows that thcrc is a whlc band in the projcctions fcu Ihrusl/wcigh! hnprovcmcnls.
llowcvcr, thc data would indicatc that a 15- to 20-pcrccnt improw'mcnt in lhrusllwcight is nol unrcalislic.
An additional 10-percent improvement would bc achieved if the design jcl veh_city could bc increased to
2,_00 feet per second and still satisfy I:AR Part 36 Stage 3 noise requirement% assuming no addilional
nozzle weight penalty for suppression devices. Combining these two projections and including an allowance
for additional noise suppression devices, an overall projection for increased thrust/weigh! of 20 to 25 percent
appears reasonable. From sensitivity analyses, Ihc corresponding Tf)GW reduclions would be approxi-
mately:
• 9 to 11 percent for the all supersonic cruise mission
• 14 to 17 percent for the mission with 2,000 nautical mile subsonic enfisc segment over land
It is concluded that, although engine weight is only approximately 10 percent of TOGW, there is the
potential for TOGW reductions of I0 percent or more from increasing engine thrust/weight. It is thus
recommended that emphasis bc placed upon reducing engine weight as a means of reducing TOGW. When
combined with the projections for S[7C reduction, these data indicate potential T()(';W reductions of:
• 15 to 17 percent for the all supersonic cruise mission
• 25 to 28 percent for the case with 2,000 nautical mile subsonic cruise segment over land
The baseline Mach 5.0 engine is the GE variable cycle turbofan ramjet with I,NG fuel, while the
alternate is the Aerojct TcchSystems two-spool dual-regenerator air turboramjct. GE and Aerojct
TechSystems have addressed the technology needs and projections for their respective Mach 5.0 engines.
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GE showed an SFC improvement of 0.5 percent for its variable cycle turbofan ramjet engine through
control schedule optimization. From the results of sensitivity studies, the corresponding rcduction in
TOGW would be 1 percent or less for both the all-supersonic cruise and subsonic cruise missions over land.
Other means of reducing TOGW must be explored.
GE provided projections of SFC improvements assuming better technology. The ,qFC reduction
projections for the Mach 5.0 variable cycle turbofan ramjet engine are:
• Mach 0.9 at 36,089 feet 5.2% A SFC • Mach 5.0 at 85,0f)I) fcct 2.2% A SFC
"lqaese improvements would bc achieved througta component cfficiency increases, reductions in cooling
air requirements, improvements in burner cflqciency, and reductions in nozzle unburned air. Increased
material temperature capability and better flow modeling to reduce losses and belier heat transfer formed
the bases for these projections.
Using sensitivity study results, these SFC reductions would result in an approximate 5-percent
TOGW reduction for the all supersonic cruise mission and 12-percent TOGW reduction for Ihe
2,000-nautical-mile subsonic cruise mission over land.
Engine weight can be reduced through the use of higher stage Ioadings and advanced materials. It is
projected that engine thrust/weight could bc as high as 10, which is more than twice the present values. In
contrast, GE (Figure 2-54) projections arc more modest. Following the same logic as for the Mach 3.2
engine, projections of 20- to 25-percent improvement in Math 5.1")engine thv',st/wcight appear reasonable.
From sensitivity studies, the potential TOGW rcduclions arc approximately:
• 12 to 14 percent for the all supersonic cruise mission
• 24 to 27 percent for the mission with 2,000 nautical mile subsonic cruise segment over land
Similar to the Mach 3.2 aircraft results, there is the i-,otcntial f(_r TOGW rcdtnctions of 12 to 25 percent
from increasing engine thrust/weight even thougla engine weight is only appmximalely If) to t5 perccnl of,
TOGW. Thus, it is recommended that in fiJturc studies emphasis bc placed upon reducing engine weight
as a means of reducing TOGW.
When combined with the projections for SFC reduction, these el;Ha indic-ale pol_,ntial I'()GW
reductions of:
• 16 to 18 percent for the all supersonic cruise mission
• 33 to 36 percent for the case with 2,0fir) nautical mile subsonic cruise segment _wer land
Thus, there appears to be a basis for concluding that assuming reasonable Icclmology advances, there
is the potential for substantial reductions in the takcoff gross weight of the Mach 5.C).
Fuels. Fuels were evahmtcd from the standpoint of energy content, thermal stability, heat sink capa-
bility, availability, logistics, safety, and cost. Conventional aircraft kerosene-based fuels, .let A and the JP
series, have been universally used in both commercial and military applications.
For high-speed applications, the choice of fucl is of broadened imporlancc: the fuel energy content
influences the size and weight of the airplane; the heat sink capability and thermal stability limits of the fuel
o
influence the Mach number achievable; and the cost of the fuel becomes a more predominant factor in the
operating economics.
The initial evaluations of candidate fuels for high-speed applications resulted in the elimination of
both liquid hydrogen and endothermic hydrocarbon. Both fuels have technical merits, but arc not com-
petitive on a economic basis, for near-term commercial application.
Commercial airplane operations beginning in the 2000-2010 time period focus these studies to
kerosene-based jet fuels and I,NG. It is generally agreed that the thermal stability of.let A is a limiting factor
in high Mach number applications. Some of today's fuel supply has been shown to have thermal stability
limits above that of.let A. This indicates that kerosene-based fuels can be produced with enhanced thermal
capability. Based on inputs from refiners and engine manufacturers, Douglas chose the JP-7 as the reference
fucl for the Math 3.2 studies. The properties of JP-7 that are desirable from the standpoint of commercial
f
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applicationarerelatedto thermal stability; however, some of the properties _f.lP-7 may not bc required.
Aircraft gas turbine engines have becn designed and operated routincly on kerosene fuels in both
commercial and military airplane scrvice, and also have involved millions of hours on natural gas fuel in
dual fuel marine and industrial applications.
IISCT fuel system dcsign is similar to that of the conventional subsonic airplanc for cruise spccds up
to Mach 2.0 or 2.5. At higher cruise speeds, the requircmcnts for an enhanced thermal stability kcroscne fuel
or for LNG fuel may require extensive changes in the fuel system configuratic,n. Fuel nozzle coking is thc
specific problem leading to the concern about thermal stability. Commcrcial jcl engincs experiencc fuel
temperature on the order of 325°F at the inlct of fuel nozzles. The SR-71, using .IP-7 fuel, is able to
accommodate fuel temperatures as high as 600°F.
Successful use of I,NG in a high-speed aircraft propulsion system is primarily an issue of system
design. I,NG does not adapt wcll to a kcroscnc-fucl cngine system design, l_nginc fltcl systcm optimization
cannot be successful without considering aircraft tank system optimization. Slructural studies of typical fi,cl
tank designs for subsonic, supcrsonic, and hypersonic aircraft havc shown thai minimum weight dcsigns are
achievable when 2219 aluminum alloy is used in connection with the minimum pressure at which the I.NG
tank should be allowed toopcrate.
NOx is formed in the combustion process with any fuel when oxygen molcculcs, which arc not
involved in reaction with tile fuel, eombinc with nitrogcn from the air under the high tempcrature conditions
which exist in the combustor. ,qincc I,N(; produces lower adiabatic flame lernperalures than .lel A, there
will be less NOx gcncratcd per pound of filel burned when I,N(; is used as the flnel. Mixing of fllel in a
gaseous state with air has bccn shown to occur more rapidly and complctely than when tile fuel is injcctcd
in liquid form. Accordingly, thcrc will bc morc rapid antl complctc mixing with nnethanc than with Jet A.
llowever, this desirable cnd goal can bc morc ncarly achicvcd if the fuel is introduced in a gaseous
state rather than in a liquid statc. The morc complele mixing from use of mt'lhane prodtlces two additional
benefits:
• Production of NOx is minimized if mixture is lean
• Engine life is extended and maintenancc requirements are reducc'd
Iligh-temperature emissions associated with nitrogen-oxygen reactic_ns and N()x formation will
depend on combustion tcmpcraturcs and, particularly, the uniformity _)t" these temperatures in the
combustor. Gas injection and uniform air/fuel mixing Icsscn the possibility fc)r NC)x formation. From an
emissions standpoint, I,NG with a high (4:1) hydrogen-to-carbon ratio, is a clean-burning fuel. Only NC)x
or other exhaust chemistry which could affect thc ozone layer arc of major c'()nccrn relative Io the use of
I ,NG.
Anothcr important aspcct of fucl sclcction involves the use of the fuel heal sink Io cnhancc cnginc
pcrformancc. Figurc 2-55 shows sevcral ways fucl can bc uscd to cool structure and return thcrmal cnergy
to the propulsion cycle. Engine combustor and nozzlc hcat is recyclcd via the fuel. Airframe hcat is added
to the fuel hcating value. Engine turbine cooling air is coolcd by fucl, cnabling Icss blccd air extraction and
higher engine turbine temperature. Bleed air is cooled by fuel, avoiding the need fc_r parasitic fan air cooling.
Natural gas is a mixturc of methanc and primarily ethane as a sccondary componcnt. Thcrc arc thrcc
different forms of the liquid state of pure mcthanc which can bc considcrcd. The major propcrties arc listcd
below.
NORMAl, 'I'P, II_I ]!
13OII,ING P()INI" PC)INT S1,1 ;,¢;;Ii
(_!;i') (5o l'l:,R(:1:,Nl _SOl _ll))
Vapor Pressurc, psia 14.7 1.7 1.7
Temperature, °R 201.0 163.0 163.0
Density, lb/ft 3 26.4 28.4 30.2
Ileal of Vaporization 220.0 25051 263.(1
(BTU/Ib) at 15 psia
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FIGURE 2-55. WASTE HEAT RECOVERY CONCEPTS BENEFIT THE TOTAL AIRCRAFT/ENGINE
Another form of methane as a candidalc tuel is gcllcd methane. Advantages of gelled methane arc (1)
rccluction in sloshing, heat transfer (wall contact), and boiloff in fuel tanks, (2) reduction in dissolution and
heat transfer from tank pressurization gases (GN2or I,NG), (3) reduction in leakage through small holes
or cracks, and (4) reduction in thermal stratification and solid settling in slush fucl tanks. Gcllcd methane
also may reduce the fire hazard associated with mcthanc spills and pool fires since it reduces vaporization.
Gclled methane might not be effective in a high wind shcar spill scenario since the fllvid does not shear-
thicken as does antimisting kerosene.
Removal of oxygen significantly improves fucl stability. The chemistry inw_lwrs primarily frcc radials,
but polymerization, addition, and condensation reactions are also impc_rlant. Deposit formation rate
depends on temperature with the process starting at approximately I f)0°C (212_1:). The rate is also affected
by flow parameters (velocity, Reynolds number, residence time). Dissolved and surface metals have a sig-
nificant effect on deposit formation. The thermal decomposition of hydrocarl_(_ns can bc generally classified
in three temperature regimes:
• Low temperature (below 300°C/572°F) - deposition by auloxidation
• lligh temperature (above 500°C/932°1 ") - decomposition by direct pyr¢_lysis
• Intermediate temperature - combination of both autoxidation :rod pyr(_lysis mechanisms
Thermal stability is an important aspect of fucl chemistry for high Mnc'h aircr:_fl propulsion systems.
tlowever, thermal stability is not a property which alone determines the limiting use _f lhe fuel. Collectively,
four issues are of primary importance:
• The range of fucl properties which must bc considered
• Kinetic and thermodynamic conditions
• Thermal decomposition
• Design of the fuel handling system
Methane contains constituents, which at their cxlrcme would promote Ihcrm;d instability, l lowcvcr,
absence of oxygcn, aromatic molecules, and ICing-chain alkancs, probably vnakc" mcth,_ne the most thermally
stable of any fuel being considered for high-speed aircraft.
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All engineandaircrafthermalenergyshouldcnlertheflneldowT_slrc:lm¢_I'lheenginehighpressure
pumpandupstreamof tilt-pumpdriveturbine.'l'hisresultsin lesslikclihc_odof ga_-pha_ethermal decom-
position (pyrolysis) because the fuel is at maximum pressure and dtw_ nol b¢_il, l_,¢_uting of high-pressure
(3,000 psia) fuel throughout the aircraft would bc unacccplable.
Turbojets, turbofans, afterburners, and ramjcts of the futurc will continuc to rcquirc the highly
advanced control valve dcsign and tcclmoiogy which has bccn dcvclopcd for gas turbinc engines. 'l'hesc
engines are oftcn configured to run on cithcr kcroscne or gaseous fucl via dual-passage fucl nozzles. The gas
injcction nozzlcs are very simple in design, requiring only an arrangement of showerhead holcs since fucl
atomization is not rcquircd. Fucl thcrmal stability is not an issuc. Dcposils do not form in cithcr the n,'_zzlcs
or combustor, regardless of thc chemistry of thc natural gas.
It may be difficult to ignitc and burn cold mcthanc. Combusli¢m instability could occur and affect
turbine temperaturc and comprcssor stall/surgc margin during acceleration to idle. Windmill rclight also
could be a problcm. It is anticipated, thcrefore, that provisions may bc v'leedcd lo ensure uniform liquid
methane vaporization/atomization. At idle power and above, the main engine cotnbuslor is intcmled to run
on gaseous fuel.
Fucl injcction during thc afterburncr and ramjet modcs inw_lvcs similar consideration. Afterburner
fucl must be uniformly distributcd to avoid gcncrating unsymmetrical backpretsurc f¢_r the engine fan, which
could affect fan stall margin. Ramjet fuel injection is a critical issut_. Because of air lempcraturc rise across
thc inlet normal shock wavc, ramjet combustor gases can bc cxtrcmcly ho! (over 4,1_0_I:). 'l'hcrcforc, the
fuel injector dcsign must considcr fucl inslability and possibly spccial me:uls f¢_r c¢_oling.
Material selcction is also important relalive to fuel nozzle coking, l:rorn a desigtl standpoint, there arc
numcrous ways to aw)id nozzlc problems associated with fucl dccomposifion _vhilc operating thc engine at
tcmperatures which might olhcrwisc causc problems. The airplanc wcighl increvnc'nis associatcd with the
fucl system components arc fully accotmtcd for in both the Math 3.2 and flw Math 5.0 ccmcept studies.
All of the fucl systcm componenis and lhcir intcgv'ation into nvl a irplant" were ¢lclcrvnincd to be !cch-
nically feasible. Technology availability in lhe micl-lgg()s was dclermivwcl 1_ lw achievable for bolh Math
3.2 and Mach 5.0.
2.4 Aircraft Thermal Managemen!
The thermal managcmcnt sludics analyzcd ihe requirements fc_r nl:dnlaivdng ¢-11c-rf.z.yI_alanccs of lhc Math
3.2 (I)3.2-3A) and Mach 5.0 (D5.(]-15A) concepts. Sources of heat generatt'd wilhin a_ well as entering thc
aircraft and requiring dissipation wcre considcrc[I, l:ucl was uscd a_ fll_." prinl:_ry ht'nl sink for absorbing
energy loads.
The term "thcrmal protection system" is u_ed to denote both a pa_ivc (in_lll:_lion) anti an active
(cooling fluid) cooling systcm. Exccpt for the engine inlet and nozzle, the aerodyv_amic heating of the aircraft
was regulated by passive thcrmal pro!co!ion systems (TPS). Criteria for _iAng such insulation inchldcd
insulation weight, fuel boil-off (in the casc of ING for lhe Math 5.0 conct'pt), hcal flux, and fuel temper-
ature (in the case of TSJF for thc Math 3.2 concepI).
Various insulating materials wcrc investigated, and factors such ,'v,¢sp:wc" av:dl:d_le for lhc required
thickncss and thc corrcsponding weights wcv-c considcred. 'lhc I'twl lank,¢ and cabirl were sized for thc
insulation on both the Math 3.2 and Math 5.0 concepts. Thc l:.llvir¢_rlT]wnt:d ("_r_tvc_l System sizing t¢_ok
h_to account the heat gcncratcd by personnel, avionics equipment, and :wrt_thv_aw_ic iwafing.
Modularized Multilayer Insulatiov_ (MMI ,I), which consists of an tw[wIl:llt,d nic'kcl f_il jackc! covering
alternate layers of nickel rcflcctor foils and wivc mesh scparalors, was sc'It'cled t'¢w the Math 3.2 and Mach
5.0 concepts. The purpose of the wire mesh is to separate the fbils, which :wt a_ rndialitm shields. 'l'he
effcctive thermal conductivity of thc MMI/ varies with levnpcraturc a'_ well :_ the ,;nvrounding prcs_urc -
at higher pressures the foils and separators arc compressed togcther. Duc I_ the re_dting increased points
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of contactbetweenthelayers,hcatis transferredmorereadilybyconductit_n."l'his is tile case of lhe Mach
3.2 concept cabin where thc MMI,I cxpcricnccs thc 11 psia cabin pressure.
At lower surrounding pressures, there is Icss comprcssion of the laycr_ and, hence, less heat Iransfcr
by conduction. Consequently, the effcctive conduciivity is lower in lhis cast'. This is lhe situation for the
Mach 5.0 concept.
In the Mach 5.0 concept (Figure 2-56), the nonpressurizcd air gap external to the MMIJ of the cabin
and fuel tanks (and internal to the outcr honeycomb skin) experiences the low atmosphcric pressure (.25
psia) associated with flight at high altitudes. Conscquently, the Mach 5.0 concept cabin requires less insu-
lation than the cabin of the Mach 3.2 concept. The corresponding unit weighls (lbm/ft 2) for the insulation
do not include installation fasteners, restraints, or support structures. Margins to account for installation
are reflected in weights quoted in Table 2-5. An additional criterion for the MMI J sizing was thc require-
ment that a minimum of five reflector foils, including the outer jacket, were necded to ensure sufficicnt
rigidity of the foil packet.
The temperature-dependent thermal resistance of the honeycomb was based on an effective
conductivity that was modeled analytically. This conductivity included the cffects of both conduction and
radiation across the core and was based On known thermal material properties as well as specified
honeycomb core dimensions and operating temperature ranges.
Aerodynamic heating data were incorporated as input to the IIEATRAN thermal analysis program
to compute transient structural temperaturcsl The Mach 3.2 concept wing tank insulation was sized to
minimize the fuel tank temperature rise due to aerodynamic heating. The governing constraint was a max-
imum limit value of 200°F for the temperature of this fuel. A typical cross scction of thc wing structure tank
and insulation is shown in Figure 2-57. The external surface of the tank is covcrcd with MMIJ. Bctwccn
this insulation and the outer honeycomb, the air gap is l/2-inch wide. Aerodynamic heating is transferred
across this gap by radiation and free convection, followed by conduction across the insulation and tank wall,
and hence, by free convection into the fuel.
An average value of the wing-heat-transfer cocfficicnt was used for both thc top and bottom surfaces.
The increasc in fuel temperature due to this hcatlng is shown in Figure 2-57 and corresponds to various
thicknesses of MMI J. Each thickness is composed of a different number of rcflcclivc foil and wire mcsh
separators. Computation of the fuel temperature is based on the amount of filcl remaining in the tank, the
fuel flow to the engine and the aerodynamic hcating at various timcs.
During descent, the fuel uscd to absorb the environmental control syslcm heat loads (aerodynamic
heating to the cabin, avionic cooling, and pcrsonnel heat loads) is rccirculatcd into thc fucl tanks. The cffccts
of this recirculation on the temperature of thc filcl in lhc tank arc not included - preliminary analysis have
shown them to be negligible (25°F higher tcmpcrature at landing). Consequently, thc use of 0.204 inch of
MMI,I on the upper and lowcr surfaces of thc fucl tanks was sclcctcd to kccp the fucl temperature bclow
the 200°F limit. The location of the fucl tanks, the MMI,I thicknesses, and the corresponding unit weights
are shown in Figure 2-58.
The Mach 3.2 concept cabin insulation was sized with constraints on both hcat flux and cabin air
temperature. A typical fuselage cross section is shown in Figure 2-59. Thc net :lcrodynamic heat flux
through the cabin walls was limited to 30 B'l'lJ/hr/ft 2 to fit the capacity of the cnvironmcntal control
system. The cabin air tempcrature was hcld constant at 70°I ". Consideration was given to radiation and free
convection across the air gap, with forccd convcctlon along the inner surface, of lhc cabin liner whcre the
film coefficient was 3.0 BTU/hr/ft 2 °R. Thc results of the MMI,I sizing arc shown ira Figure 2-58.
The arrangement of the I,NG fuel tanks and the pressurized cabin for the Mach 5.0 concept is shown
in Figure 2-60. Figure 2-56 depicts a typical cross sccti0n of the cabin and fucl lanks. The outcr skin is
composed of i-inch RSR titanium honeycomb with supporting structures. 'l'hc cabin wall consists of a
NOMEX honeycomb core with poly cther-cthcr kctone (PEEK) facc shcc'is as the pressurc shell. The
external surfaces of the cabin pressure shcll and thc I'I':.I:,K fucl tank walls are covcrcd with MMI,I.
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TABLE 2-5
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM -- AVERAGED INSTALLED UNIT WEIGHT
UNIT WEIGHTS BASED D-3.2-3A D-5.0-15A
ON WETTED AREA LBIFT 2 LBIFT 2
PASSIVE TPS
PASSENGER CABIN
FUEL TANK
ENGINE EXHAUST
ACTIVE TPS
ENGINE INLET
ENGINE EXHAUST
0.827
0.377
0.630
N/A
N/A
0,712
0.526
2.80
3.65
100
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The MMLI thickness was optimized for the upper and lower surface_ nf ea('h fiJel tank (cxcep! lhe
lower surfaces of tanks No. 3 through 5). This optimum thickness corresponded Io the minimum tolal
weight composed of the boiloff, insulation, and tank structure. Variations or lhesc weights with insulation
thickness as well as the selection of the optimum insulation thickness are shmvn in l:igure 2-61 for a typical
case. 3"he results of the MMI,I thickness optimization for the upper and lower tank halves are shown in
Figure 2-62, indicating the unit weights (lbm/ft2).
The criteria for sizing the cabin insulation included a 70°F cabin air lemperature, an 80°1: cabin liner
temperature and a cabin film coefficient of 2.5 BTI l/hr/ft 2 °R. Net aerodynamic healing is transferred across
the outer honeycomb and across the air gap to the MMI,I by radiation and free convection. A typical
cross-section is shown in Figure 2-56. This heat is then conducted across the insulation and convccted from
the cabin wall by the environmental control system where it is ultimately absorbed by the fuel. The results
of the insulation sizing for the cabin are summarized in Figure 2-63.
Transient temperature profiles for both the Math 3.2 and Mach 5.0 fuselages and wings were gener-
ated to enable determination of temperature gradients, thermal stresses, and thermal expansions. Two
examples of such profiles are provided in Figures 2-64 and 2-65. Figure 2-64 represents the Math 3.2
fuselage bottom 20 feet behind the nose. Figure 2-65 represents the Mach 5.0 wing tank bottom 42 feet
behind the wing leading edge.
A vapor cycle environmental control system has been selected for the Mach 3.2 and 5.0 concepts.
Performance numbers are at the top of descent were chosen, since the aero cooling load is maximum at this
flight condition. A chart of fuel tank temperature rise during descent (Figure 2-66) is given for the Mach
3.2 aircraft. A coefficient of performance (COP) comparison is given in Table 2-6. A vapor cycle system
was chosen over an air cycle system because of the large difference in COPs.
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The initial fuel tank temperature at the top of descent is 205°F per a thermal management fuel tank
model (Figure 2-66). The fuci tank temperature increases to 259°F at landing, which is wcll below the
boiling point and thermal stability limit assumed for TS.IF. This analysis assumed that all of the fucl
required for the air conditioning system is recirculatcd to the tank. Fuel tank tcmpcraturc rise duc to aero-
dynamic heating of the fuel tank is included.
The Mach 3.2 concept engine inlet needs additional analysis to determine whcthcr any active or pas-
sive TPS is required. For tile nozzle, the duct-burning section was sized for a passive TI)S. I x3w-Q all-metal
insulation was used with the criterion that the adjacent nacelle structure temperature bc limited to 1,000°F.
Gas radiation as well as convection was considered. The insulation thickness to meet this criterion is 0.34
inch.
Active cooling of the throat regions of the Mach 5.0 concept nozzle and inlet will be required. Based
on McDonnell Douglas studies, a wall structure comprised of honcycomb _n(I a skin heat exchanger is
recommended. The coolant circulated through thcse heat exchanger tubes sh()uld l_e an intcrmcdiatc
medium, transferring inlet air and engine exhaust heat lo the fuel.
The amount of I,NG fuel boil-off due lo solar irradiation was small, bolh in cases where the aircraft
was assumcd parked in the sun on a 10()°F day for one hour and where the aircraft was in flight. In these
cases the fuel tank insulation consisted of MMI,I or the thicknesses found in the insulation optimization
study discussed previously.
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TABLE 2-6
OPEN AIR CYCLE VERSUS VAPOR CYCLE COP COMPARISON
coP coP
MACH NO. OPEN AIR CYCLE VAPOR CYCLE A_ PERCENT
3.2 0.3110 0.7931 + 155.0
5.0 0.2974 2.6750 + 799.5
2.5 Structures and Materials
This section presents the evaluation or the major structural c'cm]pcmcnl'¢ _1"lhc Math 3.2 (D3.2-3A)
and the Mach 5.0 (5.0-15A) concepts. The major components examined c,m_isled ¢_f tile fuselage, wing,
empennage, nacelle, fuel tanks, and passenger cabin. In addition, landing g_'m frames, fllel tank bulkheads,
truss members, and nose/leading edge areas were examined, as well as Ihe wing leading edge and laminar
flow control (I,FC) structural elements for the Math 3.2 aircraft concept, l:inilc citroen! models (I:F,M)
of tile concepts were constructed and run with the crilical loading cases and :_¢wiah'd temperatures. With
these loading condilions, aircraft structure was sized.
The objectives of this study are to (I) provide fail-safe, maintainable, and reliable structural concepts
that meet minimum weighl, w_lume, and cost considerations, (2) perform a preliminary structural analysis
in order to conduct a weight analysis of tile vehicles, and (3) delineate probk'm areas.
The structural concepts used on the aircraft consisted of fail-safe and _afclif_' designs. The fail safe
design consists of two shells. The outer shell is tile load-carrying slruclure, ;rod the inner shell, which is
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isolatedfromtileeffectsof tile loadson theoutershellstructure,onlyreactsI<_cabinpressureandinerlia
loads.In thesafelifedesign,theoutershellisthe load-carrying structure and reacts to passenger cabin h_ads.
The fuel tanks only react to internal pressure and inertia loads. Passive insu[alion sysle.ms were used for both
the passenger cabin and the fuel lank arcas. Structure used for the empennage, nc_sc, ,and leading edges were
required to endure the highest temperatures.
Structural definition rcsuhed from slrength analysis including the effecls of combined force and
thermal loads for critical loading conditions. Various structural concepts were invesfigaled to determine
weight. Materials considered ranged from those currently available to th¢_se still under development.
Extensive work is being done in industry and government to develop malerials for high-speed flight - the
SCS-8/RSR AI for the Math 3.2 concept and S('S-6/RSR Ti tier the Mach 5.0 concept. The materials need
to be fully characterized to become operalional. Designs have been eslablishcd that provide workable sys-
tems with feasible wcight/volume/cost relationships. Additional analytical work is required to verify this
conclusion, especially in the areas of high temperature damage tolerance and durability assessment. In
addition, technology needs in certification, material allowables, and fabric_liCm techniques and processes are
required.
Maeh 0.85. The Mach 0.85 concept is an advanced subsonic aircraft consisting of a wing-body con-
figuration and empennage. The evaluation of the Mach 0.85 configuration, consisted of application of newer
materials and fabrication techniques to the configuration shown in Figure 2-I. Suitable materials are shown
in Figure 2-67. The materials include metal matrix composites, graphite-epoxy composites, and standard
aluminums. As shown in these figures, SCS-8/Ai 6061 is the most efficient material, having a specific m¢_duli
of 230 and a specific compressive yield of 1,160 at room temperature. It was used for the structural evalu-
ation for the concept. The following three materials on the figure are graphite laminates: T300/N5208,
IM6/1808I, and Celion 6K/PMR-15. The remaining four materials are aluminum, with AI 2618 being
equivalent to the aluminum material used on the Concorde.
To further reduce the weight for the advanced subsonic aircraft, honeycomb construction was used
for the load-carrying skins instead of traditional skin-stringer design. It was estimated that honeycomb
construction would result in an approximate 15-percent weight reduction.
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Maeh 3.2. The Mach 3.2 concept is a wing-body configuration. It consisls of honeycomb load-
carrying skins for the outer fuselage shell, wing, and empennage. The substrtnclure consisls of frames, ribs,
and spars. The honeycomb skins carry all Ihe body bending loads and internal prcssnrc of the passenger
cabin for the safelifc dcsign as prcvi¢_usly dcscribed. 'Fhc fuel tanks Cmly reacl Io inlemal loads.
Figurc 2-68 presents the maximum Icmperatnres the aircraft will experience. This is a temperature
range of 400°F to 680_F. Thc maximum tcmpcraturc cm the fusclage nose i_ 6_(t°I'; lhe Icading cdgc tem-
peratures are 62501: for thc wing and 53(YF for the cmpennagc. Fusclagc h_wer surface lcmpcralurcs range
from 525_F to 590°F, and thc upper fusclage surfacc tcmperalures range from 40(YI: Io 460°1 :. Materials
that can endure these tempcraturc regimes arc shown in l:igurc 2-6g. 'l'lw AIM M(" li,;Icd in lhe figure re[ers
to SCS-8/RSR-Ai.
Figures 2-69 and 2-70 prcscnt comparisons c_f the candidate malcrials it_ Icrnls o1" specifiic nloduli and
spccific yield strcngth as a fimclion (_f Icmperalurc. The higher these paramcler values, the more efficient
the material is working; and, thcrcforc, a lower slruclural weight slruclurc will rcsull wilh its usage.
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q'he materials listed consist of aluminum, titanium, AI metal mzdrix comp_silc_ (A1 MM('), Ti met:d
matrix composites (Ti MMC), and polymetric cornposiles (PC). l:or r(_om ft,mper;durc and up to 4g0°F
the Ai MMC, SCS-8/RSR A1, has tile best specific moduli value and the specific yichl strcnglh is relatively
high. The next three materials, i.e., SCS-6/RSR Ti, SCS-6/*i'i-15-3-3-3, mid g('S-6/'I'i-rAI-4V, arc superior
at the higher temperatures and thus, more suitable sh'uctural materials for higher spc_!d c:)ncepts. "['he next
material is a PC, Celion 6K/PMR-15, which together with RSR A1 rank alcove the titaniums anti are thus
possible candidates for the Macll 3.2 concept; however, they do not offer Ihe weight saving_ potential of
A! MMC. The remaining four materials are P, SR AI and three lltaniunas, inch,ling the Ti 6-4. 'l'hese
materials would result in a less efficient and heavier structure. Their properties :,v approximately 5(] percent
lower than the aluminum metal matrix composite.
In addition t<) these types of comparisons, su_,eys were made of induslry and g_wernment centers to
determine production readiness. For example, RSR AI has been lested to q00*'l: for l(I() hours and main-
tains a Rockwell Ilardness B value nearly equal to lhat of the material :it ro(_m Icmpcraiure. (The hight'r
temperature capability was explored as a safely factor in case the aircraft overslaoots ils predicted lemper-
ature.) By combining this RSR AI matrix material with the silicon fiber, SCS, ml aluminum material suit-
able for the Mach 3.2 concept is identified.
Buckling, crippling, stiffness, tension, and other failure modes play important roles in the selection
of materials for the primary structure of an aircraft. Figure 2-71 shows the failure mode weight distribution
for the primary structure for a variety of aircraft. Buckling and crippling account for approximately 75 per-
cent of the primary structural weight. Failure mode ranking for I ISCT material candidates is shown in Table
2-7. SCS-8/RSR A1 is the most efficient material from the buckling-crippling standpoint even though the
rating of tension and stiffness of the AI MMC falls below the Ti MMC. Thus, SCS-8/RSR AI was used for
the structural evaluation of the Mach 3.2 concept.
The loading conditions examined consisted of the following:
• Mach 0.9 climb • Supersonic cruise
• Mach 0.9 descent • Landing
• Pressure loading including flutter • Lateral pressures
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TABLE 2-7
EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS -- MACH 3.2 CONCEPT
CANDIDATE
MATERIALS
Ti_AI-4V
(BASELINE)
RSR-Ti
SCS_Fri.15-3
SCS-61RSR-Ti
SCS_IRSR.AI
Ti-6-2.4-2
RSR-AI
RSR.AI-Fe-Ce
SICw/AI 2124
IM6/18081
C6K/RPMR-15
T3001N6206
AI-7075-T6
Ti_-2-4-6
COMPRESSION
(CRIPPLING AND
BUCKLING)
RATING
12
10
3
2
1
11
8
14
6
5
7
4
13
9
TENSION
AND STIFFNESS
RATING
5
2
1
3
6
10
14
9
8
12
11
13
4
Based on these loading conditions, the maximum load at temperature, the maximum temperature at
load, and other pertincnt conditions (flutter and landing) were examined to verify strt,clural integrity of the
components. A safety factor of 1.5 was used with the loads examined.
An FEM of the Mach 3.2 (D3.2-3A) concept was constructed (Figure 2-72). The FI-M represents the
wing skins, spars, and ribs; fuselage skins, frames, and longcrons; and the empennage skins, ribs, and spars
of tile aircraft. Shear members were included in the spars, ribs, and frames. 1'he FF, M consists of 092 nodes,
3,286 elements, and 3,390 degrees of freedom. The FEM includcd lhc temperatures, malcriais, and loading
conditions described above. Both stresses and deflections were checked for the various loading eases exam-
ined. The critical flight condition occurred at Mach 0.9 climb.
q'he maximum stress occurs at the outboard root intersection for the critical M:_ch 0.9 climb condi-
tion. Actual stresses are compared to the alh_wable stresses to ensure stnlclural inlegrity, and skin gages
adjusted accordingly. The aircraft also is examined for low stress areas in c_rdcr to use minimum gage
materials as much as posslblc. Most of the fi_sclage and the forward portion _f the wing fall into that cate-
gory. Figure 2-73 depicts the aircraft under limit-load critical design case. 'l'his condition is examined to
ensure that there are no structural deform'dion_ or deflections that would inhibit movement of thc control
surfaces, such as the ailerons or flaps. The wing tip deflection under crilical limit loads is 114 inches.
Internal, structural configuration changes to increase moment-of-inertia allcvi:_lcs this condition without
significant weight penalty; detailed design analysis would include lradc¢_ffs wilh wing Ihickncss anti load
alleviation devices.
Based on the internal loads from thc FFM aud the materials prcvimJdy discl,s_cd, parametric Iradcs
were conducted for the major structural components consisting of lhe wing, filselagc, and empennage. In
Phase I, six structural concepts were analyzed for the wing and seven for the filsclagc. From that analysis,
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FIGURE 2-73. DEFLECTIONS- MACH 3.2
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three structural concepts wcrc sclcctcd R_r minimunl wcighl, volume, cosl c_,nsidcr:dions. Thcsc wcrc (1)
the conventional skin-stringcr dcsign, (2) supcr-plaslically formed, concurrcnth' diffusion bondcd (SIW/I)B)
structure, and (3) tile tradilional honeycomb constn,ction. In perfc_rming an _plimi7ation analysis of these
three concepts, the honcycomb SCS-R/RSR A I systcm was scleclcd as Ihc prclhnin:lry structural cc_nfig-
uration. Typical values for the outer skin are shown on l:igurc 2-74. "lhc <_ptimilali¢_n analysis inchldcd
strength, stability, crippling, and thcrmal stresses. These sizes arc used in llw weight :m:dysis of lhe _fircrafl.
The optimization conducted using SCS-g/RSR AI honcyc¢_mb c_nslruclion for the load-carrying
members, rcsulted in a structural v_aelght rcduclion of 35 perccn! rcl:dlvc h_ mid-Iq70s tcchnc_logy studies
of high-speed commercial aircraft. This rcduclion achicvcd an imporlanl imprCwcrncnt in fi,cl efficiency.
Section 2.6 presents detail wcight statcmcnls and weight breakdown ¢_f slruclurcs, fuel, power plant, pay-
load, and systems.
Mach 5.0. Mach 5.0 concept is a blended-body configuratit_n, lls cnlirc outer slruclurc is fabricaled
from honeycomb, and the substructure consists of frames, spars, and ribs. l:igurc 2-75 presenls thc max-
imum temperatures thc aircraft will cxpcriencc, along with candidalc matcrials. The maximum tcmperaturcs
are 1,51q0°F on the nose, 1,200°F on lhc lcading cdgc of the wing, 1,425°F on thc empennage, q20"F on the
uppcr fuselage, and 1,020°F on the lowcr fusclagc.
Figures 2-76 and 2-77 represents an evaluation of the matcrials bascd on thc specific moduli and
specific compressivc yield strength. Thc matcrials listed consist of titanium, Rcn6 41, and TD Ni ('r. The
best materials are the upper three titaniums, all metal matrices consisting of RSR-Ti, Ti-15-3, and Ti 6-4.
SCS-6/RSR-Ti being the most cfficient was used for the structural cvaluation of the conccpt. Thc ncxt two
materials consist of RSR Ti and Rcn6 41. Ren6 41 has the highcst tcmpcraturc capability ofthc group and
was used for the wing leading cdge. The remaining threc materials arc two titaniums and TD Ni ('r. Thc
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TD Ni Cr was used for the leading edge of the empennage because of its grcatcr tcmpcrature ovcrshoot
capability. Considerable work is being done in industry and govemmcnt, especially NASA's l_angley
Rcscarch Center and l_wis Research Center, to develop these and other advanced materials. TD Ni Cr is
no longer offered commercially and would only be considered if the R&T program was not successful in
developing an advanced material to meet temperature overshoot conditions. McDonncll Douglas has pcr-
fc_rmed high-temperature tests on titanium rectal matrix composites with success in thc Mach 5.0 temper-
alure range.
Table 2-8 shows the Mach 5.0 candidate materials and their evaluation. As shown, SCS-6/RSR-Ti is
the highest ranked not only from the buckling and crippling standpoint, but also from a tension and stiffness
consideration: consequently it was used for structural evaluation of the Math 5.0 concept. The malcrials
were evaluated at 8g0°F since that temperature is reprcsentativc of most of thc aircraft surfacc a! cruisc
conditions: the critical design case under consideration.
In addition to the materials for thc majorcomponents, materials invesligalion were performed for the
maior structural elcmcnts of the propulsion system, including the inlct ramps, naccllc, cxhaust, and exhaust
ramps. The candidate materials are shown in Figures 2-78. The l,cwis Rcsearch (?enter has developed a
ceramic-ceramic material far superior to the olhcrs, as shown in thc figure. ('_mscquently, it was chosen for
the inW.rnal structural applications. The external shell of the inlct and n:_cellcs is SCS-6/RST "l'i, and
GRAPIIITE/IIFC,TZM was used for the engine/nozzle transition structure.
The same type of loading conditions wcrc examined for the Mach 5.fl concept as for the Math 3.2
concept. In this case, however, the cruisc condition was the critical design case. All othcr similar conditions
w_'re examined. An FEM was constructed for the Mach 5.0 (D5.f)-15A) conccpt and is shown in l:igure
2-79. The FEM represents all the structural clcmenls of the aircraft: the spnrs, ribs, frames, Iongcrons, and
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TABLE 2-8
EVALUATION OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS -- MACH 5.0 CONCEPT
COMPRESSION TENSION
(CRIPPLING AND AND
CANDIDATE BUCKLING) STIFFNESS
MATERIALS RANK RANK
Ti-6AI-4V 5 5
BASELINE
RSR-Ti 4 3
SCS-6/Ti-1 S-Ti 2 2
SCS-6/RSR-Ti 1 1
SCS-8/RSR-AI 3 4
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FIGURE 2-78. SPECIFIC MODULUS OF MACH 5.0 PROPULSION SYSTEM CANDIDATE
MATERIALS
shear webs for the major components. The passenger cabin and propulsicm svslem, incl.ding inlz'l, nacctlv.
and exhaust also are modeled. The FI!M consists of 1,616 nodes, 4,1R4 ck'ment_.._nd 0.206 de_:_e_"s ,'{
freedom. The FEM included tcmpcraturcs, materials, and loading condili_n_ specified in the I',_c'vio,_ r'--
agraphs. Of the three flight conditions examined (transonic at climb, descent, and cruise), the cr-ise .,-¢,r,,_i.
tion, with its associated maximum temperatures, became the critical design c_se f_r m_st of lhc _trllcl,,_:"
Both deflection and stress were checked Io ensure structural integrity. Stre_ level_, ,_ well ;_ dcflccti,,._
(Figure 2-80), were within structural allowables.
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Based on the intcrnal loads from lhc FF, M for the thrcc conditions and the candidate materials,
parametric trades were conductcd. As in thc casc of the Mach 3.2 concepl, lhe same structural conccpts
were examined and reduced to three: (1) the skin-stringer, (2) supcrplaslic ['_vmcd,,diffilscr bondcd, and (3)
honeycomb constructions. The trades were pcrformcd on these lhrcc shucliHc_, antl lhc results shown in
Figure 2-81. The honcycomb pancl, construclcd of SCS-6/RgR Ti, rcsulls in the lighlcst wcigh! structurc.
Conventional materials such as Ti 6-4 and Ti 6-2-4-2 are significantly heavier in weight. This optimization
was performed for the entire aircraft, and lypical rcsulls arc dcpictcd in l:igurc" 2-£2. Also shown in lhc figure
are the sized members for thc passenger cabin, fucl hmks, and sub-slruclurc. "lhcse sizes were used in Ihc
weight analysis of aircraft.
The selection and optimization of the S('S-6/R,qR Ti honeycomb construction, resulled in a struc-
tural weight reduction of 15 percent relative to lhc mid-lq70s technology studies of high-speed commercial
aircraft. This structural weight reduction achieved an important improvement in fuel cl'ficiency. ,qcclion 2.6
presents a discussion of these results and detail weight statements.
Supporting Technology. Other significant work is bcing conductcd in industry and the government to
develop the technology for high-speed aircraft. This work is briefly noted hcrc since il hclpcd formulate the
direction and analysis performed in this study, l,aminar Flow Control: Extensive studies have been con-
ducted to evaluate laminar flow control on test aircraft with actual flight hardware systcms (Refcrcncc 2- 11).
Various structural concepts have been built and tested using SPF/DB. Elcctron bcam technology performed
the perforation in the titanium for the laminar flow suction. These results were used in the analysis of
laminar flow control structures of the Mach 3.2 concept. NASP: A concerted, high temperature/lightweight
materials development program is being performed in parallel to configuration development. This activity
together with structural configuration and thcrmal studies has aided in the Mach 5.0 concept definition and
evaluation.
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FIGURE 2-81. STRUCTURAL PANEL WEIGHTS FOR MACH 5.0 AIRCRAFT WING
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2.6 Weights
This section summarizes the weight analysis that includes tile derivation and utilization of consistent
conceptual design level weights. Technology improvements assumed achievable by the year 2000 have been
identified and included.
Parametric weights were determined in Phase Ill for aircraft sizing to meet specific mission require-
ments. Following this, group weights were developed for the final Mach 3.2 (113.2-3A) and Mach 5.0
(D5.0-15A) baseline concepts. Parametric weights were derived from the conceptual MAPES (mass prop-
erties estimation system)computer program based o11 Phase I and I I statistical weights. Adjustment,_ ba,_cd
on results of Phase Ill detail structural analysis and optimization were mmle to these earlier slali,_tical
weights.
Opcralional Empty Weight. Operational empty weight (OEW) is a measure of the weight efficiency
of the aircraft. The OEW consists of the manufacturer empty weight (MF_W) plus operalor items. MEW
component weight considerations are described below.
The structures weights for the Mach 3.2 and Macll 5.0 concepts, which includes the wing (Mach 5.0
wing weight also includes the movable tips), fuselage, and tail sections, were derived from unit weights
(pounds per square feet) in the structural optimization analysis. The struclural optimization analysis
includes considerations of external aerodynamic loads anti thermal heating, year-200(1 technology matcrial
properties, structural arrangements, benefits of a passive thermal protection system (TI'S), anti commcrci,d
aircraft design criteria and standards.
Aircraft systems weights excluding the TPS, and the Math 5.0 liquid mr'thane fiwl ta,lk, and systems
installation weights were based on wcight data from the Concordc and pasl NA.qA/Mcl)onncll Douglas
high-speed commercial aircraft studies conduclcd in the mid-Iq70s. Assumed vcar-2_)(l¢) syslcm t_,ctul_,l_,gy
weight improvements over the mid-1970 weight base arc shown in Table 2-0.
The landing gear technology weigh! improvcmcnt factor of 15 pcreenl is b:lsed on a Douglas stud),
Technology Alternatives for Airlift Deployment (19_2).
The inlet, nacelle, mounting, and enginc system installation lcchnology weighl improvcmcn! of 20
percent for the Mach 3.2 and Mach 5.0 conccpls are established from slruclur:ll :malysi_ results. The variable
inlet geometry mechanism and systcm weight improvements, which are inch_dcd _d',ove, :1re based on lighl_'r
weight structure and innovative variable geomelry mechanism design. The ctlgine exhausl, sot_ud
suppressor, thrust reverser, and accessory drive system technology weight improvemenl faclor of Ill percent
is based on engineering judgment in view of lighter weight high-tcmpcraturc' malcrials and innovations in
design for weight reduction. The Mach 5.0 engine exhaust systcm weight inchldes the singlc cxp:msion ramp
nozzle.
TABLE 2-9
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY WEIGHT IMPROVEMENTS
YEAR 2000 CONCEPT % WEIGHT IMPROVEMENTS
MACH 3.2 AND MACH 5.0 SYSTEMS FROM MID 1970 WEIGHT BASE
LANDINGGEAR
INLE'_,NACELLE,MOUNTS
ENGINE EXCHANGE,SOUND SUPPRESSOR,THRUSTREVERSER
FUELSYSTEM
FLIGHTGUIDANCEAND CONTROLS
CABINFURNISHINGS
INSTRUMENTS
ELECTRICALPOWER
AVIONICS
ICE PROTECTION
-15
-20
-10
-5
-30
-20
+5
-10
-10
-15
w
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The fuel system weight for the Mach 3.2 concept reflects an integral Fuel system. The fucl system
technology weight improvement factor of 5 percent is based on engineering judgment taking into account
improvements in technology for lighter weight pumps, valvesl and plumbing The installalion weight of the
Mach 5.0 I,NG fuel tank stnlclure is based on optimized structural analysis unit weights (pounds per square
foot of wetted tank area) derived during Phase Ill. The averaged optimized tank structural installed unit
weight is i.01 pounds per square foot.
The passenger and crew (cabin) furnishings group technology weight improvement factor of 20 per-
cent is based on engineering judgment taking into account improvements for the lighter weight materials
and construction for such items as passenger seats, cabin ceiling and sidewalls, overhead stowage racks,
galley structure and inserts, and lavatory installations. The all-electric vapor cycle cabin air conditioning and
pressurization system weights are established from results of the environmental controls system analysis.
The TPS weight is determined from a thermal management system analysis. This analysis concludes that
the use of a passive modularized multilayer insulation (MMI,I) TPS for the passenger cabin and fuel tanks
for both the Mach 3.2 and 5.0 configurations is feasible. The TPS weight also includes a passive system for
the Maeh 3.2 engine exhaust nozzle. The Mach 5.0 TPS weight includes an active TPS for the engine inlet
and exhaust nozzle. Table 2-10 shows the averaged TPS unit weights.
TABLE 2-10
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM -- AVERAGED INSTALLED UNIT WEIGHT
UNIT WEIGHTS BASED D-3.2-3A D-5.0.15A
ON WETTED AREA LBIFT2 LB/FT 2
PASSIVE TPS
PASSENGER CABIN
FUEL TANK
ENGINE EXHAUST
ACTIVE TPS
ENGINE INLET
ENGINE EXHAUST
0.827
0.377
9.630
N/A
NIA
0.712
0.526
2.80
3.65
The advanced technology glass cockpit instrument system (two-person cockpit crew) has a positive
technology factor of 5 pcrccnt. The increase in weight is based on a Douglas/IRAI) study that includes flat
panel displays and multiplexed digital data busscss. The flight guidance and control technology weight
improvement factor of 30 percent is cslablishcd from Ihc use of an all-electric and fly-by-light flight guidance
and controls system. The avionics system technology weight improvcmcnt factor of Ill percent is based on
a Douglas study that includes component repackaging and the utilization of light-weight wiring. A weight
improvement factor of 10 percent for the clcclrical power system is established from the use of an advanced
technology all-electric secondary power system. The 10-percent weight improvement reflects engineering
judgment and a weight penalty for higher power demands from the cleclric cabin air conditioning system
due to the increased cabin thermal gradient produced by acrodynamic healing which occurs at higher Math
numbers, llydrautic and pneumatic power systems are eliminated as a resull of the _dl-clcctric secondary
power system and, thus, have a technology weight improvement of It)0 percenl.
The laminar flow control system weight, which includes suction pumps, motors, dueling, conlroi
valves, engine pneumatic bleed system, and installation, is based on an laminar flow control power
rcquirement and the system weight analysis results. The ice protection system technology weight improvc-
ment factor of 15 percent is established By replacing a conventional h¢_t-air pneumatic anti-ice system with
an all-electric anti-ice system. Ice prolection is assumed for Ihc cockpit windshield, pilot and static ports,
and engine inlets.
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The load and handling weight includes weight penalties for hard point_ and receptacles required for
jacking, leveling, and mooring the airplane. The deletion of the auxiliary power unil system is based on
studies to reduce the aircraft ()EW with improvements in aircraft maintainability and reliability.
The Math 3.2 dry engine weight (excluding the nozzle) is based on dala received from P&W. The
TSJF P&W duct burning turbofan engine has a reference maximum dry sea k'vel stalic lakeoff thrust rating
of 29,686 pounds per engine and a bare engine weight of 4,114 pounds.
The Mach 5.0 dry engine weight (excluding the nozzle) is based on dala received from (;Ii for the
I,NG-fueled GE VCItJ engine. The engine reference maximum dry sea level static takeoff thrust is 72,1I¢3
pounds per engine with an engine weight of 6,602 pounds.
The operator items weight represents passenger and galley service h_ accommodate a Ihree class,
300-passenger cabin for flights of up to 4 hours. The weights are based cm _ubsonic :rod past high-speed
study weight data and engineering judgment If reflect speeds up lo Mach 5.0.
Payload. The payload weight is derived as follows:
• 165 pounds per passenger x 300 passengers = 49,500 lb
• 40 pounds of baggage per passenger × 300 passengers = 12,000 Ib
• Mission payload weight = 61,500 Ib
• Ix_wer cargo weight at 10 pounds per cubic feet = 5,000 tb
• Maximum space limited payload weight = 66,501) lb
Maeh 0.85. The Mach 0.85 subsonic baseline airplane weight analysis was performed in Phase I (see
Figure 2-1 for geometry data). The weight methodology included the ulilization of the conceptual design
subsonic MAPES module that contains empirical subsonic weight equations. The emperical equations were
modified to reflect the MD-11 weights.
Since the wing, tail, and fuselage cmpcrical weight equations reflect the MI)-il technology level, a
year-2000 technology weight improvement factor of 22 percent was incorporatcd, taking into considcralion
the use of advanced structural materials such as graphite composilcs and aluminum metal matrix. The sys-
tems weight reflects year-2000 weight improvcmcnts as shown in the Tablc 2-9, including an all-elcctric
secondary power system, hybrid laminar flow control, and a wet horizontal tail center-of-gravity control
system.
The propulsion system weight is bascd on data from the proposed P&W Advanced Ductcd Prop
study conducted by Douglas in late 1986. The propulsion system weight includes the dry engine, propellers
and gear box, nacelle, exhaust, engine systems, and pylon structures.
Parametric weights were generated for the aircraft mission performance and sizing analysis. The
resultant weights and gcometry produced from the aircraft mission performance (6,500 nautical miles) and
sizing analysis are as follows:
• Takeoff gross weight = 397,000 ib
• Operational empty weight = 189,000 Ib
• Mission payload weight = 61,500 Ib
• Reference wing area = 2,680 ft 2
• Maximum TOSI,S engine thrust/cngine = 34,600 Ib
• Number of passengers = 300
Maeh 3.2. The geometry and functional group weights for the final 1)3.2-3A baseline concept is pre-
sented in Table 2-11 and corresponds to a takeoff gross weight of 769,000 pounds and a range of 6,500
nautical miles.
The weight analysis for the D3.2-4B concept, a compromised configuration for subsonic flight is bascd
on Figure 2-7. The weight analysis uses the D3.2-3A concept weight as a base. The -4B weight analysis
accounts for only geometry changes to tile wing -- an incrcase in aspect ratio combined with a decrease in
sweep. The remaining structure and system weights wcre assumed identical to tile D3.2-3A concept.
P
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TABLE2.11
D3.2-3ACONCEPTGEOMETRYANDWEIGHTDATA
GEOMETRY DATA
MACH NUMBER 3.2
RANGE (N MI) 6,500
FUEL TYPE TSJF
NUMBER OF PASSENGERS 300
TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 769,000
MAXIMUM ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 297,600
MAXIMUM SPACE LIMITED PAYLOAD (LB) 66,500
WING AREA -- TOTAL PLANFORM (FT 2) 9,500
AREA -- TOTAL PLANFORM _FT 2) 733HORIZONTAL TAIL
VERTICAL TAIL AREA -- TOTAL PLANFORM (FT') 670
NUMBER OF ENGINES 4
MAXIMUM SEA LEVEL STATIC DRY THRUST PER ENGINE 29,500
WEIGHT DATA (LB)
STRUCTURES 98,054
POWER PLANT 35,115
SYSTEMS 91,066
MANUFACTURE EMPTY WEIGHT 224,235
OPERATOR ITEMS 7,100
PAYLOAD 61,500
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT 292,835
FUEL 476,165
TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT 769,000
Parametric weights of tile D3.2-4B concept were generated E_r the mission performance and sizing
analysis. The results from the aircraft mission performance (6,501') nautical mik.s) and sizing analysis are as
follows:
• Takeoff gross weight
• Operational empty weight
• Mission payload weight
• Reference wing area
• Maximum dry TOSI.S engine thrust/engine
• NumBer of passengers
= 880,000 IB
= 250,000 IB
= 61,500 Ib
= 9,50() ft 2
= 30,645 lb
= 30(1
The results from the mission performance and sizing analysis shows an increase cff l q,000 pounds in
OEW and 11 !,000 pounds in takcoff gross weight relative to the D3.2-3A bnwlinc.
Mach 5.0. The gcornctry and functional group weights for the final DS-15A baseline concept is pre-
sented in Table 2-12 and corresponds to a takeoff gross weight of 1,213,f)()¢) potmds and range of 3,900
nautical miles.
Fail-Safe Versus Safelife Fuselage Concepts. A first-order coficcptual wcighl ccm_parison between the
D3.2-3A baseline safelife fuselage and a fail-safe fuselage concept (shown in Figure 2-8) was devclopcd to
determine resulting aircraft performance affects. The fail-safe -3A fuselage weight was assessed By using the
weight relationships derived from analysis of the I)5.0-15A fail-safe fuselage weight.
The D3.2-3A fail-safe nonbending load-carrying inner pressure shell weight was determined by first
estimating a safelifc fuselage weight based on Phase I1 statistical weight mcthodology. The safclifc fuselage
weight was estimated at 44,150 pounds. The fail-safe fuselage weight corresponds to 42 percent of the safclife
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TABLE 2-12
D5.0-15A CONCEPT GEOMETRY AND WEIGHT DATA
GEOMETRY DATA
MACH NUMBER 5.0
RANGE (N MI) 3,900
FUEL TYPE METHANE
NUMBER OF PASSENGERS 300
TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 1,213,000
MAXIMUM ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 540,300
MAXIMUM SPACE LIMITED PAYLOAD (LB) 66,500
WING AREA -- TOTAL PLANFORM (FT 2) 17,000
HORIZONTAL TAIL AREA -- TOTAL PLANFORM .(FT 2) 0
VERTICAL TAIL AREA -- TOTAL PLANFORM (FT') 1,682
NUMBER OF ENGINES 4
MAXIMUM SEA LEVEL STATIC DRY THRUST PER ENGINE 132,955
WEIGHT DATA (LB)
STRUCTURES 143,586
POWER PLANT 200,236
SYSTEMS 123,413
MANUFACTURE EMPTY WEIGHT 467,235
OPERATOR ITEMS 6,570
PAYLOAD 61,500
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT 535,305
FUEL 677,695
TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT 1,213,000
fuselage weight. This was applied to the safelifc fuselage weight of 44,150 pounds, which resulted in an inner
fail-safe pressure shell weight of 18,500 pounds.
The fail-safe outer load-carrying fusclage shell weight was estimated by using an averaged, unpressur-
ized, outer shell structural unit weight of 2.7 pounds per square foot. This is based on the - 15A optimized
center wing structure weight average. This unit weight was applied to an outer fuselage shcll area of 12,955
square feet (14.8 percent greater in wetted area than the safelife fi, selage) to produce an outer shell weight
of 35,000 pounds.
The combined weights of the fail-safe inner and outer fuselage shells is 53,500 pounds, compared to
the safelife fuselage weight of 44,150 pounds. The result is a weight gain of q,350 pounds. Weight analysis
was performed to account for the reduction in passenger cabin TPS weight. The result of the analysis shows
a 55-percent reduction in passenger cabin TPS weight which yields a weight reduction of 3,870 pounds. The
net delta OEW weight penalty, of structure (increase) and cabin TPS (decrease) is 5,480 pounds. This results
in the following aircraft weight and sizing necessary to maintain the 6,500-nautical-mile range.
• Takeoff gross weight = + 2.4 percent
• Block fuel weight = + 1.8 percent
• Operational empty weight = + 3.8 percent
• Wing area = + 1.6 percent
• Engine thrust = + 2.8 percent
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Weight Summary. Takeoff gross weight impacts tile IISCT concepts in many ways, including tile
quantity of engine emissions, sonic boom and community noise levels, ec'cm¢_mic viability, and airport
compatibility.
The takeoff gross weight is divided into five major parts (I:igure 2-_3, als¢_ Table 2-II and 2-12) to
show the major weight items. The dominating weight fraction is the flwl. To reduce the lakcoff gross weight
and making the I[,qCT more viable and competitive, the fuel fraction must be reduced considerably. I:uture
IISCT studies should address topics such as innovative drag reduction, propulsicm system inlet, nozzle
design, engine cycle, and structural coneepls that provide fail-safe, mahltainahle, and reliable compc_nents
that meet minimum weight requirements anti reduce fuel fraction.
PAYLOAD 8.9%
SYSTEMS 11.8%
PLANT 4.6%
D-3.2-3A CONCEPT
TOGW = 769,000 LB
RANGE = 6,500 N MI
--STRUCTURE
12.8%
SYSTEMS 10.2%
PAYLOAD 5.6%
D-5.0-15A CONCEPT
TOGW = 1,213,000 LB
RANGE = 3,900 N MI
POWER PLANT 16.5%
STRUCTURE
11.8%
FIGURE 2-83. HIGH-SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT CONCEPT DESIGN WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
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3.0 ASSESSMENT
3.1 Performsnce
The tlSCI' performance was analyzcd according to commcrcial domestic and inlcrnational aviation
rules and practices. The analysis included takeoff and landing pcrfonnancc, mission analysis, and delcrmi-
nation of takcoff and approach flight paths.
Mission l)efinition. The mission profile is depictcd in Figure 3-1 aml begins with convcntional takcolq"
and climb out to 10,000-fcet altitude. This is followcd by an accelerating climb to lhc cruise Mach numbcr.
The climb is continued at cruise Math number until optimum cruisc altiludc is reached. During Phase I,
it was shown that variation of the speed-altitude schedules had only minor influence on aircraft size, and
true optimization was bcyond lhc scopc of available cnginc data. Thc main limit:aliens in climb arc the cabin
rate of climb and the aircraft cxccss thrust ovcr drag at the top of climb. (?nnvenlinn:d cabin pressure alti-
tude at cruise is 8,000 fcct, and the limiting talc of pressurization change is equiv:dent Io 300 feet per minute
at sea level. This requircs that thc climb lakes at Icast 23.5 minutcs. A requirement of 4,()00-fcct-pcr-minulc
potential rate of climb was assumed to cnsurc sufficient accclcration and r;de of climb Io reach cruise alti-
tude.
Cruise is flown at constant Mach number and optimum altitude Io mnximize range factor, which is
mainly a function of thc maximum lift-lo-drag ralio. During fucl b,rn-off llw :fircr:lft is allowcd to cruise-
climb to remain at optimum conditions. The descen! is at idle power and con_f:m! :drspeed, as is the current
convention. The cabin rate of dcsccnt is limited to 3110 fcct pcr minnie with idle power.
Below 10,000 fcct altitude, regulation specified speeds of 25(1 knols :ire m:dnl:fined until landing
approach at conventional speeds of 141")knots or less. l:uel reserves b:lscd on inlern:diemal rules are main-
rained: 5 percent of block fuel, fucl to fly to an allcrnalc dcslinalion of 200 n:udic;d milcs, and fucl for a
half-hour hold at the 2,000-foot altitude. ,quf'ficicnl laxi, takeoff, and l:mdin_ :allowances for time and fucl
determinations are includcd.
Winds aloft at the 60,000- to 90,01)0-foot cruise altitudes of thc Mach 3.2 and Mach 5.0 concepts are
considerably less than those at thc cruisc altitudcs of subsonic aircraft (35,000 to 43,()f)0 fcct). With supcr-
sonic vehicle spceds of 4 to 6 limes thc subsonic airplanc specd, wind influence on still-air range is Icss than
a tenth of that of subsonic airplancs. Thcrcforc, wind effects arc only used for lhc subsonic rcfcrcnce air-
plane.
SUPERSONIC
CRUISECLIMB
1.7 MIN /
TAKEOFF CLIMB/ACCEL TO"
12 ! / C 1.0 AT 30,000
TAI_IN = / c4o,SEAT CR ALT
" RANGE
SUBSONIC
LONG-RANGE CRUISE
4 MIN
APPROACH
6 MIN /
TAXI /
I /
I FUEL/i/
AT 30,000 FT
30 MIN AT
!
200N MI ___TO ALTERNATE
AIRPORT
FIGURE 3-1. MISSION PROFILE
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The effects of carlh's rotation arc incorp<>r:_tcd in the missiml cc_ml_ul:,ti_m progr:ml. "lhcsc effects arc
illustrated for an early Math 5.0 concct_t ill l:igure 3-2 showing avcr-lge _'rui,_c-,q_ccific range (miles per
pound of fuel) of If) city-pairs in reciprocal directi_ms. The figurc shows lh:|l aircr._f! flying in an easterly
direction have a grcatcr advantage in specific range duc Io tile ccnhifilgal f_rcc'_ (_f ¢-_mbincd earth rotation
and cruise spccd than aircraft flying in a westerly tli|t'cti_,l. Missi_n_ '¢i.'ing _;t,_ b:l,ced _n ;I neutral n_rth-
south route across the equator. I ISCT takt'off, cruise, anti I;ulding _cgmcnl'_ c:m bt" tl(_wn much as a c_n-
vcntional aircraft, including diversions or delays.
Concept Sizing. Sizing ,,',,as accomplished using the Computer Aided _izing mad Evaluation system
(CASES), which consists of interacting modules of stability and conirol, aen_dynmnic design, weight and
balance, propulsion and syslcms, and airplane performance. By varying wing rcft'rem'c area and engine size,
the (_ptimum configuration is determined, taking into account c('_llStl:|itlf_ and mnrgins as considered
appropriate.
During Phase II, drag variation with wing area was included h_ c11;ll_lt, ,_i/ing _q" wing area and cnginc
thrust to satisfy all constraints. 'l'hcse const|':d|lts _re: (I) takcc_ff I_t'ld length c_l I I.t)('lfl fct_t or lc_s, (2)
landing approach speed of 140 knots or less, and (3) cruise :_t {q'dinlllln :_llil_tt[' _>t ;d tile opcrali_nally
determined ceiling (4,0[l(1-fcct-per-minutc polenlial rote of climb).
These constraints do not necessarily determine the lowest co,_t nirpl:mt', l:or tht" preliminary screening,
the maximum takeoff gross weight was selected as representative ¢ff f|w _',cr, dl c¢>st, with cmpty weight
representing capital cost and fuel burned representing Ol_cr:di(_n;d t'(_l. lllcrcf_rt'. fht' minirnum value of
design takeoff gross weigl_t satisfying the l l,000-fo¢_t takeoff ficld IcnL.,,lll dclcrmincd the wing/engine size
combinations. As shown in Figure 3-3, the takeoff gross weights were 6;q4,f)(}() p(_unds "lnd 9_4,70() pounds,
respectively, for the Phase II Mach 3.2 and Math 5.0 conccpts.
For the Phase 11I sizings, tile Phase 11 reference wing areas wcrc retained :d 9,500 and 17,__I_L)square
fcct, rcspcctivcly, for thc Math 3.2 and 5.0 concepts. Thc engine sizes for both vehicles wcrc rcvi_c_ f<_r the
I i,000-foot takeoff field length requirement, and the takeoff gross weights were upd:|led based on revised
inputs.
Mach 0.85. l!conomic analysis included an advanced subsonic transport. 'l'his design included a wing
with a high aspect-ratio, 11.4, a hybrid laminar flow system, riblcts, wet t;_il f¢_r center-of-gravity control,
advanced structures, mctallic and n¢_nmctallic, and three very high bypass ratio ducted fan engines. The
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airplane was sized for 300 passengers and 7,400-nautical-mile slill-air range. (The design range of
6,500-nautical-mile geomclric distance was corrccted for prevailing westerly headwinds across the norlhcm
Pacific. IISCTs are assumed to fly above tile weather and the relatively small hcadwinds rclativc to lhe
cruise speeds are negligible.) The wing and engine were sized by an inilial crui,_c allilildc for maximum range
and cruise-power ceiling altitude (Figure 3-4). The maximum lakcoff gross wcighl is 397,1100 pounds, with
a takeoff field length of approximately 7,000 fccl and landing approach speed nf 13() knots.
Math 3.2. Two configurations wcrc developed for Mach 3.2. "lhe 1)3.2-3A configuration was opti-
mized for supersonic flight with minor compromises for low-speed flighl (lakc_ff and landing). Thc D3.2-4B
configuration was compromised for subsonic flight over land. The wing design dilTcrcnces are typified by
the increase in aspcct ratio from 1.55 to 2.21.
The P&W duct burning turbofan used on lhe Mach 3.2 c(mccpl ['t,:dures _everal power settings
including Power Code (PC) 50, the maximum dry thrust, and I'(" II)(), lhc mnximlml augmented lhrusl.
As jet velocities and corresponding noise increase wilh PC, it is advanlagcnus flonl a community noisc
standpoint to use the lowest power code during lakcoff. The inflt,cncc of lakcoff power codes on gross
weight versus range are shown in Figure 3-5. A heavy weight or range pcnally rcsldls flom decreasing power
codes. The selccted Mach 3.2 (I)3.2-3A) sizing point is p(2 100, which iesulls in a maximum takeoff gross
weight of 769,000 pounds for the 6,500-naulical-milc range.
The New York-Tokyo market is sccond in forms of inlcrnalion:d rcvcmw passenger miles (rpm) and
thus presents an aircraft sizing focal point. 'l'his roulc has an overall tli,_l:mcc _d" 6.2_,(; naulical milcs wilh
a 2,518-nautical-mile subsonic flight segment (4(I pcrccnl) if divcrlcd from the grc:d-circlc route Io allow
minimum flight over land (Figurc 3-6).
To study the effect of subsonic flight segmcnls, the -3A and lhc -4B conccpls wcrc sized Io
6,500-nautical-mile range with up to 40-pcrccnt subsonic legs. l:igure 3-7 shrews lhc increased maximum
takeoff gross weight for the -4B concept for lhe all-supersonic design mis_inn. 'l'his is a result of grcalcr
structural weight due to the larger aspect ratio and I]1c lower aer(_d'_n:mlic cfl]cicncy a! supersonic cnfise.
llowever, with increasing subsonic flight dislanccs, lhc supersonic dcsign i_ penalized wilh incrcascd max-
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FIGURE 3-5. D3.2-3A PHASE III CONCEPT DESIGN RANGE VERSUS POWER CODE
!mum takeoff gross weight as opposed to lhc impr(_vcd subsonic configuration. ('(_n_e(lucntly, for subsonic
legs greater than 27 percenl of tile total range (approximalely !,75fl nautical miles), Ihc -4B concepl is lighk, r
than the -3A configuration.
Mach 5.0. "l'he Mach 5.0 concep! w:ls deveh_ped with(nil l;imh]:_r flow ('{_nlr,,l lhe bes! r;lllg(" wgls
obtained with the takeoff Power Code 4(I of the (;1: V('II.I engines. 'lhc rc_llling w;mgc predicalcd (m the
takeoff field lenglh requirement of I 1,000 reel is 3,()03 natflic;ll mile,; xvilh ;i m:,xim.._ h_kc()rf gros,_ xvcight
of ! ,213,000 pounds.
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With this limited range capability, an economic comparison wilh c_lhcr vt'hiclcs is not possible;
therefore, technology improvements are required to produce a vchick" c:q_ablc _f' :_ 6,5(If)-nautic,d-milc
range. Figure 3-8 compares the lift-to-drag ratio of diffcrcnt Mach 5.0 configurali_m_ versus Ihe slenderness
coefficient, t = w_lumc/(wing rcferencc area)3/2. Thc l'hase II configurafiou, 1)5.0-5A without laminar flow
control, shows a promising lift-to-drag ratio of 6.25. A refinement of fhc Ph:_e III configuration I)5.1)-15
to D5.0-15A improved the lift-to-drag ralio from 5.1 to 5.4. I:tlrthcr collfigur:di_m l:lx._ul dcvclopmcn! (i.e.,
increased packing efficiency with improved volume use) and simultaneous c<_mpulational fluid dynamics
development of the external configuration lines to improve lift to drag is expected fo lead to lift-lo-drag
levels of 6.75 as indicated in Figure 3-8. This corresponds to a 2f)-pcrccnt decrease in drag relative to the
-15A. Further, considering that the Mach 5.0 engine efficiency is 13 pcrccnl below the potential level, a
10-percent decrease in fuel flow was applied (Figure 3-9). These technology advancements would have later
technology readiness dates that those for the D5.0-15A. With these improvements in drag and fuel effi-
ciency, the Mach 5.0 concept was sized using PC 50 (full augmentation) to determine minimum design
takeoff gross weight for the 6,500-nautical-mile design mission (Figure 3-10). PC 40 required considerably
larger engines and thus higher design takeoff gross weight. The PC 50 takeoff power results in a takeoff field
length of 8,600 feet, and a maximum takeoff gross weight of 1,213,000 pounds.
Performance Summary. Figure 3-11 shows the maximum takeoff gross weight of the six sized air-
planes and their design ranges. This figure shows thc change in maximum takeoff gross weight in relation
to design range. Table 3-1 shows the main characteristics of these concepts; Table 3-2 shows additional
comparative information. Figure 3-12 presents the weights of the airplanes used for economic analyses in
graphical form, and Figure 3-13 presents the block times of these airplanes versus rangc.
Figure 3-14 depicts the overall fuel efficiency of" the airplanes in terms of pounds of fuel per available
scat per nautical mile to enable comparison with other airplanes, such as thc 108-scat, Mach 2.0 Concordc.
The values given are for 3,500 nautical miles as a representative systcm average length of the all-supersonic
range and of the split half-subsonic, half-supersonic flight. The ('oncordc data arc for the
3,000-nautical-mile range. Values for the DC-10 (277 scats) and 747 (365 seals) arc shown as 1970's sub-
sonic data.
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TABLE 3-1
HSCT SIZING SUMMARY
CONFIGURATION
CRUISE MACH NO.
SUPERSONIC RANGE
WING REF AREA
O •
m
NMI
FT 2
0.85-2
0.85
0*
2,700 _
3.2-3A
3.2
6,500
9,500
MTOGW
OEW
BLOCK FUEL
THRUST/ENGINE
ENGINE/PC
1,000 LB
1,000 LB
1,000 LB
LB SLST
397
189
129
35,000
DUCTED FAN
769
231
424
61,500
PW/DBTF/100
SIZED BY
TOFL
APPROACH
u
FT
KN
CRALT
7,000
130
TO
11,000
135
PAYLOAD = 300 PSGR = 61,500 LB
3.2-4B
"t3.2 3.26,290 * * 6,500
9,500 I 9,500
847 880
246 I 250
486 I 511
60,200 63,90O
*EQUIVALENT STILL-AIR RANGE 7,400 N MI
* *SIZED FOR NEW YORK-TOKYO, 40 PERCENT OVER LAND
PW/D BTF/100
TO I TO
11,000 I 11,000
I
2KA_2 
5.0-15A
3,903
17,000
1,213
474
628
85,350
GENCHJ/40
TO
11,000
134
5.0-XX
5.0
6,500
17,000
1,213
426
678
101,000
GENCHJ/50
MTOGW
8,600
127
108
TABLE 3-2
HSCT CHARACTERISTICS VALUES
CONFIGURATION D-
WING LOADING
THRUST LOADING
EMPTY WT RATIO
LIFT/DRAG
SPECIFIC IMPULSE
CRUISE ALTITUDE
MTOGW/S w = W/S
NE x FN/MTOGW = TNV
OEW/MTOGW
(LID) CRUISE
(FNAN F) CRUISE
(SECONDS)
(1,oooFT)
085-2
148
0.26
0.,48
21.6
6,830
35/39
3.2-3A
81
0.32
0.30
8.8
2,120
66-76
3.2-4B
89
0.28
0.29
14/7.9
3, 740/2,080
30/69-75
93
0.29
0.28
8.0
2,110
62-75
5.0-15A 5.0-XX
71 71
0.26 0.33
0.39 0.35
5.7 7.1
1,680 1,8,50
83-94 84-92
1.2
0.8
WEIGHT
108 LB
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Trade-Offs and Sensitivities. Table 3-3 shows the sensilivilics or wing :_rca, engine thrust, maximum
takeoff gross weight, operating empty weighl, and block filel to changes in drag, fuel flow, or empty weight
for the Mach 3.2 and 5.0 concepts. Maximum takeoff gross weight change due to cilhcr drag, fuel, (_r
empty-weight is almost one-to-one for cilher concept. The sensitivity of block ft|cl is grealcr (I.35 to I) 1o
drag and fucl efficiency, but smaller (0.77 to I) to wcighl. ('hanges in weight effect wing and engine size as
well as block fuel, but have lhe greatest effect (I.6 Io I) on operating empty wcighl.
Figure 3-15 presents these scnsilivilics in graphical form. Maximum lakcolT gros_ weight versus lift-
to-drag ratio, specific impulse (IsI, = 3600/SI7(') ant] operaling empty weighl, nrc nearh'linear relalionships,
within 4-10-percent excursions.
TABLE 3-3
SENSITIVITIES
DUE TO 1%
CHANGEOF
DRAG
FUEL
WEIGHT
tM=3.2
IM=5.0
tM =3.2
IM :5.0
IM=3.2
IM=5.0
S W
0.65
0.29
0.95
0.31
0.70
0.20
PERCENT CHANGE IN:
F N
1.04
1.31
0.93
1.31
1.20
1.66
MTOGW OEW
0.92 0.57
0.91 0.53
0.97 0.65
0.92 0.54
1.04 160
1.04 1.56
BL FU_L
1.35
1.33
1.4O
1.34
0.76
0.78
J
111
115
110 i
1.05
RELATIVE
VALUE
1.00 i
0.95 i
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FIGURE 315, SENSITIVITY OF MAXIMUM TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT
Trade studies are made for:
• 250 passengers versus 300 passengers
• 5,500 nautical miles maximum range versus 6,500 naulic:d miles m:lximmll r;mgc
• Reduced fuel reserves - elimination of descent and clilnb-tc_-cr_|isc :dlil,klt. fo Ilv Io aller-
nate destinations wilhout thc additional half-hmlr hold
• Supersonic cruise at lhe cruise ceiling r:_lher lhan at tile alliltltlu fnr m:lximlml r:mgc
• Takcofffield length of 12,000 feet rather than I 1,0()0 feel
The results are presented in "rable 3-4 :rod show ltl;tf :t ]5-l_('rt'rld dctrt':_.( • it1 r;mgc ix m,,ch more
effective in reducing wcighl parameter levels than a 5()-p:tssenger ( I 7-pey-c_'vll ) tlrcvt.:l_t, ill p:tyloml.
The fuel reserves arc significantly reduced by ns_uming thai lhc :,IIcN_:dt" :lirp(ql tlcsfinali(m i_ dolt.r-
mined before descending through 30,()01) fecl ;rod diverling directl_ I_ Ih:,l i_cqnl :rod tw eliminal;ng tile
half-hour hold. This results in reserves t]lal ;ire :q_pmxim:llcly h:df lhc h_lal fiwl rcquirt'd raider llle },asc ca_e
assumption (i.e., 6.9 percent instead of 13.7 percenl fi_r Ihe Mach 3.2 txmcrlq. _md (,.q pcrccnl inslcm[ of
12.3 percent for the Math 5.0 concepl). This results in considerable s:|vings in block fuel mad wcighl.
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TABLE 3-4
TRADE STUDIES
SUBJECT
PAYLOAD
RANGE
RESERVES
CRUISE ALTITUDE
TOFL
BASELINE
VALUE
300 PSGR
6,500 N MI
5% + 200 N MI
0.5 HR HOLD
OPTIMUM
11,000 FT
TRADE
VALUE Sw F N
PERCENT CHANGE IN:
MTOGW
M=32 -4.1
M=5.0 -28
M=32 -11.7
M=50 -10.3
M=32 -97
M=50 -8.0
OEW
250 PSGR
5,500 N MI
5% + 200 N MI
W/O CLIMB
CEILING
12,000 FT
M=32 14.2
M=5.0 2.1
M=32 -40
M=5.0 -0.7
M=32 -10.0
M=5.0 -4.5
M=32 -10.9
M=50 -1.5
M=32 291
M=50 25
M=3.2 -29
M=5.0 -09
M=32 -4.0
M=5.0 -4.2
M=32 -121
M=50 -142
M=32 -83
M=5.0 -121
M=32 45
M=50 2.1
M=32 -4.3
M=50 -5.2
M=3.2 -07
M=5.0 -0.4
M=32 -3.8
M=5.0 -1.6
M=32 -7.6
M=5.0 -6.4
M=32 -6.8
M=5.0 -4.3
M=32 12.9
M=5.0 1.8
M=32 -1.9
M=5.0 -1.5
BL FUEL
M=32 -3.2
M=50 -2.1
M=32 -25
M=5.0 -05
M=32 -108
M=50 -89
M=3.2 14,4
M=5.0 2.3
M=32 -0.7
M=5.0 _0
For vehicles sizcd by the takeoff field lenglh, lhe opcralional ceiling allil_kh' i_ hifgher Ihan the altitude
for bcst range. For the Mach 3.2 concept, tile difference between lhc_c :dlillldcs i'_ tnore Ihan 12,0()(I fccl,
compared to 3,500 feet for the Mach 5.fl concept. Resizing Io cruise :,t lhc cciling w_uhl be considerably
more penalizing at Mach 3.2 than at Math 5.0. In general, forcing ('tlli_c alliludc'_ away from the oplinmln
altitude bring considerable pcnaltics in fllcl and weights. For aircraft sizc'd I_ lhc I I,lll')0 feet takeoff field
length, relaxing this rcquirclncnt to 12,000 E'cl brings only slight imprnvcm_'ld in weight and size.
f
3.2 Airframe and Engine Maintenance
Maintenance costs per flight-hour play a significan! role in deterlnining lhe lift', cycle cost hi opera!c
and maintain an aircraft and are an intcgral part of the overall cconomics analysis of lhc high-speed civil
transport. Total labor-hour and material costs per flight-hour for holh ait-flalnc and engine arc expressed
as:
Total l_lbor-hours per Flight-hour =
I,abor-hout's per Flight-hour + (l.abor-hours pcr l:light/l:lighl-cycle Timc)
Total Material Cosls per l:light-hour =
Material Cosls per Flight-hour + (Matcrial Costs per l'light/l:lighl-cycle Time)
A breakdown of thc total airfralnc labor-hour costs per flighl-hour for eigh! large (A30t)B4-6()0,
A310-300, De-10-40, I)C-,q,-73, 1,1011-500, 747-300, 757-200, and 767-2()(11:R) opel-aling transpod aircraft
indicatcs that 57 percent of the total is flight-hour rchllcd, and 43 percent is flighl-cycle related, l:or total
airframe matcrial costs per flight-hour, 47 percent of the Iotal is flighl-holu l-clah'd and 53 percent is flight-
cycle related. F,nginc labor-hour and material costs per flight-hour are £5 pcrccnl I]ight-hour 1clalcd and
15-pcrccnt flight-cycle rclaled. Commercial and mililary aircraft h:lvc grossly diffcrcn! opcraling syslclns,
sizes, characteristics, and rolcs. I ISCT aircraft will have similar operaling syslcm,_, sizes, characterislics, and
to some extent roles of large commercial aircraft. Therefore, quanlilalive itlfor111:dio1] uscd to forecast
baseline rnaintcnancc costs for IISCT aircraft was based on commercial :fircl:ffl '_ySlcln 11aaintenalWC cosls
only. Fffccts of supcrsonic flight on specific SR-71 and ('oncordc aircr,ff! s.,,sl_'in m:dnlcnancc rcquirclncnls
were used subjectively within the forecasting model.
Airframe Maintenance Cost. Airfralnc Inaildelmncc cos! prediclions 1Hilizctl ba_clilae airf|atnc labor-
hour and material cost data for eight large, commercial transport aircr;ifl and Ihc ("4iln;itcd effect of future
high-speed civil transport technologies facfored ildO the airframe tn:dnh'n:mcc bright-hour and material
predictions. The main slalistical techniques used wcrc corrclalion :u_;dysis and llOldinear rcgrcssiml. The
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correlation analysis compared baseline dependent variables (airframt' labour-hours :rod material cosls per
flight-hour and per flight-cyclc) derived fi'om indcpcndcnl wlriablc d;nla (c.g, l:lkcof[ gross weight, opera-
tional empty weight, fuel capacity). 'l'he analysis indicaletl that takeoff gro_,_ wcighl (T()(}W) is the inde-
pendent variable that correlates best with airframe lalx_r-hours avid m:dcri:d t'_! I,:l_clitw values. "l()(iW
was the only variable used in the nonlinear regression predictions. Thc prcdit-li(mq :trc midpoinl values
within a 95-pcrccnt confidence interval range.
Baseline airframe maintenance labor-hour and malerial cost dal:l we're :m:d_/cd to determine lhc most
maintenance intensive operating systems by ATA chapters. The pcrccvllage _f l¢_l:mll;d_or-hours and mnlcrial
costs for each aircraft's ATA chapters clearly indic:dc_ a high pcrcclH:lgt" c_t"aircr:ffl m:fiNlen;mcc is allributcd
mainly to a few ATA chapters. Predicted airframe m:finlcnancc valuc_ wcrc [:lch_rcd m'c(wdingly.
The following revised prcdicled airfiamc maintenance cosis wc'rc 11,-;(.,(till lilt' c'c_mmnic analysis:
D3.2-3A
* l_abor-hour per Flight-hour = 5. I * I al_or-hom per l:lieh!-¢_ _1c - 13.2
• Material Costs per Flight-llc_ur = $100 • M:flcri:fl (o_f_ p_'r llit.,lll-c_clc - $257
D3.2-4B
* l,abor-hour per l:light-hour = 6.4 • i abor-hour lx'r Ilighl-('ycl t" = 21
• Material (?osts per Flight-hour = $141 • Matcri:d ('o,_I,; ix'r l:llght-cyclt, = $400
D5.0-15A
• l,abor-hour per Flight-hour = 9.8 • l,abor-h_mr per l:lighl-('s.(-lt" - 46.2
• Material Costs pcr Flight-hour = $254 • Material ('osls pcr l:lighl-cycte = $_26
Figures 3-16 and 3-17 compare airframe maintenance cost predictions to various large commercial
transport aircraft as identified above.
A data set derived fi'om Concordc maintenance information was considered in lhe corrclation an:dysis,
but because of its unique operating environment, the data were judged to hc nonrcprcsentativc and was
excluded from the nonlinear regression prcdiction process. Concordc requires a Iolal of 65 labor-hours per
flight-hour including both airframe anti engine. This value is considered abnormally high and is attributable
to the operating conditions of the Concordc: small fleet size, early technology, limilcd support away from
its home basing, high occurrence of unique operations (charters), limited numbcr of spare parts available
leading to cannibalization, and limitcd number of technical support personnel with necessary cxpcrlisc.
()pcrating and configuration dala from the X-15 and SR-71 were :m;|lyzcd Io dctcrminc peculiar
support requirements of those aircraft opcratiug systems.
Engine Mainlenanee Cost. Predicted engine maintenance costs werc derived fi'om data provided by
P&W and GF,. Total labor-hour and material costs per flight-hour were broken down through labor-hour,
material costs, and flight-hour times provklcd by the manufacfurcrs. I:ollowing rcvicw of cngine
manufacturers' estimated maintenance costs, a l)ouglas-dcrivcd estimate was developed for the high-speed
civil transport cconomic analysis. The following predicted engine mainlcnaucc costs wcrc uscd in the cco-
nomics analysis:
D3.2-3A & -4B
• l;abor-hour per Flight-hour = 0.05 • l,abor-hour per I:light-cyclc = 0.61
• Material Costs per Flight-hour = $694 • Material ('osls pc'r I:light-cycle = $453
I)5.0-15A
• I,abor-hour per Flight-hour = 1.43 • l.,abor-hour per I:light-cyclc = 0.75
o Material Costs per l:light-hour = $c_40 • Malcrial ('osls pc'r l:lighl-cyclc = $4_6
Figures 3-18 anti 3-19 compare engine maiulcnancc cost prediclions to engine's operated on various
large commercial transport aircraft.
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3.3 Airport Infrastructure
The portions of the airport infrastructure dial must accommodate llw high-speed commercial trans-
port consist of the airfield, tcrminal area, and flleling facililies. Mosl, if no! _111_>["lhc world's international
airports that are likely candidates fi)r ftlture IISCT service already experience I)C-10 and 747 aircraft.
McDonnell Douglas and Boeing are working on larger versions of these high capacily aircraft.
Airports. Table 3-5 illustrates a comparison of the physical charaelerisfics of wide-body jels and the
Mach 0.85, Mach 3.2, and Mach 5.0 baseline concepts.
Douglas has established the objective that the I IS('T must be able h_ operale from cxisling airports
necessitating compatible approach speeds, Iouch down speeds, takeoff fiehl Icngihs, and noise limilalions.
The overall length of bolh the Mach 3.2 and Math 5.0 conccpls will presen! problems wilh airfield
maneuvering and operations and also in the ternlinal area. Both aircraft pres,'n! servicing difficullies due to
the wing shape. In addition, the Mach 3.2 concept presents a servicing challel_ge dl,e Io door sill heights of
25 feet to 27 feet, which are significantly grealer than commercial tr'msporl airer:lfl. Iloth Ihe Math 3.2 and
Mach 5.0 concepts will require new fuel facilities, although I,N(; facililies are more complex and silc
demanding.
Few new airports are expected to be developed in the future for lhree teas(ms, l:irst, the very high cost
associated with new facilities that mtls! salisfy all concerns. For example, Ihe new Osaka Airport is reported
to cost in excess of ,$5 billion. The new l)enver Airport, the only new major airporl in lhe lJ'.S, in the last
15 years, is estimated to cost more than $2.8 billion. Second, the lack of public acceptance of new airport
proposals causes planned projects to be significantly delayed. During the Ion_, delays, construction costs rise
TABLE 3-5
AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS COMPARISON BASELINE STUDY CONCEPTS
MODEL MD-11 747-400 MACH 0.85 MACH 3.2-3A MACH 5.0-15A
FUEL JP JP JP TSJF METHANE
SPAN (FT) 169.5 211.0 195.0 121.2 136.7
LENGTH (FT) 200.9 231.8 189.6 315.0 297.7
HEIGHT (FT) 57.8 60.2 62.5 60.5 49.0
WHEELBASE (FT) 80.7 84.0 76,7 104.0 96.3
WHEEL TREAD (FT) 35.0 36.1 39.8 38.7 42.5
(STRUT- CENTER
TO CENTER)
CABIN DOORS
SILL HEIGHT (FT)
FWD 15.8 15.5 16.0 22.5 12.2
(24.8)*
AFT 15.2 15.0 18.0 25.3 12.7
CARGO DOOR 9.2 8.8 9.5 17.0 11.7
SILL HEIGHT (FT)
TOGW (1,000 LB) 602.5 850.0 397.0 769.0 1,213.0
* UPPER DECK
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with inflation resulling in even greater expense. The resislance to new :lirpt_11s h:ls fiwced development in
more remote locations that ;ire, in general, less convenienl for the Iravclcr. 'lhird, m_q cities have con_ttmed
the flatter terrain for development. If there are nearby undeveloped land areas, topographic problems inap-
propriate for airport development generally exist. For the above reasons, new airporls are not good sohttions
for IISCT operations.
The best location for an IISCrl" to operate is an existing airporl facility, located as close as possible
to the centroid of demand. 'i'his way, the traveler will be facilitated by fasl Iransp(_rlation from p()rlal to
portal rather than compromise for time spent tr_lveling to distant airports. Therefi_re, it is assumed that
IISC'I" aircraft must be designed to be compatible with existing airports.
Airfield. The I ISCT will affect three airfield characteristics: ground maneuvering space, clearance
areas, and pave|ncnt strength. The overall [cnglh will present difficullics in maneuvering on exisling
taxiway-to-taxiway and runway-to-taxiway intersections. Current large-capacity aircraft have caused airports
to increase their pavement fillet sizing as the main gear track is large. 1;igure 3-20 ill_ls|ralcs a typical inlet-
section fillet design.
Pilots maneuver their aircraft by maintaining the cockpit over the centerline ;_t most International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) airports. In the ILS. lifts technique is rarely used, as pilots maneuver
by judgmentally positioning the cockpit beyond the centerline, attempling h_ mainhfin the main gear Irack
as small as possible to aw_id running off the pavement. This teclmiquc re(lnires less fillet pavemcnl, l low-
ever, if the nose gear is located significantly aft of the cockpit, pilols m:ry pr_'fer Ic_ use tire cockpil-over-
the-ccnterline technique. This is because the pilot's visual ques - the pavemcnl th:d Iw wants to lurn onlo
- is no longer ira view because the cockpit is well forward of the nose gear.
Since the cockpit-lo-the-main gear dishmce is significantly grealcr for Ihe Nlach 3.2 concept versus
current airplanes, the main gear requires greater fillet pavemenl are:! lhan l]l:ll avail:lble ;11airfields. I ise of
an on-board closed circuit televisi(_n (C('TV) syslem lo provide a view _f llw n(_segcar Iracking may solve
the guidance visibility problems. By maneuvering the Mach 3.2 e¢_ncep! xxhh the nose gear over lhe
centerline, the fillet requirements may be no more extensive than is required f¢_r slrelchcd versions _f lhe
MD- 11 trijet.
_150 FT
,%
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FIGURE 3-20. FILLET REQUIREMENTS
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fWorldwide category IlIC airpor! capabilily, h_gclher with guidance" to gatc'_ through a nonvisual form
of centerline identification, could result in nose gcar-ovcr-lhe-ccnterlinc m:mclwcritlg during zero-zero visi-
bility conditions.
]'he only clearance problem that may exis! on the airfield will _wcur _m&'r c_wrcnt operaling proce-
dures on an airport, such as I .os Angeles, _vith close parallel runways (71_l) fct'! cenlcr-t¢_-centcr). In lhi'_ case
a 315-foot-long Mach 3.2 aircraft will not be able to hold on a comwcfiwlg pt'rpendicular tax!way Iw,twecn
the two runways without restricting operations on one of the runways, lqgm't" 3-21.1 tnder ICAO rules, the
taxi holding line for large airports with large aircraft is 274.3 feel fiom lhc r_mw:w cc,nicrlinc. The conse-
quence is operational delay on the runway.
The previously slalcd objective Ihal IlS("I" pavcnlelll loads will nol cxct'cd lh_'_t" of current aircraft
results in specification of !hc number of tires and lheir sp:wing I:mlher. lllc M:wh 5.0 airplane will be
restricted from operating on current bridges and overhangs th;'d h:lvt" tl(_l l_.'t'll d_"@nt',l fear aircrafl weighing
more than one million pounds.
Fuel Faeiliti_. Thermally stable jet filel (TS.IF) used to filcl the M,wh 3.2 aircraft is assumed to
involve special handling to control contaminalion based on engineering specificalions regarding .IP-7 filcl
facilities. Therefore, new storagc, distribution, and dispensing facilities will bc required for the cxclusivc use
of TSJF. Routine aircraft fueling and cmcrgcncy aclivitics to take care of spills and leaks is similar to han-
dling JP fuels such as .let A fuel. I,NG, which will be uscd in the Math 5.0 aircraft, will also require new
storage, distribution, and dispcnsing facilities.
In an cffort to determine the cost impact of I,NG as an aircraft filcl, a study was conducted to idcntify
the airport facility requirements associalcd with an I,NG system. Both capital and opcrating costs of the
system were developed. Since fixed costs arc affected by demand volumes, lhree levels wcrc studied rcpres-
eating high, medium and low volume systems. The high volume system is onc capable of supplying fucl to
a 19-gate system with 70 daily flights. The medium system is one with four gates supplying fucl for 22 daily
flights, and the low volume system has onc gatc supplying I,NG to five daily flights. Fluor Engineers and
Air Products performed this study comparing the costs of I,NG with costs associalcd with TSJF, as both
systems will require new facilities. A summary of the capital and operating cosls for the thrcc volume levels
for each fuel type is illustrated in Table 3-6.
The use of I,NG fuel includes a provision for an on-airport liqucfaction facility that has two rcquire-
ments. First, the plant will require a dcdicated ground area. A facility sized to the fueling dcmands of an
airport such as San Francisco, considered a medium-sized airport in terms of IISCT fiJcl requirements, will
require 43 acres.
The second requircmcnt is the size of some of the plant equipment. The rcfcrcnccd l:lour Danicls
study depicts a preliminary liquefaction facility concept with a heat exchange lower height of 250 feet.
Concept sizing is based on preliminary considerations including production volume. This height exceeds
• 700 FT "I
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FIGURE 3-21. AIRFIELD CONSTRAINTS
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TABLE 3-6
SUMMARY OF COSTS AND SCHEDULE
($ MILLIONS)
FUEL
TSJF FUEL
FUEL VOLUME
FACILITY ENGINEERING,
MATERIALS AND
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
LIQUID METHANE FUEL
LOW MEDIUM HIGH LOW
254.5 435.5 652.4 26.2
INTEREST DURING 61.0 105.0 158.0 4.5
CONSTRUCTION
START-UP COST 10.0 25.0 38.0 0.6
WORKING CAPITAL 4.1 13.3 22.7 2.3
TOTAL CAPITAL 329.6 578.8 871.1 33.6
REQUIREMENT
CENTS/LB FUEL/ 3.2 1.1 0.9 0.4
20 YR LI FE
SCHEDULE, ENGINEERING 57 57 57 39
AND CONSTRUCTION
(IN MONTHS)
ANNUAL OPERATING COSTS
CENTS/LB FUEL
25 61 99 2.2
4.8 2.2 2.0 0.5
2O 20 2O 2O
MEDIUM HIGH
38.4 71.5
6.5 12.0
0.8 1.4
11.0 35.0
56.7 119.9
0.2 0.1
39 39
3.0 5.7
0.2 0.1
20 20RECOMMENDED FACILITY
OPERATING LIFE (IN YEARS)
current airport limits of 150 feet: Considcralion would be given to reduced hcighL c_r, alternatively, the
tower would be treated as an obstacle. Also, the plant could not be h_calcd Ix, h_w lhc :lpproach/deparlurc
surfaces of thc runways. In each airport casE, facility design trade offs hclwccn tower hcighl and gr()tmd area
requirements would be made to ininimizc lhc facility ilnpacts.
Routine I,NG fueling will bc similar Io current procedures wilh only lhc addilion of a boil-off return
line conncctcd to the aircraft. (;rounding of Ihc aircraft prior 1o fllcling to prevent spark generation will bc
similar to subsonic aircraft. From a [ucling opcralion standpoint, the Math 1.2 :rift'tall will not differ fi'om
present aircraft lypcs.
Ground crew who fllcl the Math 5.0 aircrarl wilh I,N(; will be |cqui|t'd to m;c gloves for prolccliort
against cold fucl cquipmenl temperatures (I NG at 259_1:). Spccial h:fining wilh lht" Ilsc ornew equipment
and methods will bc rcquircd to handle I NG k'aks or spills, l,ikcwisc spc'ci:d tr'fining ns_ociatcd wilh TS.IF
is expected to be required for an), dcoxygcnalion or incrling process.
Terminals. Terminal gate facililics wilt HIIdcrg('l changes to :lcctlll"llll('Jd:llt' lilt' l l,q('T due to filselage
length and heighJl Most major terminal gate parking areas wcrc dcvclnpcd I<_ h:mdlc aircraft that are no
longcr than 231 fcct in Icnglh with door sill hcighls up 1o 17.6 t'ccl.
Consequently, the IISCT will have to bc angle parked, as illuslralcd in I:igure 3-22, al existing gate
areas if the gates liave bccn modified to allow for lhc very high door sill hcight_. Allcrnalivcly, or new gale
areas will havE to bc developed in other available I<_taliems to acc(_lnnl¢_tl:llc :l 315-fi_o1 filsclagc lcnglh wilh
a door sill height of 26.1 feel. As is shown in l:igurc 3-22, :ingle-parking dot"; nt_l rl'quirc additional Icrminal
frontage beyond that required for the 747-4(1(1 bcc:m_c lhc wing sp:m is rcl:|livt,ly m_:dl. ,All aircraft servicing
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FIGURE 3-22. GATE PARKING
will require special terminal building and service Equipment modificatkm din" 1¢_ the high elevation of all
doors and access panels. The 1,1 (left first door aft of tile nose) sill hcigh! is 22 fee! (, inches for lhc Math
3.2 aircraft. This compares to 17.6 fcct for the 747-400. Current Itxlding bridge_ camml be raised to the door
sill heights of the Mach 3.2 aircraft bEcatlse l]le bridge ramp would exceed Iht, recommended maximum
8-percent slopc. IISC'F passenger loading will probably lake place fi¢_m a lhhd k'vcl lh:d must bc added 1o
the terminal/concourse building.
The delta or arrow wing planform makes it difficull Io gain :wccss I¢_ |||id-fi|wl:|ge doors and dis-
courages use of mid-fuselage doors for servicing because their use wcmhl rt'qHir_' I,_n_2, cantilevered, over-
the-wing ramps to hE added to thc scrviec vehicles. The I,I door will Iw u_cd t'_r all passenger cnt|y/cxil;
forward galley scrvicing will bc through lhe R I (righ! firsl door all of lhc n_vw). lht" :d'l righ! and lcfl doors
would be used for aft gallcy scrvicing, cabin cleaning, and crew accr'_,_. A ,q-wci:d, very !all galley servicing
truck will be required bccause of (I) close proximil 3 of lhe e||ginc n_;,/le,; lo lht' _:dh'y lr||ck maneuvering
space and (2) the height of lhc fuselage. The truck will nol bc ablc !o appr¢_;wh a! ri_hl angles lo the fi|selagc
as a safety mcasurc to aw_id collision with the engine nozzle. (:onsequenlly, :1 Slx'ci:d :mglcd plalform will
be required bctwccn thc fuselage and lhe galley Iruck, allowing lhc truck !o park (m :m angle lo the filsclage.
Aircraft servicing will almost exclusively be turn-arot, nd aclivilies as of_po,_t'd h_ quicker through-stop
activities. Today's inlcrnalional flight turn-around scheduled lime fc_r high capacily aircraft is two hours.
Economic analysis indicate added benefit of shortened turn around limt's f_r Itlt' I lS('T. A goal of one hour
has bccn established. An analysis of turn-around aclivillcs is sccn in I:igure 3-23 where the tolal time is
projected at 75 minutcs. This time analysis takes into account a highly automated systems self-test sequence.
l,oading of passcngcrs is part of the critical path in Figure 3-23. If lhc passengers can hc onboard during the
systems self-testing, then the total turn-around time can be reduced by as much as If) minutcs toward lhe
one hour goal. Although there is no safcty problem involved, the passengcrs may crealc motion Iha! may
disturb the sclf-tcsting. Furthcr studics must be undertaken to determine Hic rca_onability of tills goal.
Discussions, with the airlines have highlighted thc desirability of achieving this goal.
Air Traffic Conrail. Schcdulcd NAS Plan incrcases in automation of A'I'C navigation and commu-
nication equipment and procedures should providc efficient safe routing of all commercial aircraft including
the IISCT. It is assumcd that the IISCT will not have any spccial approach or departure prioritics and as
such will experience ground and approach delays equally with all other subsonic aircraft.
j_
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ENGINE RUNDOWN (2)
POSITION PASSENGER BRIDGE (1)
OFF-LOAD PASSENGERS (10)
DIAGNOSTICS DOWNLOAD (8)
OFF-LOAD BULK CARGO (18)
OFF-LOAD BULK BAGGAGE (17)
SERVICE GALLEY (9)
SERVICE LAVATORY (9)
SERVICE WATER (7)
SERVICE CABIN (18)
FUEL SERVICE SETUP (10)
FUEL AIRCRAFT (30)
WALKAROUND INSPECTION (10)
LOAD BULK CARGO (22)
LOAD BULK BAGGAGE (21)
SYSTEMS SELF-TEST (10)
LOAD PASSENGERS (17)
MONITOR ENGINE START (4)
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FIGURE 3-23. PROJECTED HSCT TURNAROUND TIME LINE
The following stlpplcmental systems will cnhance the ability or the I ISCT to integrate with the fi]turc
ATC environment, as well as reducing flight cnew workload and improve economic vi;d_ility and profit-
ability:
• Automatic separation assurance, threat-alert, and collision-avoidance h_ lhc flighl crew
with conflict alcrt and resolution advisories without controller inlcrvcnli(m
• Fuel Advisory 1)eparlures (FAD) that ccmsidcr deparlurc and :uriv;d airpo]l on-ground
and airborne holding delays to minimize engine running time, filcl con'_lNnplion, and tlcs-
tination tcrminal arca airspacc congestion
• Integration of en route and tcrminal area traffic flow metering :rod '_pacing th:d ccmsidcrs
wake vortex avoidance, airport traffic capabilities, and aircraft flighi m:m.'l_cment c;ipa-
bilitics to minimize airborne holding delays alltl flight times, llcc;_usc o1 lilt' reduced wing
span for similar weight, the I IS("I" may produce slronger votlicic_ :rod l_o_ibly require
increased separations with trailing aircraft
• Fucl efficient flight trajcctories and clear:races will be platmcd ;rod :mtom:dic'ally gcucratcd
through the proposed Automatic l!n Route AT(" (AFRA). l):tl:dinks will he vr,_cdlo dclivcr
clearances to the flight crew
• Automated l)ependcnl Surveill:mcc (ADS) to frequently colnmlllliC:l|c :drcraft dcrivcd
position reports to allcviatc the necessily of flight crew reporting
Additionally, the IISCT must achieve international acccptabilily in nil :lspecls opcralional, regu-
latory, and political - to bc able to operate effectively in the fiflurc Ar(" syslcln. ('ttrrcnt navigational aids
will not completely satisfy the nccds of Math 3.2 or Mach 5.0 aircraft. The ll,q('T c(mld use the Global
Positioning Systcm ((;PS) cffcctivcly as an en roulc navigational service where current navigational aids
over water arc inadequate, lligh altitude routing of the IISCT, and u_c of (;P,q, mtnsl Ix, considered in view
of global military opcrations. It should bc nolcd lh;d high altitude cruise (d lh_' IIgCT will :dlcvialc lhe
subsonic en route space, although thc approach and dcparlure space mll,;t m'commod;flc the IIS('T with
all other aircraft.
International agreements involving global acceptance of an I IS('T cro_ing iutcrn:ltional borders and
flying within international airspace must bc oblainctl. Regulations rcgardinl_ []ighl,_ :lbox'e the current level
of positive-controlled airspace (above 60,000 feet) must bc developed.
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lixpandcd high altitude global weather hlforinaikm (i.e., wiml_, lempcm:_tme_, t,.I,,ik'nce, and IlK, like)
reporting and trend forecasting will be requhed to ensure _afe and comfivfahh" clhul_ and decenl tracks.
Since long distance routes will be completed in a fiaciion of the lhnc thai ,_l,b,_onh' aircraft use, weather
predictions will be more reliable, thus minhni,'ing flight delay_ and rermHing, and _houhl have a favorable
effect on fuel reserve planning.
3.4 Economic,_ and Market Study
This section summarizes the melbods and results of l}m Pl):)_e III ccon_vnh' analysis and markc!
research efforts. Thc overall evaluation process, specially designed economic and operational models, and
supporling data were the products of Phases 1 and II of this sludy.
Assessment of commercial value of the IIS(71' requires a comparison behveen its ecmmmic worth and
cost-based price. This includes the following:
• Projection of future traffic levels
• Share of the market consklering lime savings, passenger values of l ilne, and fare premiums
• Generation of realistic productivity estimates from scheduling studies including the effects
of curfews and speed restrictions over land
• Calculation of flcct sizes from the market share and airplane productivily estimalcs
• l)etcrmination of annual rcvenue from various fare levels
• F.stimation of the annual cash operating cost using Air Transporl Associalion (ATA) cost
relationships and fleet operating statistics
• Calculation of economic worth based on the annual cash flow, target relurn on investment
for the operator, current tax law, and useful life
• Estimation of a cost-based price dependent on the quantity produced, devel(_pment cost,
recurring production cost, and manufacturers' target return on inveslmcnl
• Projection of tile economic be,milts to the [LS. economy
Frequent consultalion with airlines, including Northwest, Federal l ixpres_, American, l)clta, I !niled,
I'an Am, Japan Air l.incs, Alitalia, and British Airways, provided invalt|:d_le exchanges regarding traffic
projections, schedules, economic parameters, and related matters, l_xperl c(msullali(m on such issues as
aircraft scheduling, utilizalion, and productivity as well as passenger value of lime was received from
Massachusetts Inslilt,lc of Technology, Purdue I h_ivcrsily, and Quinnipiac ('ollcge.
Figure 3-24 prcsents a flow chart of the commercial value assessmenl procedure. "l'hc Phase I and II
procedures to carry out this work were modified during Phase 11I in (}l'tl,cr lo at'e(mnl for four addilional
assumptions: (l) supersonic flight over land is disallmvcd, (2) passenger marl,:el it _egmenlcd into fol,r fare
classes, (3) interior seating is configured based OIl the on-board passenger mix. :lilt] (4) fuel price is station-
specific and function of the annt,al fuel x'olume at each stall(re. All co_I_ are ('xprcs'_ed in log7 dollars.
Traffic llemand, l)ouglas-devcloped cconomelric methods were u_cd h_ fmeea'q Iraffic through the
year 2000. For the period of 2000 through 21)25, three economic scenari_ prm, id,'d lhrcc Iraffic projections.
Scenario I assumes uninhibited growth lhroughoul the period 201)()-2(125 :,t fhc rah's applicable in tile final
years of the 1986-2000 time period. Scenario 2 is considered mosl likely and rc_ull_ in lhe preferred Iraffic
figures. It assumes continued rapid growth in the Pacific Rim counlrie_ wilh tale,; In(_deralhlg ill lhc lallcr
half of the 25-year period. The lrans-Pacific and intra-Asian malkels are lhe f;t_h',d growing Scenario 3
results in much lower traffic. Growth ,ales in tile commercial aviali(m indl,'_Iry arc :,,:';umed to decrease to
the levels of the projected rates in the general economics of ttlc regions. '1lw be,;l eslimare of traffic (provided
by the second scenario) is used in the IISCT base case.
Tim tra_c estimates fi_r tim Ig Jt_lertTation;fl IATA region_ wcrc tbc _ouwc Ibr IISCT passenger
traffic. Further considerations of range, Iraffic, and mileage over laud rethw<'d the haw to 10 regions. 'lhcse
l0 regions were used as the arena of compctifiml belween lilt, IIR("I' and lhc mlvaru-ed subsonic reR:rence
vehicle. These regions are primarily intercontinental, over water, and l(mg r:,m2c I:,hh" t-7 presenls polen-
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FIGURE 3-24. ECONOMIC AND MARKET STUDY APPROACH
TABLE 3.7
PASSENGER TRAFFIC FOR TEN SELECTED REGIONS (PHASE II DATA)
ANNUAL SEAT-MILES GREATER THAN 2,000 STATUTE MILES
REGION
NORTH-SOUTH AMERICA
NORTH ATLANTIC
MID-ATLANTIC
SOUTH ATLANTIC
EUROPE-AFRICA
EUROPE-FAR EAST
NORTH AND MID-PACIFIC
SOUTH PACIFIC
INTRA NORTH AMERICA
INTRA FAR EAST/PACIFIC
ACTUAL
1986
(BILLIONS)
SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO
FORECAST 1 2 3
2000 2025 2025 2025
5.3 11.9 51.2 64.8 32.6
61.7 120.7 450.0 346.0 307.0
4.2 8.7 33.3 26.2 25.6
6.3 13.0 49.5 41.9 40.9
11.3 28.9 174.0 103.0 80.8
13.2 39.7 272.0 183.0 179.0
32.2 135.9 1,470.0 975.0 672.0
6.6 15.3 65.7 54.4 54.9
1.1 2.3 9.7 5.3 5.1
17.6 69.7 946.0 587.0 455.0
159.5 446.1 3,521.4 2,386.6 1,852.9
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tial high-speed travel without sonic boom rcslriclicms. 'l'lwsc "ire inl,,I d:_l:_ :rod _h_ ,_1 i,chkle incrc'zlscs in
traffic due to high-speed Iravcl opporturfilies.
The traffic model trader the speed rcstricliml _wer land COllSiSl,_ <_1 t'i_lll rt'tZi_m'_ - .'1 SllbgCl of the
unrestrictcd model. F,ur(_pc-to-Africa and l!ur(_pe-t(_-lhc-|:ar-l!asl wt'rc ,,.limin;dt'd bt'CallSC _dl mules
involved long subsonic distances. Each oily p:fir in lhc eight-region m<_dt,I _v:l_ _l_ldit,d I_ cslimalc lhc length
of subsonic and supersonic cruise legs and to devise a bcltcr route lh:d minimi-z('s Ir:_cl _wcr land. hi sonic
cases city pairs were etiminatcd because of the reduced range capabilily Hndcr sll|_<mic cruise condili_ms.
A_g, mplions. Phasc Ill assumptions ditTcr from those of lhc cmli_'r Ph:l_c ! :rod II due to (I) the
nature of the Phase III focus and (2) updalc through supporling :m:dy_is. M:tjor diffcrenccs include no
supersonic cruise over land allowed (base case), fuel cosls including nirp_rl fiwl fmrilily COSTS related Io fucl
volume, aircraft maintenance costs, and turn around lime. Resulls fl¢ml Ph;l_t,_ ! rind II are presenled for
comparison purposes. Generally, these data are not sensitive to the base case asstmwtions because Ihcy are
either more fundamental in nature or concern issues indcpcndent of the assumptions.
The base case traffic model consists of eight international IATA regions with Scenario 2 traffic lcvcls,
no flights under 2,000 statute miles, and no supersonic travel over land pcrmitlcd. Ten percent traffic slim-
ulation is assumed, which means that ten percent of the dollar value of Ihe passenger's time savings,
excluding fare premium, is used to purchase additional trips. The advancetl subsonic airplane is used for
calibration purposes and as competition with the I ISCT in the marke! capture calculations. Tables 3-8
through 3-12 contain additional information describing the base case.
TABLE 3-8
BASELINE AIRCRAFT
CRUISE MACH
MACH 3.2
DESIGN RANGE (N MI) 6,500
MTOGW (LB) 769,000
TURNAROUND TIME (HR) 2
ECONOMIC LIFE (YR) 10
FU EL TYPE TSJ F
*SEATS -- HIGH DENSITY 392
i LOW DENSITY 243
-- 3-CLASS 300
*CONFIGURATION SELECTED CONSISTENT WITH
PASSENGER MIX.
MACH 5.0
r
6,500
1,213,000
2
10
LNG
392
243
3OO
/
MEAN VALUE OF TIME ($/HR)
DEMAND (% OF TOTAL)
FARE FACTOR (x FULL FARE)
TABLE 3-9
PASSENGER MARKET
FIRST
9O
10
1.2
COACH
BUSINESS FULL-FARE DISCOUNT
30 23 5
30 20 40
0.7 0.6 0.3
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TABLE3-10
LOADFACTOR
REGION LOADFACTOR
NORTH-SOUTH AMERICA
NORTH ATLANTIC
MID ATLANTIC
SOUTH ATLANTIC
NORTH AND MID PACIFIC
SOUTH PACIFIC
INTRA NORTH AMERICA
INTRA FAR EAST AND PACIFIC
0.63
0.69
0.70
0.70
0.73
0.73
0.68
0.72
TABLE 3-11
FUEL COST
J ET-A
TSJ F
LNG
FEEDSTOCK
PRICE
($/LB)
0.0906
0.1132
0.0568
FUEL FACILITY COST*
FUNCTION OF
FACILITY SIZE
($1LB)
NONE
0.004 TO 0,019
0.05 TO 0.154
*FROM FLUOR-DANIEL STUDY.
TABLE 3-12
MAINTENANCE COSTS
LABOR-HOURS/FLIGHT-HOUR
LABOR-HOURS/CYCLE
MATERIAL DOLLARS/FLIGHT-HOUR
MATERIAL DOLLARS/CYCLE
DOLLARS/LABOR-HOUR
LABOR BURDEN (S/LABOR-HOUR)
D-3.2-3A D-5.0-15A
AIRFRAME ENGINEAIRFRAME ENGINE
5.10 0.95
13.20 0.61
100.0 694.0
257.0 453.0
18.0 18.0
63.0 63.0
9.8
46.2
254.0
826.0
18.0
63.0
1.43
0.75
9400
486.0
18.0
63.0
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Emissions Data. Ozone studies were based on engine emissions data integrated (m a worldwide fleet
basis using the appropriate market sceneries. One representative city pair was selected from each of tile ten
regions in the traffic model; and altitude, cumulative fuel bum, and latitude were calculated as a flmction
of horizontal distance from tile point of origin. From these data, an annual fuel bum matrix was generated
for each region. Each element in the matrix is the amount of fuel burned within a corresponding altitude
and latitude band. It is assumed that all the fucl is burned during flights between the cities defining the
representative city pair for the region. The regional fuel burn matrices arc then added to produce a matrix
of system fuel burns. Finally, numerical engine exhaust parameters provided by the engine companies are
applied to convert the fuel burns into amounts of the various products of combustion. I:igure 3-25 and 3-26.
present fuel burned in various altitude levels and latitude bands for Mach 3.2 and Mach 5.0, respectively.
These data serve as inputs to atmospheric chemistry models executed by agencies under direct contract to
NASA. The results of these analyses will provide guidance and direction for follow-on engine technology
development.
Market Demand. Passenger values of time, fare premiums, and blocklime differences between the
IISCT and the competing subsonic airplane interact with market share. 'lhc resulting output shows the
fraction of the forecast traffic thal is expected to be captured by the II,RCT. The complementa o' traffic is
carried by the subsonic fleet. The assumption underlying market sham calculalions is that a traveler will be
an IISCT passenger if the monetary value of the lime savings exceed lhe fare premium. This assumption
is applied to all city pairs in the traffic model with the fare premiums varying fi'om zero to fifty percent or
more for sensitivity analysis. The passenger market is segmented into f'our different fare classes ranging from
first class travelers with a relatively high value of time to a highly price-scnsilix c aft cabin or discount coach
market.
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Figures 3-27 and 3-28 show polcntial traffic ul_der lhc speed l t',_lIicli(_tl (_vt'r l:_l_(I :rod lhe effect of f:,rc
premium on market capture. The data arc dcpcntlcnl on lhc I ISCT in¢'l|lding t'('Ft'cl_ (q' _.l,scmic cruise range
performance. Traffic stimulation is slighlly more for tile M:_ch 5.() C<m<.'cpI thlt' 1(_ high-speed traw, I oppor-
tunities.
Utilization and Prodlwlivify. Aircraft schedules were prepared _ifh col|,;idt'|:|fi_m given Io et|rfcws and
time of day in order to obtain realistic eslimatcs of airpl:me utilizaticm (bhwkh(mr'_ per day) an(l produclivity
(seat-miles per year). These scheduling :lctivitics were performed m:mu:llh' fc_r :dl It'll lt'gicms and ror several
individual airlines with and wilhout the hiighispced restriction. ('_mwHh'= t_t'lwtalcd schedules were
produced with and withoul the high-speed rcslriclioll :lnd curfews. Rc_llll_ :,t" I_,cl|t'v:dh. ill ngrccmenl whorl
the same assumptions concerning curfews :rod sonic boom rcsh'icti_m'_ :lrt" :q_plit'd. ( ;c_r:lphical differc|wcs
among groups of city pail-s and range :tl'ttl olienhdi_m appe:lr to be m_re imp_rt:mt f:_t'l_r_ |1'1;111 ll('Iwork
topology.
The speed restriction reduces productivity belweel't t0 percent ;rod 15 r,t'l¢'t'lll, which reflect'; lwo sig-
nificant factors, l;irst, city pairs with long distances over land may II_t bt" th_wtl ill lht" It'slrictcd case bccallsc
they exceed the range capability (reduced because of lhc subsonic t'rui,_c reqlfircmctlI). 'lhcsc city p:firs :we
precisely the ones for which the potential penally is greatest. Sccomlly, Iht" re'_lricfi_m causes rerouting Io
avoid land masses. Although the diverted fligh! path is longer, it is tl<_\vn at high spced and lhc flighl limc
is favorable compared to that of the grc_t circle, subsonic flight paths. I:in:dly, wht'lhcr aircraft cruise over
land at subsonic speed or fly a longer path to avoid land or a combill:|ti_m (_l"the two, bh_cktimc is certain
to increase.
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Figure 3-29 displays data from manual scheduling analysis performed during Phase I for ten sclcded
IATA traffic regions. These data account for curfews and a two-hour turnaround time. It is assumed that
great circle routes are flown with no speed restriction. These data can be used Io estimate productivity under
subsonic restrictions provided that the curves are entered at an effective cruise Math number. This Mach
number is based on the great circle distance and the actual blocktime over whalcver path was flown.
Manual scheduling was used to study effects of the subsonic requirement over land. Analysis of a
Tokyo-based airline indicates a 10- to 15-percent productivity loss. Similar analysis of a Paris-based system
showed 7- to 28-percent losses. There is no clear evidence from this work that favors any design range or
Mach number over another. These results arc corroborated by independent computer-generated schedules
produced by MIT and based on the eight IATA region model. The MIT work indicates an 8- to 20-percent
loss in productivity. Productivities from the Douglas computer model show a 10- to 15-percent loss com-
pared to the potential supersonic flight over land. These data are shown in Table 3-13.
Fleet Requiremenls. The data of Table 3-14 show tile fleet requirements for the IISCT. Tile aircraft
needs in the year 2000 and the year 2025 for the eight region system is the base case. Note that at high fare
premiums more Mach 5.0 aircraft are needed than are Mach 3.2 aircraft. This is because the added speed
of the Mach 5.0 concept allows it to capture more traffic. The result is not inlended to serve as an estimate
of the potential market although such estimalcs can be derived from these ratios. For example, the year 2000
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FIGURE 3-29. AIRCRAFT PRODUCTIVITY AND UTILIZATION (PHASE I DATA)
TABLE 3.13
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTIV|_ (BASE CASE)
MACH 3.2
MACH 5.0
ANNUAL SEAT-MILES (MILLIONS)
NO SPEED
RESTRICTION
1,260
1,522
SPEED RESTRICTED
OVER LAND
1,132
1,289
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TABLE 3-14
AIRCRAFT NEEDED (BASE CASE)
FARE PREMIUM
% OF SUBSONIC
0
10
20
30
40
5O
MACH 3.2/SUBSONIC MIX
MACH 3.2
2000 2025
310 1660
256 1400
164 901
1O0 569
50 295
25 147
SUBSONIC
2000 2025
149 713
265 1271
473 2376
599 3029
690 3529
735 3797
TOTAL
2000 2025
459 2373
521 2671
637 2466
699 3598
740 3824
760 3944
MACH 5.0ISUBSONIC MIX
MACH 5.0 SUBSONIC
2000 2025 2000 2025
284 1508 151 713
245 1315 241 1136
162 879 443 2201
107 598 563 2826
59 343 659 3342
31 182 716 3676
TOTAL
2000 2025
435 2221
486 2451
605 3080
670 3424
718 3685
747 3858
is prior to the introduction date; therefore, there would be no IISCT aircraft i11 the flcct in year 2000. Also,
subsonic aircraft that will remain in the flcct for several years will salisfy the need in 2f)00. If production ralcs
are no greater than the rate of growth of tile market, then produclion quanlilics can bc absorbed without
premature retirement of the subsonic fleet. The share of the long-range markel depends on fare premium
and, ultimately, on the operating costs.
World passenger jet aircraft rcquircmcuts (excluding the I ISSR) are expected to total about 11),(}00
aircraft in 2000 with about I,R00 aircraft in the long-range (greater than 3,51)()-naulical-milc range) class.
Approximately one-half of this long-range market is represented by the ten-region IIS('T arena. Therefore,
the IISCT with no fare premium may replace a maximum of 900 aircraft. Because Ihe IISCT is some 2.5-
to 3-times as productive as a subsonic aircralt of the same size, 300 to 450 I IS('T could do the work of 000
subsonic aircraft. If high-speed cruise over land is prohibited, then requirements will be reduced further by
as much as 20 percent. If premium fares arc required, then the flcct sizes are fi_rlher reduced. 'l'hc foregoing
remarks apply to 2000. For 2025 the numbers arc larger (see Table 3-14).
Revenue. Passenger revenue is based on published International ('ivil Aviation Organization (leA(J)
fare data, fare premium assumptions, and corresponding IISCT market share slatislics. As noted previously,
the fare premium is varied from zero (same as the subsonic fare) up lo rift 3' percent or more. As fare pre-
mium increases, the IISCT market share is reduced. Yield (ccnts per passenger-mile) is improved because
fares increase and the on-board passenger mix changes to favor the higher yield business and first class
passengers.
The passenger market is assumed to consisl of equal numbers of business and personal travelers. Both
the business and personal components arc further segmented by fare classe_, l:ach f:lre class has its own
average value of time and fare level (related to ICAO full fares).
Effective yields are significantly diffcrcnt from what might bc predictctl from load faclors and pub-
lished fare data. Frequent flyers, upgrades to first class because of a sold-o,I :ffl cabin, nonrcvcnuc passen-
gers, and special low fares from interline agreements cause the effective yield l¢_ be diluted and significantly
lower than that predicted from load factors and ICAO fares. This has bccn Ircalcd by calibrating the revenue
model to a known aircraft. The revenue based on ICAO fares is adjusted by _ f:wtor such that an adwmccd
MD- ! 1 would have an investment value (aircraft worth) equal to its selling price. The calibrating factor is
then held constant lhroughout the I ISCT evaluation. This ensures that lhe I1S(TI' revenues are based on
real-world yields and that I IS(TI' aircraft worth estimates are consistent with the market price of a known
airplane. Table 3-15 presents IISCT yield and revenue-per-mile data. Note that yiehl increases more rapidly
than revenue per mile with larger fare premiums. This is because low-density scaling configurations arc
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TABLE 3-15
YIELD AND REVENUE PER MILE (BASE CASE)
FARE PREMIUM
(% OF SUBSONIC)
0
10
20
30
40
5O
MACH 3.2
(S/ST MI) ($1RPM)
21.67 0.102
24.79 0.121
30.42 0.160
33.98 0.187
39.61 0.225
46.89 0.273
MACH 5.0
(S/ST MI) ($/RPM)
21.68 0.102
24.46 0.118
29.93 0.156
33.43 0.183
38.16 0.214
44.66 0.257
required for the all business- and first-class loads that result from high f_,re premium. Table 3-16 summarizes
the differences in revenue gcnerating capabilities of tile Mach 3.2 and Mach 5.0 concepts.
Operating Cost. The componcnts of operating cost follow CAB Form 41 format for direct and indi-
rect cash costs. These are (1) flying operations, (2) maintenance, (3) passenger service, (4) aircraft and Iraffic
servicing, (5) promotion and sales, and (6) gcncral and administrative. Cost estimates are computed by
l)ouglas operating cost formulas. Input data included (I) operational statistics (blocktimc, departures, fleet
size) from the IISCT opcrational analysis, (2) information generated during the study such as fucl costs and
fuel infrastructure costs, and (3) results of analysis of IISCT concepts including blocktimcs, fucl burn,
maintenance cost, and turnaround time. Table 3-17 shows a percentage breakdown of cash operating cost
with the predominant Doe clement (fuel) increasing from about 1/4 of the cash opcraling cost for a current
subsonic transport to nearly half for the Math 3.2 aircraft to two-thirds for the Mach 5.0 aircraft. Ownership
related expenses are not included bccausc the stream of cash flows ovcr the life of the IISCT is used to
compute its value as an investment. Table 3-18 shows these costs for the Math 3.2 and Mach 5.0 aircraft
and for a subsonic aircraft of the same size for reference. The Mach 3.2 aircraft cash operating costs are
estimated to be nearly 30 percent higher than for a current subsonic transport. The Mach 5.0 aircraft is
estimated to have a cash operating cost 140 percent higher than a current subsonic tmnsporl.
TABLE 3-16
ANNUAL REVENUE PER AIRCRAFT (BASE CASE)
FARE PREMIUM MACH 3.2 MACH 5.0
% OF SUBSONIC (MILLION $) (MILLION $)
0
10
20
3O
40
50
85.1
99.6
122.0
139.0
164.0
195.0
92.8
106.0
132.0
151.0
178.0
211.0
r--
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TABLE 3-17
OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN -- NO OWNERSHIP-RELATED COSTS (BASE CASE)
FLYING OPERATIONS
MAINTENANCE
PASSENGER SERVICE
AIRCRAFT/TRAFFIC SERVICING
PROMOTION AND SALES
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
TOTAL
CURRENT SUBSONIC
(% OF TOTAL)
26.2
10.5
17.7
12.0
26.9
6.8
100.0
MACH 3.2
(% OF TOTAL)
47.7
7.8
7.5
10.4
21.2
5.4
100.0
MACH 5.0
(% OF TOTAL)
68.1
7.6
3.3
6.7
11.4
2.9
100.0
TABLE 3-18
OPERATING COSTS -- NO OWNERSHIP-RELATED COSTS (BASE CASE)
DOLLARS PER BLOCK HOUR
DOLLARS PER STATUTE MILE
DOLLARS PER SEAT-STATUTE MILE
AVERAGE RANGE (ST MI)
CURRENT
SUBSONIC
7,394
13.66
0.045
4,221
MACH 3.2
22,191
17.36
0.058
4,140
MACH 5.0
50,162
32.30
0.107
4,132
f
Aircraft Worth. Aircraft worth is Ihe hweshnent value of an airplane I¢_ the :firline operator. 'l'hc
worth of an IlSCT is eslhnated by an ilcralive process lhal dclermines the price Io lhc operator so that a
target rate of return on investment is achieved by the operator. 'l'his prcwc_ incl,de_ 19_7 tax law and
depreciation schedules, life of the asset, and, most hnportantly, the annual ¢_pcr:ding c:lsh flow. All of lhc
airplane characteristics such as size, weight, speed, lift to drag rali_, prop, Islam efficiency, anti odlcr
parameters are embodied in the cash flow eslimales. Also involved ill llw _':_ll tlow (:rod hence, :fircraft
worth) are operational paramelers such as ulilizati<m, lurnaround time, p:l_enger mix, load factor, fare
differences in various regions of the world, and fare premium. Resulls :lw shown in 'l'ables 3-19 aml 3-20
for various values of fare premium and operator's rclurn on inveslmcnl, highlighlitlg lhe significant adv:m-
tage estimated for the Mach 3.2 aircraft compared to tire Math 5.0 aircr:ffl.
Aircraft Price. C.ost/prices were developed using tire tol:d Mcl)omwll l'_llgl;_,; l',:_,;e of experience and
knowledge in the field of high-speed technology and supp<vl efforls (e._., m:m'ri:d_, processes, and lhc like)
to the maximum extent. This base provided lhc bench marks from which to c_mlimw lhc estimating process
following the identification and assessment sleps referred !o above. I :d,_r :rod m:Ht'ri:d resources were csli-
mated on a discrete evalualion basis coupled to lhe analog(_us leclmique. Resources were cstimaled by
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TABLE 3-19
ANNUAL CASH FLOW PER AIRCRAFT (BASE CASE)
FARE PREMIUM
% OF SUBSONIC
MACH
3.2
(MILLION $)
0 19.0
10 31.0
20 49.9
30 63.8
40 84.9
50 110.3
MACH
5.0
(MILLION $)
- 14.2
- 4.6
11.9
22.1
35.9
56.2
TABLE 3-20
AIRCRAFT WORTH (BASE CASE)
FARE PREMIUM
(% OF SUBSONIC)
10
2O
OPERATOR'S
RATE OF
RETURN
30
4O
5O
(%)
5
10
15
5
10
15
5 397
10 299
15 235
5 509
10 384
15 301
5 677
10 510
15 400
5 880
10 663
15 519
MACH 3.2
(MILLION $)
151
114
89
247
186
146
MACH 5.0
(MILLION $)
-113
- 85
- 67
- 37
- 28
- 22
95
71
56
176
133
104
286
216
169
448
338
265
major aircraft system/component and by fimclional calegory, l)cveh_pm¢'nl c'¢,sls in_'hklcd all of lhc neces-
sary resources and tasks required to design, develop, pr,_duce and dem¢_N,;tr;d¢ :m :fircmfl lhat can be I:AA
certified.
l.abor hours were translated into conslant IqR7 dollars using llw :wm,q_:l¢'_. fidly-burdencd labor rates
for the different calcgorics of labor (e.g., !!nginecring. Tooling. Qualil 3 ,&'_'_Irmwc. :lll_l so ('ql). Malcri:d ;rod
equipment wcre cstimalcd scparalcly cx('epl th:d pr,_pulsi,,n system ¢',_sts V,t'l't' fi.Ni_twd by the _,bc,,n-
tractors.
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The end product of the estimating process is a flyaway cost (price) in which ll_e development cost is
amortized over each assumed production program with a manufaciurcr's targeted rate of return. Flyaway
prices are shown in Figure 3-30 as a function of quantity for both baseline conrigurmions.
Economic Viability. Necessary conditions for economic viability include: (I) airplane revenues cov-
ering operating costs plus an attractive rate of return to the operator and (2) [arcs low enough to provide
IISCT service, and (3) a market large enough to permit a selling price lower Ihan the investment value of
the airplane. The evaluation procedure places the IISCT in competition against the advanced subsonic air-
plane on a city pair basis. This ensures that the IISCT is applied to those markels in which it performs best.
Repetition of this procedure for various fare levels will determine whether conditions (I), (2), and (3) above
can be simultaneously satisfied. Results are shown in Figure 3-31•
The parametric data for aircraft price are based on unit produciion costs from $250 million t¢) $70f)
million and development costs ranging from $6 billion to $18 billion. The curves labeled Math 3.2 and
Mach 5.0 are from the aircraft worth dala of Table 3-20 for an operalor's rote c_f relurn of 10 perccnl.
The Mach 3.2 (I)3.2-3A) concept is potentially viable with a fare premium of 20 percent if recurring
unit production costs are $250 million. A fare premium of 40 percent is required if recurring production
costs are about $375 million. These data show that the Mach 5.1) (D5.0-XX) concep! is not economically
viable at any fare premium.
Additional assessments of aircraft worth have been made for various values of fuel price, turnaround
time, maintenance cost, and with and without the subsonic restriction, l_,e_t,lls ar_" shown in I:igure 3-32
and Figure 3-33 with changes from base case data noted.
Economic Benefits. The IISCT promises economic benefits including higher levels of II.S. gross
national product (GNP), a better balance of trade, and increased employment. The si×e, of these benefits
depend upon the size and tinting of the effort fi'om rcsearch through prcxhwtion and delivery. They also
ct)
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depcnd upon the ability of the economy to absorb lhc incrcascd spending, (k'ncr:,ti(m _[" great magnilt,des
of spending over too short a period of time will lead t() displacement of olher b,_ine_ invcshncnt (crowding
out), higher interest rates, and increased inflation. A moderately _izcd prc_grz,n, h(_wevcr, will Seller:tic
favorable changes in the economy, l listorically, for cvcry dollar of dhccl cxpclldi! m-c_ in the l,].S, acrosp;_cc
industry, approximately $1.20 of indirect gross n;ltion:|l production (wc,rs. 'lhi¢ rc,_ldls ill a total effect or
$2.20 on GNP for every $1.00 spent on acrospace. The multiplier (ff 212 hlc¢_rl_(_ratc,_ ;i normal ,qlll('JUlll of.
crowding out. For every new aerospace job created by the llgCr, lherc will tw (_llwr indirect jobs created.
It is estimated that cach direct aerospace job will lead t(} ab(ult 1.5 indirt'_l j(d_. This rcst|lts in :in
employment multiplier of 2.5. There can be a crowding ou! cffccl in cnlpl(})mcnl: it'lllc unemployment rate
becomes too low, then wages will be bid up :rod infl:di(m and mlfillcd j(_l_ m:w rt"qlll. \_one of the scen:lrios
considered here, howevcr, sce,n likely to prcsenl sign!flea|it d:lngcrs _,r Cmlq(_)mcn! crowding out given a
baseline prediction of 5-pcrccnt uncmploymcnt in 2{)13.
Several of the key parametcrs of the economic benefits analysis h;we been idcnlified. In order to bound
the problem numerically, a range of values is assumed for some of the key p:warnetcr: (1) total production
is 500 and 1,000 aircraft; (2) unit production cost is $322 million and $301 million; (3) development cost is
$14.4 billion; (4) domEslic content is 50 percent, 70 percent, and _5 pcrccn! _f produclion cost. Also it is
assumed, from a sales standpoint, that 73 percent of the aircraft sold :we cxpc_rtcd. This figure is based on
past I).S. commercial aircraft programs. 'l'ablc 3-21 presents results fi_r c:wh (_f the _ccnark_s possible nndcr
the assumptions. Row 8 in the figure gives the sum of tile increase in (}NI > fi(_m 2(104 I_ 2025. P, cuv I I of
tile figure shows the largest percentage increase in GNI' in one year. if fhis v:duc is h_c_ large, then a large
amount of crowding out may occur and prevent tilt predicted growth in GNP. The last row ill the figure
gives the sum of the improvement in the ! ].S. balance of trade from 2(]{)4 Io 2()25. The peak effect on (;NP
occurs in 2013 when production levels first reach their highest level. lhis datc depends on tile assumed
profile of spending for R&D and production. Thc calculations were made assuming lhat R&D cxpcnditurcs
occur between 2004 and 2011 with 80 percent spcnt from 2006 to 2010. Production expense is sprc,_d over
the 15-year period following 2010 with 85 perccnt spent between 2012 and 2022.
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TABLE 3-21
ECONOMIC BENEFITS -- MACH 3.2 (D3.2-3A)
R&T EXPENDITURES ($ BILLION)
UNITS PRODUCED
PRODUCTION COST PER AIRPLANE
($ MILLION)
PERCENT U.S. PRODUCTION
AVG EMPLOYMENT GAIN
PEAK EMPLOYMENT GAIN
PEAK DECREASE IN UNEMPLOYMENT
RATE (FROM BASE RATE OF
5 PERCENT)
TOTAL GNP GAINOVER PROGRAM
LIFE ($ BILLION)
AVG GNP GAIN PER YEAR ($ BILLION)
PEAK GNP GAIN -- YEAR 2013
($ BILLION)
PERCENT INCREASE IN GNP
-- YEAR 2013
TOTAL IMPROVEMENT IN BALANCE
OF TRADE OVER PROGRAM LIFE
($ BILLION)
SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO SCENARIO
1 2 3 4 5 6
$14.4
5OO
$322
5O
108,000
167,000
0.11
$2O9
$9.9
$14
0.17
$37
$14.4
5OO
$322
70
144,000
234,000
0.16
$280
$13.3
$20
0.23
$69
$14.4
5OO
$322
85
171,000
284,000
0.19
$333
$15.8
$24
0.28
$92
$14.4
1,000
$301
5O
186,500
312,500
0.21
$363
$17.3
$26
0.31
$69
$14.4
1,000
$301
70
254,000
437,500
0.29
$495
$23.6
$37
0.44
$129
$14.4
1,000
$,301
85
304,500
531,000
0.35
$595
$28.3
$45
0.53
$175
Very large programs with effects in excess of 0.5 percent of GNP may dampen tile gro_,th through
crowding out and result in multipliers considerably less than 2.2. Scenarios 5 and 6 fall into this category.
All of 1he sccnarios show an improvement in balance of trade. In perspective, so long as 30 pcrccnt or more
of the production of tile IISCT is pefformcd in the [ I.S., the projcct will improve the balance of trade. This
follows from the assumption that 73 percent of total IISCT production will bc cxportcd. The analysis of
the balance of trade effects treats only direct effects of importing and exporting
3.5 Human Factors
lligh-speed commercial transport flights will have a number of cffccls upon the crcws who operale
the aircraft anti the passengers. This section will address jet lag, ozone, decompressi<*n, and radiation which
vary considerably from expcricncc with subsc, aic transport aircraft.
.let Lag..let lag is defined as the signs and symptoms experienced by Iravelers crossing a number of
time zones within a relatlvcly short pcriod. It cncompasscs the ti:clings of irrih|bilily, mental and physical
lethargy, disoricntation, fatigue, and other symptoms, as well as a number of measurablc physical signs
related to the normal daily biorhythm, or circadian cycle. Some of the paramclcrs arc slccp dcpcndcnt -
that is, they vary with the individual slccp cycles that adapt Io time changes almost immcdiatcly. There arc
other parametcrs that sccm to bc dcpcndcnt on an internal physiological clock lhal lakes time to rcsct.
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When the bi()rhythm cycles are out of phase with one anolhcr, lhere is a corrcl:dion wilh the symp-
toms the passengcr calls jct lag. Figures 3-34 to 3-36 show the various wavcf(_rnls of diffcrent body and
mental parameters - variations of two hormones (ACrll and cortisol), hndy tempcraturc, and mental
capabilities, respectively.
Some symptoms change in real time and the others wilh a lag. II is n(_l surprising, thcreforc, that
adjustment for thc jet lag occurs in about the time that it takes for lhc slcep-dcpcndcnl and physical
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paramctcrs to fall back into phase. Figure 3-37 shows composilc dccay rales o[ lilt" i_ha_c differences fi_r lime
changes of 12, 9, and 6 hours, rcspeclivcly. The following conclusions have Iw_'n rem'lwd:
* .let lag is real and does degrade passengers' performance and enjoymcnl :d llw dcslinalion
. The sooncr a passenger arrives in lhc new lirnc zone, the sooner lhc rt'ndj_|4fmt.rd begins.
Since phase lag has an exponenlial decay, a mailer of hours is signific:,,,I
* Round-trip in one day should not creale jet lag problems for lhc crew, or 1_1 Ih<_se business
travelers who take advantage of the shorl Iravcl lilrleS and rclurn homt' IIw '_:mw day
It is appropriate to mention thal olher mcdic:d problems, which :_rc aggr'r,':dt'd by long flighls, and
readjustment of timc schcdulcs will bc ameliorak'd by shorlcr flighl4. ,_mw _f lhc medical problems that
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FIGURE 3-37. JET LAG RECOVERY
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iwill benefit from shorter duration flights arc proslalitis, edema, thrombcx'rnb(_lic disease, conslipalion,
arthritis, and insulin dependent diabetes.
Ozone. Iligh-speed civil transports are expected to travel at altitudes of 6f),tl0(I fcct and above. 'Ibis
may subject passengers and crew to unacceptable levels of ozone exposure. "lhe I'AA has set guidelines for
ozone levels in aircraft cabins during flight to be 0.25 parts per million by vohm_e (ppm) at any time above
a flight level of 32,000 feet, and 0.1 ppm time-weighted average during any 3 hour inlerval above 27,tl00 feet.
The EPA standards that ozone concentration must not exceed t_.12 ppm &_ring the peak hour has been
criticized as too high (Reference 3-1).
Ozone cabin levels will not be the same as outside, but it has been delcrmined lhal flight in the 34,(1()(_-
to 40,000-foot altitude range have cabin levels of (/to 0.12 ppm with oulside cabin measurements of I_ to
1.5 ppm. l.evels as high as 0.57 ppm have been reported in aircraft at 34,()[)f) feel on polar routes. The
implications of the significantly greater ozone concentrations at 60,flier) t(_ I I'J0.I)I)f) fcc'l is evident, necessi-
tating "ozone control" that is currently achicw_blc.
Decompression. Dccomprcssion incidents pose scrious medical problcm_ hypoxia and barotraunaa.
llypoxia, generally speaking, may bc corrected up to an altitude of about 40,()00 gcct by breathing
100-percent oxygen. This results in about 84-percent saturation of the hemoglobin in the blood, which is
a good functional level of saturation. At altitudes of 60,000 to 80,000 feet, lower atmospheric pressure pre-
cludes oxygenating the blood with 100-percent oxygen - this poses a new problcm.
Another important consideration of dccompressi(m is the linlc (iJ' lift, fill I'llllt-liOll. Breathing air at
40,000 feet, the time of useful function is 15 to 20 seconds. At 35,()t)() fet'l, it is 311 to 6(1 second, l'artial
oxygenation of air breathing at these altitudes provides sufficienl limc I(_ pt'rf_v-m the useful functi(m of
transferring to breathing 1(l(3-perccnt oxygen, thus lhc soluti(m to lhe dcc(mwressicm'¢ hypoxia problem at
these altitudes. On the otllcr hand, above 43,()t)() feel the time of _l_efill ['mwtitm hm_ fzdlen to q to 12 sec-
onds. This is probably insufficient time to transfer to positive face mask pressure brcalhing of l(l(I-percent
oxygen; therefore, additional measures nccd to be considered.
Barotrauma may either bc conccntralcd or diffuse. In the first case, tr:_pped volumes of air in body
cavities (such as thc lungs) try to expand more rapidly than the body can accommodate. Ttzis could result
in mechanical trauma such as rupture of a lung. F_xplosivc (< 3 seconds) and rapid decompressions (3
seconds to 3 minutes) can cause this kind of barotrauma. Slow decompressions ( :" 3 seconds) as well as
the explosive and rapid decompressions may result in diffusc barotrauma - the decompressions sickness
syndrome popularly referred to as the bends. In this instance, slowly forming bubbles diffusely spread
throughout the body causing trauma to tissues by blocking capillary perfusion.
The solution to the decompressions problem is multifactorial, impacting basic I1SCT design (e.g.,
structural safeguards, rapid means of plugging small holcs, quick ¢_ctivation of cabin rcprcssurization
equipment), as well as neccssitating ncw procedurcs such as rapid descefd maneuvers and positive pressure
breathing masks.
Radiation. At high altitudes, radiation levels arc higher duc to less atmospheric protection or the
presence of post-nuclear explosion debris. Radiation may be considered a¢ i¢mizing or non-ionizing radi-
ation depcnding on levels relative to 40 nanomctcrs on Ihc electromagnetic sp_wfnml. ,511 particle radiation
of practical intercst is considcrcd as ionizing radiation.
The allowable doscs of ionizing radiation arc 0.5 rcm and 5 rein per year for non-occupationally
exposed and occupationally exposed persons, rcspcclivcly. It is conch,led th:d the maximum dose is about
8 rcms during a solar cosmic ray event. The risk of a solar cosmic ray eveni is sm:dl, and warning devices
and the existing solar flarc warning network could bc used to prevenl lhesti l¢'vels of doses. For the galactic
cosmic ray background, the doses for the crews arc expected to range above 11.5 rein per year but remain
below 5 rein per year. Rather than shorlening crew hours, it might be beltt'r I(I have crewmen reclassified
at radiation workers standards (i.e., occ¢lpationally at risk).
In the case of the resumption of nuclear almosphcric tests or :_ ('lwr_d_yl-lype disaster, the clouds
are estimated to produce doses from I).02 rein fi_r a 25 kiloton expl¢_sion t¢_ 0._ rcm for a I megaton
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explosion. If passengers are contaminated, the doses will be higher mid _'xp(_sq,rc m(._" persistent if there is
internalization of materials such as stronlium-9{).
Non-ionizing radiation is ultraviolet radiillion 111;1|principally _ill :dl"cc! dw c¢wkpit inhabit;m|s. *rhere
are many factors to consider before c(mcluding tirol there is a harmfld effi'cl. I:xp(_qHr_" will be gre_dcr lhe
higher the aircraft flies, anti thus implications for lhe high-speed civil tr-m_p(_ll :,rt' lh.t lhere will be more
exposure. The amounts and effects of the exposures are still Io bc delcrmined.
3.6 Benefits
The prime benefit of high-specd commercial transport is the reduclion in h;w_'l lime aff¢)rded to lhe
customer. Savings corresponding to a two-thirds or grcalcr rcducti(_n in Iravel lime or block time (l'igurc
3-38) offers considerable market attraction (c.g., less fatigue and let lag, more lime fi)r lmsincss or v,_calitm
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activities, more nights at homc h_r the business haveler, and extended h<wizo,l_ in lcrms (_f dislanl deslina-
lions). As a result, IISCTs will offer many advanlagcs compared widi currenl, "sltl,_onic" air Iranspnrlalion
('l"able 3-22). Quantification of market slitnulation (passenger and cargo0 w:l_ beymul ttle scope oF these
studies, llowever, all airlines conlacted during lhis phase of the study cxpre_ud the" opininn thai signifitanl
travel time savings would, without question, noticeably slimulalc Inarkcl gr()wlh, as well ;is create now
markets - particularly at the longer dislances.
Realization of worldwide commercial IIS(71" service will only come abmn il" lhc IISCT can bc oper-
aled profitably and is environmentally compatil)le. Increased speed results in reduclion of cerlain time-
related aircraft operating costs on a Irip basis. Increased speed conlribul(' Io grcalcr produclivily -
seat-miles generated per year, and produclivity is the major offset to aircraft inveshncnt, ll,RCrs in lhe
Mach 3.2 to Mach 5.0 range offer 200 percent or greater increases in produelivily compared with s,d_sonic
transport of the same passenger capacity (l:ignre 3-39). Beyond the Mach 5 Io Math 6 range, produclivily
increases only slightly with increased Mach number. Aircraft revenue is a direct function of produclivity and,
providing competitive aircraft-related operating costs can be achieved, IISCT profitabilily will result.
TABLE 3-22
HIGH-SPEED, COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT ADVANTAGES
FOR PASSENGERS, REDUCED TRAVEL TIME RESULTS IN
• REDUCED JET LAG
• LESS PHYSICAL HARDSHIPS, ENHANCED COMFORT
FOR BUSINESS TRAVELERS
• "SAME DAY" BUSINESS
• REDUCED"EN ROUTE" COSTS
FOR BUSINESS
• EXPRESS WORLDWIDE MAIL/PACKAGE SERVICE
• SHORTENED INVENTORY PIPELINES
FOR AIRLINES
• MARKET STIMULATION
• INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY/REVENUE AND PROFIT
• REDUCED TIME-RELATED COSTS
SEAT-MILES/
YEAR
(BILLIONS)
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FIGURE 3-39. AIRCRAFT UNIT PRODUCTIVITY
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With economic viability and environmental compatibility, the IISCT will provide still further benefits
beyond those discussed earlier. These benefits will bc accorded in terms of significant contributions to the
ILS. gross national product, Iradc balance, and helping to maintain ILS. technological and aerospace lead-
ership on a worldwide basis (Table 3-23). Technology spinoffs and contributions to other
industries/products would be cxpcclcd; lhc [T.S. space program provided new Icchnologics in the form of
advanced materials, high-speed computing ability, and medical advances possibly not otherwise available in
the same time frame.
TABLE 3-23
NATIONAL BENEFITS
• GNP CONTRIBUTION
° EXPORT/FAVORABLE TRADE
• OTHER INDUSTRIES/PRODUCTS
• U.S. LEADERSHIP
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4.0 ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Engine Emissions
One of the key goals of the propulsion system studies was to determine the requirements for achieving
low levels of NOx emissions consistent with providing the appropriate level of thrusl and efficiency. Current
technology engines do not offer the prospects for environmentally acceplable I IS('Ts from tile emissions
standpoint. Additional technology must be developed to reduce tile magnitude of harmful combustion
products.
As part of the Phase lit environmental focus, bolh GF, and I'&W, under subcontracts, conducted
studies of the impact of advanced technology combustors on engine emissions and engine performance, l:or
the Mach 3.2 concept, projections were made of tile impact of the use of advanced technology combustion
systems for the purpose of reducing emissions of oxides of nitrogen from engines. Projeclions were made
of the exhaust gas composition and incremental engine performance for engines incorporaling progressively
more advanced technology combustor systems relative to an engine with current or near term combustc_r
technology levels.
The engine exhaust constituents - specifically the nitrogen oxides - were estimated at engine oper-
ating conditions corresponding to points along tile flight profile. The supers¢mic cruise condition is of par-
ticular interest because oxides of nitrogen emissions are most critical at this high altitude flight condition.
The eombustor inlet temperatures are at their highest level at supersonic cruise. These emissions wcre then
integrated with fleet modeling results to obtain total emissions estimates at prescribed altitude-latitude
positions. The fleet modeling accounted for global operations of an eqtfivalenl fletq based on IATA Iraffic
data.
Reference Engine. The reference engine for I'hase III is the I'&W VS('I! designed for operation at a
supersonic cruise Mach number of 3.2. Because of the elevated temperature encountered at this flight Mach
number and the heat sink demands on tile fuel system, tile engine operates on TS.IF.
Many of the exhaust gas constituents are dependent only on the composition of tile fuel. These
include oxides of sulphur, trace metals, and, excluding an attempt to operzlle in a regime of low combustion
efficiency, water vapor and carbon dioxide. Table 4- I presents a summary ¢ff the concentrations of config-
uration independent fuel constituents in tile engine exhaust. F, missions of carbon monoxide, unburned
TABLE 4-1
EXHAUST GAS COMPOSITION CONFIGURATION-INDEPENDENT CONSTITUENTS
ALL CONCENTRATIONS IN LBII,000 LB FUEL
P&W VSCE/JP-7 FUEL
FLIGHT CON DITION CRUISE
MACH NUMBER
ALTITUDE (1,000 FT)
AUGMENTATION
CONSTITUENT
OXYGEN (02)
WATER (H20)
SULFUR TRIOXIDE (SO3)
SULFUR DIOXIDE (SO2)
CARBON DIOXIDE (CO2)
TRACE METALS
0.95
30
NO
18,450
1,350
0.0
1.0
3,120
<10 -g
145
CRUISE CLIMB CLIMB
3.2 0.95 0.95
65 30 30
YES NO YES
10,300 4,100 890
1,350 1,350 1,350
0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 1.0 1.0
3,120 3,120 3,120
<10 -9 <10 -9 <10 -9
hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen and smoke wcre estimated from |ncasuremcnls from existing combt|stors,
test rigs, and laboratory scalc combustion deviccs. Bccausc thc main burner of lhc VS(T. operatcs at a high
temperature rise, the emissions characteristics were bascd on those of an ExpErimental high temperature rise
combustor testcd by NASA (Refcrencc 4-1)
Table 4-2 presents a summary of thc projcctcd cmissions chavaclcrislics ()f the i)&W VS(_I:, with thcsc
near term technology combustor systcms. The rcsulting NOx Emissions Index level --- 39.5 - is signif-
icantly above estimates for thc 1971 SST just prior to program canccllallon. The engine manufactt|rcrs wcrc
commissioned to devise possible solutions that would rcducc lhc Nf)x to acccptablc levels.
Advanced Combus(ors. The ncxt lcvcl of combustion technology atldrc_ed was the Rich Burn-Quick
Quench concept in the main burner. All of thc filcl is initially const|mcd in a cc_mbusli_m zone having a vcry
rich mixture. Lack of sutticicnt oxygen for complclc combustion means Ihc lcmpcralure in tiffs zone is
moderate, and the formation rate of oxides of nitrogen is low. The combu_(i<_n products pass through a
second reaction zone in which the mixture strength is lean and lcmpcralurcs arc sufficiently high while
avoiding the higher levels at which formation of oxides of nitrogen can be accelerated. The rich-to-lcan
mixture transition must bc accomplishcd in the quick quench sccli_)n of the c_)mbustor locatcd axially
between these zones. Emissions characlcristics of thc rich burn-quick qucnch combustor wcrc cstimatcd
from data obtained in paramctric rig tcsts of small scalc combtnstors. Thc proiccti<ms indicatc substantially
lower NOx emissions - 12.1 - than the current technology main burner. Tablc 4-3 prcsents a summary
of the emissions charactcristics of the VSCE cnginc with this main burner and lhc near term technology
duct burner. At supersonic cruisc condition, emissions of oxides of nitrogcn arc Icss than a third thosc of
the reference engine of Table 4-2, based on .IP-7 fuel assumed to rcprcscnt 'I'S.II: for the Math 3.2 conccpt.
Complexity factors include length requircmcnts, variable gcometry fEaturcs, fucl prcparation and the necd
for novel material and/or cooling concepts for the liner in the rich zone.
TABLE 4-2
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY MAIN BURNER CONFIGURATION-SENSITIVE CONSTITUENTS
ALL CONCENTRATIONS IN LBI1,000 LB FUEL
P&W VSCE/JP-7 FUEL
CRUISE CRUISE CLIMB CLIMB
FLIGHT CONDITION
MACH NUMBER
ALTITUDE (1,000 FT)
AUGMENTATION
CONSTITUENT
CARBON MONOXIDE (CO)
UNBURNED HYDROCARBONS (THC)
OXIDES OF NITROGEN (NOx)
NIGROGEN MONOXIDE (NO)
NITROGEN DIOXIDE (NO2)
CONDENSATION NUCLEI ( x 108)
PERFORMANCE
MAIN BURNER COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY (%)
TSFC
0.95
30
NO
4.0
0.4
9.0
7.7
1.3
0.8
99.83
BASE
3.2
65
YES
2.4
0.2
39.5
33.6
5.9
2.3
99.87
BASE
0.95
3O
NO
23.0
1.5
18.3
15.6
2.7
1.8
99.50
BASE
0.95
30
YES
88.5
3.7
8.1
6.9
1.2
1.0
99.50
BASE
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TABLE 4-3
RICH BURN-QUICK QUENCH MAIN BURNER CONFIGURATION-SENSITIVE CONSTITUENTS
ALL CONCENTRATIONS IN LBI1,000 LB FUEL
P&W VSCE/JP-7 FUEL
FLIGHT CONDITION
MACH NUMBER
ALTITUDE (1,000 FT)
AUGMENTATION
CONSTITUENT
CARBON MONOXIDE (CO)
UNBURNED HYDROCARBONS (THC)
OXIDES OF NITROGEN (NOX)
NIGROGEN MONOXIDE (NO)
NITROGEN DIOXIDE (NO2)
CONDENSATION NUCLEI (x 10 B)
PERFORMANCE
MAIN BURNER COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY(%)
3TSFC
CRUISE CRUISE CLIMB CLIMB
0.95
30
NO
1.0
0,1
2.7
2.3
0.4
0,8
99.96
-0.13
3,2
65
YES
1,2
0,2
1Z1
10,2
1,9
2.3
99.95
-0.05
0.95
30
NO
23.0
1.5
17.2
14.5
2.7
1.8
99,50
0.0
0.95
3O
YES
89.2
3.9
8.1
6.8
1.3
1.0
99.50
0.0
The lean, pre-mixed, prc-vaporized combustion system is tile most aggressive technology considered
applicable to aircraft engines. This combustor achieves very low NOx by not only burning at lean overall
mixture strengths, but also by avoiding any locally rich regions or burning around fuel droplets. 'l'his is
accomplished by pre-vaporizing the fuel and injecting it into the air in a pre-mixing passage to deliver a
homogeneous droplet-free mixture to the combustion zone. The mixlure slrcnglh is set as lean as possible,
but above stability or inefficiency thresholds. The pro-mixed, pre-w_porized combustor is theoretically
capable of producing veu low NOx emissions. Operation of the combustion zone over a veu narrow range
of mixture strengths requires variable geometry of air passages to produce the necessary shifts in airflow
with overall fuel/air ratio. A practical combustor using pre-vaporized liquid filel has never been dclnon-
strated. Use of the lean, pre-rnixed, pre-vapori×cd combustor reqt, ires Ihal Ihe flwl be externally heated to
about 800°F bcE_re entering the combuslor.
Table 4-4 presents the estimated emissions characteristics of the engine _vilh lifts main burner and, for
comparison purposes, with both the near tern1 and lhe pre-mixcd, pre-vapc_rieed ducl burner pilot slage at
the augmented flight conditions. The total oxides of nilrogen emissions al supersonic cruise arc less lhan
one Emrth that of the engine with the current technoh_gy main burner. (i{mi'_sicm_ index of g.65 versus 39.5)
Substituting tim lean, prc-mixcd, prc-vaporizcd duct burner pilot slage for ils near h'rm counlcrparl reduces
the supersonic cruise NOx emissions by anolhcr 30 percenl to 6.10.
A combustor concept projected Io produce lhc lowest NOx emis_ion_ i_ c_msidercd Io bc a very high
risk approach. Substantial additional dcvelopmen! is required to produce xi;|14e pre-vaporizing and pre-
mixing systems R_r use with liquid fuels and lhe variable geornelry airllmv s3slcm_ required for stochionlelry.
There are also fundamental risk elemenls such as pre-ignilion anti flashback iu tile" pre-mixing passages.
Differences in engine perRmnance with the lhree main burner concepls :ue projecled to bc exlremcly
small. Combustion efficiency should be above q0.0 percent. Some varianls in main burner combuslion
efficiency are noted at the subsonic and supersonic cruise condilion_ and IIw corresponding increments in
TSFC are listed in Tables 4-3 and 4-4. There is no projecled difference in ducl burner performance
parameters with the use of the lean, pre-mixed, prc-vaporized as oppc_'_ed I,, lhe c_rrrenl lechnology pilot
stage.
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TABLE 4-4
LEAN PREMIXED PREVAPORIZED MAIN BURNER CONFIGURATION-SENSITIVE CONSTITUENTS
ALL CONCENTRATIONS IN LBI1,000 LB FUEL
P&W VSCE/JP-7 FUEL
CRUISE
FLIGHT CONDITION
MACH NUMBER 0.95
ALTITUDE (1,000 F-r) 30
AUGMENTATION NO
DUCT BURNER PILOT STAGE N/A
CONSTITUENT
CARBON MONOXIDE (CO) 8.20
UNBURNED HYDROCARBONS ("rHC) 0.80
OXIDES OF NITROGEN (NO:<)" 0.60
NITROGEN MONOXIDE (NO)" 0,51
NITROGEN DIOXIDE (NO;,)" 0,09
CONDENSATION NUCLEI ( x 108) 0,60
PERFORMANCE
MAIN BURNER COMBUSTION
CLIMB CLIMB
0.95 0.95
30 30
YES YES
CURRENT PREMIXED
84.80 84.80
3.30 3.30
3.45 3.15
2.92 2.67
0.53 0.48
0.68 0.68
CRUISE CRUISE
3.2 3.2
65 65
YES YES
CURRENT PREMIXED
2.47 2.47
0.22 0.22
8.65 6.10
7.30 5.20
1,35 0.9O
1,97 1.60
CLIMB
0.95
3O
NO
N/A
11.50
0,35
5.65
4,80
0.85
1,05
EFFICIENCY (%) 99.65 99,87 99,87 99.84 99,84
..XTSFC (%) + 0,t8 0.00 0,00 -0.34 -0.12
"OXIDES OF NITROGEN ESTIMATES ARE GOALS BASED ON DATA FROM IDEAL LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
99,8.4
-0.12
4.2 Sonic Boom
Sonic boom analyscs conductcd in Phasc I and II wcrc prhnaril_ Ihnilcd to Ihc t'slimation (ff sonic
boom ovcrpressures ol] tile ground, l)uring Ihese phases, I)A(" dcvclnrx, d n_,w tcchn(_h_gies and condi_ctcd
independent research in the arca of advanced predicih)n meth(_ds h_ ;dh,_v fnr mnre ;wcurate, in-depth s(mic
boom analyses. The main thrust of tile I'hase III sonic boom activily wa_ h_ _2('n('r;llc accurate sonic boona
estiamtes for the baseline Math 3.2 (I13.2-3A) c(m(.'t'pl, aw,] Io invcsti_:dt" mt':m_ I(, minimize lht, sc bonms
through both operational aml plauforln shape modificati(ms.
Criteria. Sonic booms caused by supersonic aiIcrafl fly(wers exhil_il_ ,,a,,l],, _lil/_'rcnl :lcouslic cb:mlC-
tefistics than subsonic aircraft tlyover noise. 'lilt* diffcrcld n;llllrC of lht,_t, Ix_(_ I 3 pt'_ _l ':.(111111is SII(IWII in
Figure 4-1, which provides a comparison (}f acouslic lhne hisloric_ fi, :1 rt'l',rt'_,['llt:liivc ";('miC b(_on] ;lll(]
subsonic aircraft flyover. A sonic boom is a high en{'rgy, impulsive s(.md lh:_l _t'lWl:m'_ a large sHtxl_.liblc,
low-frequency component. This is in c(!nha._l lo subs(talc fl3'ovcr n()i_e lh:d i_ prilllarily ill lhe alldiblc
range. Although tile exact rolc of low frequency cnctgy from sonic Ix_(mls and hllm:m i{.'.qlonse I'la_ I_ot bt'en
quantified, it is not acceptable to assess human response using mclri('s lh:d (',_cc';'_iv(.'lV altelll_hqlC low-
frequency noise, such as (IliA and F,I)NdB.
Sonic boom levels arc typically measured by peak overpressl,rc, ;vhir]l i_ rcl]cclctt in lhc fac! lhat
maximum overpressure is the ITIOSt con]re(rely ciled boom mclri(', lh_wcx_'r, lmm:m response t() static
booms is a function of the cnlirc wavcshapc, nol just the peak (wcrpre_sur{" (Rcrercnccs 4-2 and 4-3). A
wide variety of laboratory and fickl testing has bccn conducted in lhc altcmpl h) dch'rminc metrics that best
quantify the subjective human response to sonic booms and corrcsp(mding a('ceptable Icvcls. A compre-
hensive survey of this data was conducted wittl the goal of arriving at a singk, mclric Io quantify subjective
response. The sonic boom response tests conducted to date can bc broken (h}wn into two different sets -
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FIGURE 4-1. COMPARISON OF SONIC BOOM AND SUBSONIC FLYOVER TIME HISTORIES
studies of relative acceptance of individual sonic boom events and studies on community response to mul-
tiple daily events from simulated operation of a supersonic transporlalion syslem. "l'he relative acceplance
of individual sonic boom events is best |neasured with a loudness descriptor. The best metric of this type
would appear to be Stevens (Mark VII) model for Perceived I _evel in Pl,dB (Reference 4-4) because of the
solid foundation upon which it was developed and its sensilivity to fine changes in wave, form shape.
A large community, consisting of listeners in a variety of conditions and Ioc:dions, both indoors and
outdoors, is not sensitive to the fine changes in waveform shape to which a loudness descriptor is sensitive.
Community response to multiple daily sonic boom events seems to be, best measured with a l)ay-Night
Average C-Weighted Sound Exposure I,evel (l,Cdn) (Reference 4-5). This mnelric h;_s been derived from the
extensive attitude surveys conducted during the ()klahoma City test and has been verified with testing done
by the Army Construction Engineering Research l,aboratory (Reference 4-6). The dclails concerning I '('dn
and its appfication to environmental impact studies can be found in the reporl _f Wc_rking Group _4 of the
National Research Council (P, cference 4-7).
A summary is presented in Table 4-5 which is a compilation or three of the more notable tests ill
which sonic boom acceptability was studied. The weighted average v,ll,es were c,_lcuEded by weighting the
Edwards test by a factor of three to reflect the improved accuracy of a field lest with actual boorns as
opposed to a laboratory test with simulated booms. This type of summ,lry h:l_ led to the development of
tentative sonic boom design criteria at Douglas, a Perceived l.evel of c_t) PI dll and a ('-Weighted Sound
Exposure l,cvei of 102 dB. Further response testing is needed before (me specific melric can he selected and
precise criteria set.
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TABLE4-5
SUMMARYOFVARIOUSCRITERIAFORACCEPTABLELEVELS, MEASURED OUTDOORS AT THE
GROUND SURFACE FOR A SINGLE SONIC BOOM EVENT HEARD INDOORS
TEST
HIGGINS AND
SAN LORENZO (10)
MABRY AND
ONCLEY (11)
EDWARDS AFB (12)
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
% NOT AFFECTED
OR % ACCEPTING
95
8O
95
8O
95
80
95
8O
PERCEIVED
LEVEL,
PLdB
84
92
94*
96*
88
91
88
92
LCE,
dB
98
105
106"
108"
100
103
101
104
*ESTIMATED OUTDOOR LEVELS
Analysis. Sonic boom wavefimns fi_r II,R(YI" cmlfigurafion_ ',yore predich'd using two different
methods; one for the Mach 3.2 concepl (st,pcrsonlc), and one fl)r tilt" \lath ';.(I c_m(-epl (hypersonic). 'l'hc
sonic boom for the Mach 3.2 concepl was calculalcd u_ing MDB()()M, a modified version of I:OBO()M
written by Kenneth Plotkin of Wyle laboratories. A schematic of MI)lt(R)\I oper;di_m i_ shown in I:igure
4-2. Volume and lift distributions are generated ahmg the Mgwh culling plane and arc u_ed tc, cah'uhde the
corresponding F-flmction for each discrete a_hnulhal angle. Almo_pheric pr*_pag:,fi_m is per'.'o,me:! via
Thomas' waveform parameler method (Reference 4-8) lo yield sonic boom wavef'(_rms on the ground at
each point along the boom footprint. Rise times are calculated for each shcwk u_ing 'laslor's shock solulion.
MI)BOOM accepts a user-defined arbihary flight palh input and pcrfiwms Numl eah'uh|lions, including the
effects of k)cusing. MI)FIOOM has been validated, and a compari_m (_f ;m \II)II()()M prediction wilh
flight test data fi'om an SR-71 is shown in l:igure 4-.1.
The tim(tat(on of MI)BOOM is thai the propagation rOtllille :111_.1l:-f'lmclhm calculation are based
on quasilinear theorT, which breaks down for highly nonlinear hypersonic lm'_urc richly. In order to over-
come this and generale accurale eslimales for the Math 5.0 conccpf, _vhicl_ w_mhl lw cxpected lo gellcrale
strong shocks, a nonlinear numerical code was us('d Io tr:llt:ulgde the fl_xv field ,_l)f Ic_ -i radius where linear
theory is viable. C.urrently, the calculation i_ lira(led fo tile undcr track a/hn,ulh _ ilh _caling for lilt' off-track
componcnt.
The sonic boom waveforms and their correspondir_g response nwlric'_ :m" _11¢v,n f(_r eaC]l configura-
tion at the beginning and end of cruise in l:igurc 4-4. l:xccpl for fiwu_ condilion'_, lhe most crilical sonic
boom occurs at lhc beginning of cruise dircclly under lhe flight Irack. A'_ lhc aircnafl decreases in weight and
increases in altitude over the course of a mission (fc_r a collstant ('1 cruise} fhc _mh" boom levels drop
significantly. At Math 3.2, the beginning to end-of-cruise level drops fiom 19 psf h_ 1.2 psf, and at Mach
5.0, the level drops from 2.0 psf to 1.6 psf. "lhese resulls imply lhal am aircraft which cannot mecl boom
design goals and fly supersonically over land at the beginning of cruise may Iw able h_ do so at somc point
along its flight path.
The sonic boom carpets at the beginning of cruise for the Math 3.2 and Math 5.() concepts are shown
in Figures 4-5 and 4-6, respeclively. These figures show that the off-lrack bo(_m ovcrpressures dccrease sig-
nificantly from under-track levels. More than one-half of the boom carpel fi_r the Mach 3.2 concept at Ihe
beginning of cruise experiences an overpressure of less than 1.0 psf, even lhough lhe centerline ovcrpressure
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is 1.9 psf. Ilowever, in the case of the Mach 5.0 concept, the off-track boom overpressurcs decay at a slower
rate. The large width of the boom corridor (52 miles at Mach 3.2, 65 miles at Mach 5.0) indicates that the
off-track boom levels are important and need to be considered for environmental ivnpact. A mclhod that
integrates boom level and affected area may be necessary.
Sonic Boom Minimization. Sonic boom minimization can be approached from two different perspec-
tives. The most direct approach is to design and operate the aircraft in such a way that the shock strength,
and hence peak ovcrprcssure at the ground, is minimized. Aerodynamically slender, long vehicles are typi-
cally tile end product of this type of approach. The second approach is that of sonic boom shaping. This
approach involves creating sonic boom waveshapes with minimum shock slrcngths, thereby reducing the
amount of high frcqucncy energy contained in the boom. This method is considerably more difficult fiovn
a design standpoint and will require aircraft configurations that deparl considerably from aerodynamically
optimized designs. It may bc necessary to cruise at lower altitudes to avoid lhc forvnation of a far find
N-wave. Both of these approaches were considered ira an attempt to minimize the boom from the Mach
3.2 concept.
Various modifications wcrc made to the baseline Mach 3.2 concept h_ try to reduce the N-wave
ovcrprcssurcs. These configurations wcrc evaluated assuming a uniform lift distribution and a common
fuselage with the baseline. The most promising configuration involvcd a modification and extension of the
wing, which allowed for a 20-percent reduction in overprcssure. A comparison of this configuration willl
the baseline is shown in Figure 4-7. ['urthcr sonic boom minimization potenlial exists in increased allitude
cruise. A trade study of cruise altitude and gross weight versus boom overprcssure, shown in Figure 4-8,
revealed that a 20-percent reduction in overprcssure can bc obtained by increasing the cruise altitude from
65,000 to 85,000 feet. A further 20-percent reduction in ovcrprcssure is available through a 30-percent
weight reduction. These results indicate that a combination of careful aircraft shaping, weight reduction, and
high altitude cruise can lead to far fickl N-waves of 1.0 psf or less.
The attempt to shape the boom into a flat-top waveform was unsncces_fld, :dlhough promising resldts
were obtained. The closest achievement at creating a flat-lop wavefi*rm w;ls :m aircrgd'l with front canards
extending back to the wing. The I7-funclion for this planform is shown in I:igtvre 4-q. along with lhc the-
orctical goal. The flat-top wavcform will have to be a primary design cowslrainl from Ihe start if il is Io be
realized.
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4.3 Community Noise
The large majority of the subsonic fleet will be Stage 3 at the !hne lh," I1%(" I enlers sen:ice, llence,
it was assumed that tile IISCT flcct also must mcct leAR Part 36 Sfagc ._ noi_(" rc(luir('mcnts. The airlines
generally agree tlmt Stage 3 is an appropriate IIS(TI" design goal. lhc airlin('_ ;d_o believe that IIS(YI'
dcvelopmcnt will require intcrnational cooperation (e.g., witlfin I('A()) to :,thieve an acceptablc I1SCI"
community noise standard. The public and regu!alory agencies have more than 2(I )cars cxpericncc with
Fffective Perceived Noise l.cvcl (EPNI.). ()ther noise metrics, sueh a_ dll(A), have been considered and
would result in lower numerical values (100 EPNdlI -_ 87 dB(A)), l lowever, the airplane would not be any
quieter. Introduction of a new noise metric could be interpreted as midemling; lhercfore, F, PNI, will be
used.
Various noise reduction concepts considered by l)ouglas lhal may be used to control jet noise are
listed in Table 4-6, together widl the expeclcd range of noise attenualions. The individual noise attenuations
are not additive. (7ombinalions of these concepts could provide 10 to 20 dB noise altenuation. Some of
these noise reduction concepts have been tested and verified under past research and technology dcvch)p-
mcnt programs, llowever, the tests were not conducted at the higher jt'I temf, cratt, res and velocities
expected for the IIS(Ti' engine cycles. Thcreh)rc, more tests arc required to extend exisling data bases.
1)o,,glas Noise Estimales. Noise levcls were estimated at tlw I:AR Part 1t6 reference locations for the
Phase III Mach 3.2 (D3.2-3A) and Math 5.0 (DS.0-15A) concepls and are li_ted in Table 4-7. The noise
levels in the table include lhe noise reduction effccls of the inverted veh)cily profik, (IVP) and a jc! noise
suppressor, and a treated ejector for the VS('I:, concept only. The ejec!or may no! be compatible with !he
VCE concept single expansion ramp nozzle (,RFRN).
The Part 36 sideline noise estimales have assumed 12-dB and 5-dB _uppre_ion for the VS(71{ and
VCE concepts, respectively. The sideline noise levels for !he Mach 3.2 concepl exceed the ,_l,:l.ge 3 require-
TABLE 4-6
JET NOISE REDUCTION CONCEPTS
REDUCTION (EPNdB)°
CONCEPT (RE: CONICAL NOZZLE)
INVERTED VELOCITY PROFILE
SUPPRESSOR
SUPPRESSORAND EJECTOR
THERMAL SHIELD
POROUS CENTERBODY
4-6
6-8
7-15
2-4
2-5
*NOISE REDUCTIONSARE NOT ADDITIVE
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TABLE 4-7
ESTIMATED FAR PART 36 NOISE LEVELS (EPNdB)
CONCEPT
D-3.2-3A
ENGINE
P&W VSCE
STAGE 3 REQUIREMENTS
GE VCED-5.0-15A
TOGW
(LB)
769,000
1,213,000
SIDELINE
112
(- 12)
102.5
TAKEOFF
(CUTBACK)
110
( - 8)
105.4
116
(- 5)
N/A
APPROACH
STAGE 3 REQUIREMENTS
CONCORDE OLYMPUS 593 385,000
106
(- 6)
105
NIA
103 106 105
119.5112.0 117.0
NOTE: ABOVE NOISE ESTIMATES DO NOT INCLUDE SHOCK CELL, DUCT BURNER, OR
TURBOMACHINERY NOISE
( ) SUPPRESSION ASSUMED EXCLUDING IVP
INCLUDES INVERTED VELOCITY PROFILE PLUS SUPPRESSION DEVICES
ments by 9.:5 dB. The Math 5.0 conccp! sideline noise i_ 13 dlJ above II1(: rcquircmt'nl. An additional 2- Io
3-dB reduction in sideline noisc could be achicved wilh an opcralion:d prtx'¢durc _vhcre cnginc thrusl is
reduced early in the flight path. llowcvcr, thc lakcofr culb;wk noise Icvcls w_,uh] incrt-:l_e slightly due to a
lower airplane height ovcr thc takcoff monitor.
A paramctric study at Phase II lakcoff weights was c(mducted to 0ctermirl¢ tht' ¢fft,ct ofovcrsizhlg lhe
engine on Part 36 noise levcls, l)ctails of engine p:mqmcters fi_r Ihe v:ui<m_ ¢n#i;w 4zcs is given in Table
4-8. The noise rcsults for thc Mach 3.2 alltl Math 5.(1 concepts are given in 'l':d4t',_ 4-0 and 4-10, rcspcclivcly.
Increasing the Mach 3.2 engine size by 110 pcrcent reduced the sideline 11oi_c b._ up lo lq dB, but rcsullcd
in an aircraft rangc loss of 1,400 nautical miles. A l{fl/tlrag improvemcnl of 21) perccnl icduccd takeoff ;tnd
approach noisc levcls, bul did not affecl sideline noise. In order Io m'hicvc lhc dc'qgn range of 6,500 nautical
miles for a maximum takeoff gross weight cqual Io 6£4,(10(I pounds, :m cn_zi,¢ fhrllsl of 60,000 pounds al
power codc 100 is ncccssary for I)3.2-3A. l:or the Nlach 5 corlfigllrali(m :d :l m:l_:ilYnlw! i:&coffgross w,:.ight
equal to 984,000 pounds on engine thrust, 66,000 pmmds at prover _'_dt' .111 i'_ it'qu{rt'd. ()ver_izing tile
engine by 164 pcrccnt dccreascs the sideline noise by 0 dllJ.
P&W Noise Estinmtes. P&W predicted I:AP, 36 sidclinc, noise over a r:mgc or :wailable engine thrust
for a 600 pounds pcr second airflow V,qCli. Noise cslimalcs were gclwralcd for bolh a baseline, unsup-
prcsscd VSCE and for a VSCF, with slowablc ouler slrcam jet noise supprc_{m 'lhc supprcssor fcalurcs
12 chutes with 24 tubcs at lhc oulcr rim, having a b:lse area to jcl nrca rnli_ cd" 2.(,. A Irealcd ejeclor wilh
I,/lI ratio of 1.6 is included with 1.5 im'h deep acouslic Irealnlelll, _imil:, h, :rod ';t':llct[ fronl that used in
thc VCE Testbcd program.
Use of indcpcndcntly variablc fan and core jet areas is a key fc:dllrt" (_1" lilt' VN( '!:. This allows (_pli-
mization of thc takcoff prt power airlqmv hipse r:lfc of the VS('I( ¢vmbling "high Ilmving" of lhc engine
over a range of takeoff power conditions. 'l'he entzinc lllCrcby re:tint:tins m:lxim,m :firllow and achieves
thrust variation primarily through changes in jet velocity.
The VSCF, with a suppressor nozzle would norm:ally have a fixcd _lllt-! ,.l_¢;m} {_uppressor) jcl area
when dcployed over the sideline and communily noise monilors. I:or i_mlV_q',_ {d' lhi_ sidcline noise ,qudy,
howcvcr, a variable area suppressor was asstmlctl. This will allow (_l_timi/:di(m (4' it'1 noise at Ihe sitl,'lillc
condition. Once the alrlounl of cnginc scaling/'ovcrsizing for sideline noisc lm'_ Ix'ca dclcrmincd (along with
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TABLE 4-8
ENGINE SIZING PARAMETERS (SEA LEVEL STATIC CONDITIONS)
CONCEPT
D-3.2-3A
P&W VSCE
PC50FN60
PC50FN60 ( + 20% L/D)
PC50FN80
PC70FN60
PC70FN80
PC100FN60
PC100FN120
D-5.0-15A
GE VCE
PC40FN66
PC50FN66
PC32FN66
ENGINE
SCALE
FACTOR
ENGINE
THRUST
FN ( x 1,000 LB)
602.1
2.1
2.8
1.4
1.9
1.0
2.0
1.0
1.6
0.6
60
8O
60
8O
60
120
66
66
66
CORE STREAM
FLOW
Vj Tj Aj
(FPS) (R) (SQ IN.)
1,180 1,410 2,245
1,180 1,410 2,245
1,t80 1,410 2,245
1,570 1,545 1,275
1,570 1,545 1,275
2,090 1,805 735
2,09O 1,805 735
1,49O 855 435
3,310 2,125 1,215
1,070 760 165
DUCT STREAM
FLOW
Vj Tj Aj
(FPS) (R) (SQ IN.)
1,700 805 910
1,700 805 910
1,700 8O5 910
2,670 2,080 1,100
2,670 2,080 1,100
3,555 3,970 1,280
3,555 3,970 1,280
1,070 1,755 1,645
N/A N/A N/A
1,900 1,455 1,505
TABLE 4-9
ESTIMATED FAR PART 36 NOISE LEVELS (EPNdB)
INCLUDES INVERTED VELOCITY PROFILE ONLY
TOGW = 684,000 LB P&W VSCE (D-3.2-3A CONCEPT)
ENGINE
SCALE TAKEOFF RANGE
FACTOR SIDELINE (CUTBACK) APPROACH (N MI)
STAGE 3 REQUIREMENT 102.1 104.8 105.0
CONFIGURATION*
PC50FN60
PC50FN60 (20% L/D)
2.1
2.1
105.0
105.0
103.0
98.0
102.0
98.0
PC50FN80
PC70FN60
PC70FN80
PC 100 FN60
PC100FN120
CONCORDE
2.8
1.4
t.9
1.0
2.0
106.0
122.0
123.0
124.0
126.0
112.0
89.0
111.0
96.0
118.0
94.0
119.5
99.0
107.0
103.0
112.0
103.0
117.0
NOTES: -- NO SHOCK CELL OR DUCT BURNER NOISE INCLUDED IN ESTIMATES
-- APPROACH NOISE ESTIMATES EXCLUDE TURBOMACHINERY NOISE
*SEE TABLE 4-8 FOR PowER CODE INFORMATION
- 1,400
- 1,400
- 2,400
- 200
- 1,100
REF
DESIGN
RANGE
(6,500)
- 1,800
3,200
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TABLE 4-10
ESTIMATED MACH 5.0 FAR PART 36 NOISE LEVELS (EPNdB)
INCLUDES INVERTED VELOCITY PROFILE PLUS EJECTOR*
TOGW = 984,000 GE VCE (D-5.0 -15A CONCEPT)
ENGINE
SCALE
FACTOR
TAKEOFF
(CUTBACK)SIDELINE APPROACH
STAGE 3 REQUIREMENT 103.0 106.0 105.0
CONFIGURATION * *
PC40FN66
PC32FN66
PC50FN66
1.0
1.6
0.6
116.0
107.0
132.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
RANGE
(N MI)
REF
DESIGN
RANGE
(6,500)
- 3,000
+ 1,905
CONCORDE -- 112.0 119.5 117.0 3,200
*NOTE: -- THIS NOISE REDUCTION CONCEPT US NOT COMPATIBLE WITH THE SERN NOZZLE
* *SEE TABLE 4-8 FOR POWER CODE INFORMATION
the associated suppressor jet area), that suppressor jet area would tlwn bt" twhl fixed ;it 1ha! design duct j¢'l
area for future studies such as cutback noise. Full hvo-slrcam nozzle vmi:d_ilil_ i_ slill :wailahlc at all olhcr
flight conditions with the suppressor in lhe slowed posilion.
Total and individual component noise levels fi_r Ihe engine pcrfi_rmmw_" poi_lts u_cd by P&W ;uc
given for the unsuppressed anti suppressed VS('I;. in Tables 4-11 mid 4-12, rt'_pcclivcly. 'I'he major noise
sources are the jet mixing noise (high and low frequency componcnls) and the ducl burner combustion
noise. Jet shock noise is not found to hc a significant contributor, except :_I lhe [¢_west powers. A noise
benefit on the order of 4 dB was estimated by P&W to be availabk" fi'om a 180 degrec circumfcwnfia[
Thermal Acoustic Shield. This benefit should apply 1o both the j'ot and duct burner sources at the nozzle.
P&W assumed a four-engine ! ISCT aircraft with a takeoff gross weigh! of 76q,0_)(1 pounds (1)3.2-3A)
and a sea level static takeoff thrust of 61,500 pounds (57,700 pounds at l,(If)0 feet altitude sidcline condi-
tion), and 0.3 Mach numl:,er for the ovcrsizing study. Thc four variants of the VS(:I:, candidale cngine of
the study, with 600 pounds per second design airflow size, arc jet noise dc_minafcd :_! this takeoff thrust and
are projected to excccd the Slage 3 sideline noisc limit.
TABLE 4-11
P&W VSCE NOISE ESTIMATES -- UNSUPPRESSED
IVPIDUCT BURNER UNSUPPRESSED WITH TREATED EJECTOR
EFFECT. HIGH LOW
FNT WEIGHT JET VEL. EPNL JET FREQUENCY FREQUENCY SHOCK EPL
(LBF) (LBM/SEC) (FPS) TOTAL TOTAL JET JET EPNL D/B*
49,111 608.36
48,607 607.80
45,008 604.29
40,734 600.73
35,308 591.16
25,636 527.08
20,231 488.70
2,937.80
2,913.50
2,736.70
2,521.80
2,261.60
1,908.20
1,671.40
118.7
118.4
116.7
114.2
110.5
103.7
100.6
117.3
117.1
115.4
113.0
109.2
103.0
100.5
112.5
112.3
110.7
108.3
104.4
96.3
89.9
115.3
115.1
113.4
110.9
107.0
99.9
93.2
96.9 112.5
96.2 112.2
90.6 110.1
89.9 107.7
93.4 103.8
96.4 94.3
98.4 82.6
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TABLE 4-12
P&W VSCE NOISE ESTIMATES -- SUPPRESSED
FNT WEIGHT
(LBF) (LBM/SEC)
43,174 604.25
39,053 600.27
[33,865 590.71
24,701 526.74
19,477 488.86
IVP/DUCT BURNER SUPPRESSED WITH TREATED EJECTOR
EFFECT.
JET VEL.
(FPS)
2,639.1
2,433.3
2,184.4
1,848.4
1,621.3
EPNL
TOTAL
114.9
111.9
108.0
101.3
98.5
JET
TOTAL
112.8
109.5
105.5
100.0
98.3
HIGH
FREQUENCY
JET
108.7
103.6
98.5
91.6
86.6
LOW
FREQUENCY
JET
110.2
107.6
103.9
96.8
89.9
SHOCK EPL
EPNL DIB o
88.1 110.1
85.5 107.7
89.7 103.8
94.0 94.3
96.7 83.6
°DIB = DUCT BURNER
For engines dominated by jet noise at takeoff powers, one means of reducing sideline noise at a given
fixed thrust is to oversize the engines (increased airflow, diameter, and lhrusl) and operate thcm at a lower
relative power (and cxhaust velocity) takeoff condition. The noise penalty associated with increased size -
engine noise ,,, 10 log (airflow size) - is more than offsct by operation at a lower percent of full power with
attendant reduced jct velocity - jet noise of order _60 log (vclocily). "rhc larger engines, however, arc
heavier and do not operate at optimal power in the cruise regimc, thus having increased fucl burn and either
an aircraft takeoff gross weight (at conslant range) or range penalty (at conslalll gross weight).
The basic noise predictions for this study were made for an engine h:wing a 6(10 pounds per second
design inlet airflow (reference) size. The engine can bc easily resized using lhc rcl:_timl_hip that noise scales
as:
A SPI, = 10 log (design airflow/600 pps) ~dB
Similarly, thrust of the 600 pounds per second engine would scale dircclh as:
Thrust = Rcf. Thrust x (design airflow/600 pps) _dB
Figure 4-10 shows the oversizing relative to the reference 600 ixmnd'_ per ,_t'cond requircd for Ihe
suppressed VSCE to meet the FAR 36 ,qtagc 3 sideline noise rcqulrcmcnl. Rclalive ,dzc is shown both with
and without addition of the Thermal Acoustic Shield. l)cpcndenl on use _f jcl _upprcssion and use of
thermal acoustic shield, the engine ovcrsizing required to meet the I:.,\P, 3fi .Rlagc _ sideline noise limk is
90 percent to 150 percent relative to the 6(`1(I pounds per second reference design _izc or 1140 to 1500 pounds
per second airflow size. The engine weight penalty would be dircclly propollion:d l,_ lhi_ airflow size. 'llfis
result is similar to that found by Douglas.
GE Noise Estimales. The objective of tire G|: noise study was h, m:lkc ,&lclinc noi'_c estimates for the
Mach 5 (D5.0-15A) concept with a 2D-CI) wedge SIiRN nozzle (%ingle I:xp:m_ion Ramp Nozzle).
Development of the GF, noise cstimatc for Math 5 VCI! is shown in 'rablc 4-13, which identifies the various
correction factors inw_lvcd. The sideline noise eslim:dc of 1(19.7 dll i_ ba,_cd on lhc ml'_caled (74_ pounds
per second) engine. The scale factor based upon a takeoff gross weigh.' of 1.21 _,_1 )(I p(mnds is I._42 which,
using the equation ot, tlincd earlier, results in a sideline I!PNdli of 10q.7 _ 27. or 1124 dll, or _9 tlB over
the Stage 3 limit of 103.0 dB.
Commanity Noise. A study was e(mth]ctctl to dctermiuc whaf hni'.:_'l lhc \l:,'h ?,.2 c('mccpt might
have on noise levels ira the vicinity of airports. "l'his c(m_islcd (ff gcn('ralh'lg Illl) I:PN'tlll (nr_proximalcly R7
dB(A)) noise contours using the Pall 36 takeoff procedure and comp:uinu Ihc r_ml_,ur_ l(, Iho_c for a lypie:d
long-haul subsonic turbofan airplane (747-200) flying lhe same pnwcdtm' (l'i,mm' .l. II ). "lhc comp:_rison
shows the HSCT, with the IVP and suppression devices to bc con_idcr:d,h n_fi,_icr lhan lhc I]747-2()0.
Contour areas are 2.2 square miles for the 747-200, compared to R.7 square miles for lhc IISC'I'. In ortlcr
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FIGURE 4-10. P&W MACH 3.2 VSCE DATA -- SIDELINES NOISE VERSUS ENGINE SIZE --
SUPPRESSED CYCLE PER FNT = 57,000 LB
TABLE 4-13
GE VCE NOISE ESTIMATES
EQUIVALENT CONIC NOZZLE NOISE dB (FROM MIS PROGRAM)
ADJUSTMENTS FOR GEOMETRY
SUPPRESSION DUE TO 20-CHUTE SUPPRESSOR, dB (V mix - 2,250 FPS)
-j
BENEFIT DUE TO 2D NOZZLE dB (V mix - 2,250 FPS)
-j
ESTIMATED NOISE AMPLICATION DUE TO SERN, dB
EPNL
113.1
-7.5
-2.0
+ 1.5
1 ENGINE FREEFIELD NOISE LEVEL WITH 2D43D SUPPRESSOR SERN, dB 105.1
SYSTEM NOISE CORRECTIONS
4 ENGINE AIRCRAFT, dB
SOFT GROUND REFLECTION, dB
ENGINE TO ENGINE SHIELDING AND EGA, dB
+6.0
+1.5
- 2.9
NET SYSTEM NOISE LEVEL, dB* 109.7
*NO MARGIN CORRECTION INCLUDED
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INCLUDES INVERTED VELOCITY PROFILE PLUS SUPPRESSION DEVICES
76g KLB TOGW P&W VSCE STFg05 ENGINE
RANGE = 6,500 N MI PC100FN60
-. ,' , 747-9c_q
........................... __vv,
FIGURE 4-11. 100 EPNdB NOISE CONTOURS -- D3.2-3A CONCEPT
for the Mach 3,2 concept to be comparable, a further noise rcducti¢m eft S_ ,IR :m,I 7 dll :11 sidelhw and
takeoff, respectively, is requii-cd.
]'he effects of" oversizing the unsuppressed rcferencc engine on nirpcwl nni_c ccmlour areas were
determined. An I ISCT engine, with 2. I ovcrsizing, reduces lhc 100 I:I' Nd 11 c(mh_lr art';! 1o 3.5 square miles.
Oversizing the engine produccs smaller contour areas, bu! results ;n :m Illl:Wt't'l'_l:lb]c" rt'duction in aircmR
range of more than 1,000 miles. The addition or a noise supprcssicm device w(mld reduce lhc contour areas
by approximatcly 50 percent. The total I1SCT contour area could be redllct'tl in size by optimizing lhe
takeoff procedure for minimum area ralhcr than flying the Part 36 culbat-k prcwedurt'.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Research and Technology Needs
The IISCT study was primarily an assessment of lechnology in terms _f polentlal commercial value
with a continuing emphasis on narrowing the range of Math number design oplhms. The purpose of the
study is to assist NASA to plan follow-on research and technology activitk's, l:arly in Phase I it was cml-
eluded that current technology was insufficient to support a prodt,clion dcveh_pmenl program. Throughout
the study, technology needs were monilorcd as part of the l Iscr concepl dcfinilion process.
A compilation of insights which focuses on the Mach range suiled I_ a ker_sene fueled [ISCI' is
presented. The range of interest extended to Mach 3.2 using a kerosene-based fuel, which has higher thc.rmal
stability charactcristics than the currently available kerosene-based jet fiwl (.lcl A).
Airframe technology needs are groupcd in three catcgorics: environnwnlal, key performance tccimol-
ogles, and integration and supporting tcchnologics (Figure 5-1). These arc ba_ed cm relative priorities, sig-
nificance, and program logic. The time period is predicated on a year 2(1t/_1 to 2(11[1 llSCr ccrlification
(keroscne-bascd fuel) with configuration dcvch_pment commcncing in Iqq6-q7. II should be emphasized
that the foUowing is a first order statement of tcchnology needs wilhcml con_id_'rafions of NASA's
resources: personnel, laboratory facilities, and budgets.
Technology needs include thc following disciplines: aerodynamics, :w_,t_lic'_, propulsion, thermal,
fuels, engine emissions, airfi'ame materials, slruclures, syslcms, ht, m:m f:wl_r,< _:d't'lv. reliability, mainlain-
ability, product support, and cosling.
1988 PRIORITY 1
ENVIRONMENTAL
SONIC BOOM
EMISSIONS
AIRPORT NOISE
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
3 YEARS
1989 PRIORITY 2
KEY PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGIES
METHODS
AERODYNAMICS
PROPULSION
MATERIALS-STRUCTURES
HUMAN FACTORS
5 TO 6 YEARS
1991 PRIORITY 3
INTEGRATION AND SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES
AERODYNAMICS
PROPULSION
SYSTEMS
HUMAN FACTORS
PRODUCTION
5 TO 6 YEARS
FIGURE 5-1. TECHNOLOGY PLAN
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5.2 Conclusions and Recommendalions
Market
I.
.
3.
,
Market projections fi_r tile 2000 m 2(125 lime peri_ut indiczm" ,_ufficicNl l,a,_,_cnpcr Iraffic for ranges
beyond 2,000 naulical miles to support a flct'l _f ec<momically _i:,bh. and unvir_mmcnlally compalil',le
high-speed commercial hansporls, i:lcct nec'd,_ to,hi h_fal 1,51)0 (_t- m(uc '_fl()-_:c;ll air('l-;ifl by 2025.
The Pacific Rim area will beconw Ihc major lraffic region al'It'i Ihr xu:u 2()(1(I. lu.'uling lo Ihc cslab-
lishment of design range objeclivcs of 6,500 naulical Inilcs.
Ticket prices above competitive subsonic c'owmwrcial service pl_vhh" c_mshlur:d_le leverage fc_r eco-
nomic viabilily. Market elasticity is much greater few coach l',:l_sc'nguvs c-omp,'m,d to first class for
high-speed transports. Market capl_Nc of coach passengers erode,; ,dl:upty whh lh'kt'l prices as small
as 10 percent to 20 percenl above sul,s+mic fare level.
Economic viability places emphasis on cmhr<mmenlally acccpl:d+Ic ,mlWr,,mic flight over land. 'l'he
constraint of no supersonic flighl over land rcduces p<_Icnlial :drcraft p,_dutli_ il._ (i.e., seal miles per
year) by [0 to 20 percent for Ihe ]Math ,t.2 _.'(m('cpl.
Cruise Speed
,
3,
,
Aircraft p,'oduclivily increases with cruise speed up Io abou! \l:,ch _ !,, \t:,,'h t', fi_r markel applic:t-
tions ranging fi'om 2,000 to 6,5()0 nautical mih's. Above this pin!, f]lt' l_.,l:llj_.c vi_uificance of cruise
speed diminishes and productivity i,_ virtually ('(!,llSl:.llll.
Design mission gross weights increase wilh cruise Math m]mlwr :rod c_irC_l-_mdingly, adv:mccd
technology requiremenls and costs are grealcr.
Cruise speeds of Math 5 and Mach 6 using cryogenic fl]cl_ (l N(;) ,1_ rn_f rt'sull in compelilive
opportt, nilies bcfi_rc the 2010 time frame. 1 iquid melhanc's energy _.'_"Jlllt'lll fall'_ shorl of Math 5
requirements, and liquid hydrogen aircr:ffl (Mach (,) are nol cemlpclilivc d,m 1,_ tim high fuel cosl.
Economic studies of the Math 3.2 concept suggest viability could bc :whicvcd Ihrough modt'sl fare
premiums and successful research in providing significant gross wcighl rcthu'lions and propulsive
efficiency improvcme_ls.
Technology Nerds
.
2.
Current technology is not adequate Io produce an economically viable high-speed lransporl near war-
rant go-ahead on full-scale IISCI' design and dcvclopmcnt.
Technology needs can bc defined to allow development of an ecemomically allraclive Math 3.2, next
generation after Coneordc, high-speed transport.
Environmental Consideralions
!. Advanced engine technology has been idcnlificd that offers the poluulial fi_r wduclions in nitrous
oxides to vm 3' low levels. The delermination of specific engine (,mi_si_m rcquiremcnls must awail lhe
results of sludies inw_lving models of Ihe earth's atmosphere and t'ngim' cmis_ion projections for
worldwide I ISCT fleet applications.
2. FAR 36 Stage 3 airport noise requirements for a design range (,f 6.50{) u:,,,lical miles cannot be met
with technology projections of lhis study. ()vcrsizing engines Io rediu'u !he noise is not economically
attractive; further innowdive suppressor rcscarch is required.
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, Concepts considcred in this study arc estimated to bc capable ¢,1"¢ignific:m! l,crfornlancc objectives
- 300 passenger/6,5()0 nautical miles - with slightly lower sonic bcvm_ ch:lr:wlcri_lics than ('oncnrdc
- 100 passengers/3,2_10 nautical miles. Sonic boom ncccplabilil_ crih'ri:l phl,_ fi_rlher rcfillelnenl of
I ISCT concepts through configuration shaping nnd c_pcration:d cml_lr:lini_ i'_ twccssaU_ to tlclcrmine
conditions of cnvironmcntal compliance.
Economy
From the standpoint of the IJ.S. economy, :1 I,tllll'l-tmil llS("l" pmgr:ml wn_dd ere:lie an csfimafcd
200,000 jobs over thc lift" of the program. 'lifts tr:m'_lalc'_ ini(_ :1 pr(_it'ct_.d $_!_,_ billi(m (;NP increase
and represents improvement in the b:d:mce _t lr,_dc of :q_l'_rnxim;dul3 $11)n billi_m.
Recommendations
°
2.
3.
Research must focus on resolving cnvironmenlal issues; criteria ,qcccpl:d_ilily must be achieved on a
international basis in conccrt with the research bcforc production dcvclopmen! begins.
Research and lcchnology dcvclopmcnt should focus on concepls using a kerosene-type fiwl largeting
on initial aircraft dclivcrics in the 2000 to 2010 time frame.
NASP technology and lcarning will have mcasurablc value; howcver, :1 commercially oriented high-
speed technologies devclopment program is vital to any ongoing efforls by tile ILS. industry to
maintain aviation technology Icadcrship.
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